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From being an exotic addition to risk management toolkits in the 1990s, environmentaland social standards have over the past decade become a mainstream concern foroinancial institutions in developed countries, and furthermore exhibit an ever-increasingimportance in emerging markets such as China, Brazil and South Africa. Moreover, soundenvironmental risk management practices and the application of responsibility bench-marks in the oinancial sector are also adherent to membership of the Organisation forEconomic Cooperation and Development (OECD), which unites the most economicallydeveloped nations of Europe, North America and Australasia.These mechanisms for responsible public oinance include amongst others the WorldBank’s Operational Manual, the Performance Standards of the International Finance Cor-poration, the OECD’s Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environmentand Ofoicially Supported Export Credits and similar guidelines of regional developmentbanks. For responsible private oinance, they include the Equator Principles (signed byover 60 leading banks and covering 71 percent of the total project oinance provided toemerging markets in 2007), the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment(signed by over 510 oinancial institutions with total assets under management of overUSD 18 trillion) and various other benchmarks.Although varying in their scope of application, all these responsibility mechanismswithin the oinancial sector hold a similar objective, namely that of limiting lending to orinvestment in environmentally and socially controversial projects, due to the additionalrisks associated with such projects. The responsibility frameworks also assist oinancialinstitutions to pursue new market opportunities created by low carbon governmentregulations and customer demand, particularly in the context of rapidly developing mar-kets for carbon emissions certioicates, and the signioicant “green” components of the eco-nomic stimulus packages implemented by various governments during 2008 – 2009.The impact of sustainability benchmarks across a range of oinancial products and ser-vices is becoming increasingly apparent – from project and export oinance to corporateloans, private equity and institutional investments. Due to the 2008/9 oinancial crisisand the resultant increases in public and government scrutiny of the oinancial sectorworldwide, many oinancial institutions are in the process of redesigning and improvingtheir risk management tools and approaches. By widening the scope of risk manage-ment to include environmental, social and governance issues, sustainability can be amajor contributor to a more resilient and responsible global oinancial system.As Russia becomes more integrated into the global economy and seeks membership ofthe OECD, the integration of environmental and social responsibility standards into theRussian oinancial sector appears to be a question of “when” rather than “if”. As of Octo-ber 2009, however, no Russian oinancial institution has adopted any of the internation-ally recognised responsibility benchmarks, which raises the question regarding the costof such inaction to the Russian oinancial sector and to the country’s economy as a whole.
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Analysis of loans provided to environment-intensive industries in Russia by multina-tional oinancial institutions – the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Euro-pean Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), – as well as by foreign privatebanks and domestic banks, suggests that the application of voluntary responsibilitymechanisms can prove to be an effective tool for both protecting the environment and en-abling Russian oinancial institutions to minimise their risks and increase their interna-tional and domestic competitiveness. Foreign capital markets are likely to remain themajor source of funding for extractive industries in Russia (specioically mining, the ex-traction of coal, oil and gas, etc). At the same time, Russian banks are the principalproviders of oinancing to sectors that play the most crucial role in improving energy ef-oiciency in the Russian economy (namely construction, real estate and electricity gener-ation) and efoicient land use and conservation of the country’s biodiversity (farming,forestry and oishery). The most lucrative clients in Russia, including oil and gas compa-nies, tap into international oinancial markets and are therefore accustomed to applyingthe international responsibility mechanisms required by these investors. There is there-fore no evidence to suggest that avoidance of international responsibility frameworkswill make Russian oinancial institutions somehow more attractive to potential clientsthan their foreign competitors.On the contrary, the experiences of IFC and EBRD are testament to the fact that envi-ronmentally responsible and progressive investments are possible in Russia, and thatenergy efoiciency measures in particular can prove extremely attractive for oinancial in-stitutions from a commercial point of view. According to the IFC’s annual client surveyconducted in 2006, the third most important factor for clients in terms of entering intoa partnership with IFC was the assistance that the organisation provides in managing en-vironmental and social issues. The potential market for energy efoiciency solutions inRussia is a huge one, and the beneoits to be gained, in terms of carbon emissions reduc-tions and the resulting beneoits for the climate change agenda, are equally signioicant.There also exists signioicant potential for investments in renewable energy in Russia,particularly in wind power. Similarly, waste treatment is another area which will need tobe addressed by Russian companies if they are to increase their international competi-tiveness.In order to integrate environmental and social responsibility benchmarks in the Russianoinancial sector, a joint effort of the Russian government, domestic oinancial institutionsand affected stakeholders is required. Firstly, the “greening” process of the Russian oi-nancial system can be assisted by the clear articulation of messages regarding environ-mental safeguards on the part of the Russian government, particularly with respect to themajor Russian state-owned banks (VEB, Sberbank, VTB, Russian Agricultural Bank andGazprombank). Secondly, the harmonisation of Russian legislative requirements re-garding environmental impact assessment procedures with those of international oi-nancial institutions will assist Russian borrowers to avoid unnecessary costs related toduplication of effort involved in compliance with two separate sets of requirements.
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Thirdly, the provision of state funds, including stimulus oinancing, for industrial projectsshould target low carbon and resource-efoicient projects in order to support the mod-ernisation of the economy in a similar fashion to the “green” stimulus schemes adoptedin the US, EU countries, China, South Korea and a number of other states. Finally, in orderto facilitate stakeholders’ engagement and efoicient decision-making, representatives ofgovernment environmental agencies and civil society organisations should be involvedin the approval process for loans by the major Russian state-owned banks to environ-ment-intensive projects.Following a similar logic, Russian oinancial institutions can commence their “greening”process by reviewing the environmental and social risks associated with their existingand potential loans and initiating an open and transparent dialogue with stakeholders.These activities should be integrated into the core operations of institutions through thecreation of internal sustainability teams and the development of a responsibility strat-egy supported by operational toolkits such as screening checklists for industry sectors,manuals, action and client monitoring plans, and compliance and grievance procedures.In developing these internal mechanisms, Russian oinancial institutions could make ex-tensive use of international sustainability practices in the oinancial sector. Collaborationwith customers in the areas of energy- and resource-efoiciency, and in the identioicationof client needs and opportunities in these oields offers a further value addition that sus-tainability teams can provide to oinancial businesses. Finally, Russian oinancial institu-tions might launch various “green ofoice” initiatives, for example ISO 14000 certioicationsof internal environment management systems, the use of Forest Stewardship Councilcertioied and recycled paper, the implementation of energy (and cost) saving schemessuch as teleconferencing instead of business travel, and the offsetting of carbon footprintfrom ofoice activities and employees travel through the purchase of tradable renewableenergy certioicates or support for sustainable afforestation projects.From the viewpoint of WWF, the most realistic scenario for the development of respon-sible oinance in Russia is for a few proactive oinancial institutions in the country to takethe lead in the area of environmental and social sustainability, and thereby “turn the ta-bles”, making other players follow in order to retain competitiveness and market share.This report is intended to assist these anticipated market leaders in gaining the maxi-mum beneoit from a collective of international experience in responsible oinance.
INTRODUCTION
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WWF, the Worldwide Fund for Nature, is one of many organisations expressing the viewthat both the oinancial and environmental crises can and should be addressed simulta-neously through a well-balanced set of sustainability measures. This vision is shared bya number of governments throughout the world that have during 2008 – 2009 includedsignioicant “green”1 components into their economic stimulus packages, varying from33.4 percent in China’s “New Deal” to 12 percent in the USA expenditures under theAmerican Recovery and Reinvestment Act2.
Financial institutions (FIs) play a major role in providing investment funding to supportsuch “green” points of economic growth and employment creation as development oflow carbon infrastructure (energy-efoicient buildings, renewable energy resources, rapidground transit systems as opposed to air transportation, etc), the management of ecosys-
tem goods and services and “green” research and development. In particular, in 2005 theG8 Summit held at Gleneagles (Scotland) mandated the World Bank and regional devel-
opment banks to increase their dialogue with borrowers on energy efoiciency issues, inorder to facilitate climate change mitigation and adaptation measures3.Furthermore, an additional dimension of the interrelation between the oinancial sectorand the environment concerns the valuation of risk. The current myopic attitude towardsvarious types of risks (credit, social, environmental, etc) and attempts to externalisethese beyond national borders and short time frames have been amongst the primarycontributors to both the ongoing environmental degradation and the credit crunch of2008 – 2009. In order to aid the recovery of the world economy from the oinancial crisisit is essential that the reforms implemented in the international oinancial system arebased on longer term considerations and that they actively take steps to avoid risks ex-ternalisation through the implementation of prudent management policies and prac-tices.In this regard, WWF’s experience in both the countries of the Organisation of Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and key emerging market economies such as Brazil,China and South Africa, demonstrates that internationally recognised mechanisms ofenvironmental and social responsibility can be an effective tool for both protecting theenvironment and enabling international and national FIs to minimise their risks and in-crease their competitiveness. In the case of public oinance, these mechanisms include,amongst others, the World Bank’s Operational Manual, the Performance Standards of
1 For all terms marked in Italic, see deoinitions in the Glossary of Terms in the Addenda section of the report.
2 Barbier, E. (2009). “Rethinking the Economic Recovery: A Global Green New Deal.” Report prepared for theEconomics and Trade Branch, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics, UNEP. Geneva. P. 4.http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/docs/GGND-Report-April2009.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
3 The Gleneagles Communiqué (2005). P. 8. http://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/about_the_gc/govern-ment_support/PostG8_Gleneagles_Communique.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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the International Finance Corporation, the OECD’s Recommendation on Common Ap-proaches on the Environment and Ofoicially Supported Export Credits and similar guide-lines of regional development banks. For private oinance, they include the Equator
Principles, which have been adopted by over 60 leading banks, the UNEP Financial Ini-
tiative, the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment, as well as a number ofother benchmarks.Despite the fact that, as of October 2009, no Russian FIs has become a signatory to anyof the aforementioned internationally recognised responsibility benchmarks, WWF hasbeen both expecting and observing a growing interest in these standards within the Rus-sian oinancial sector. In this regard, Russian FIs are expected to undergo the same evo-lution as their counterparts in the West and some emerging markets; from responsivecorporate social responsibility (CSR) to information disclosure, to strategic CSR as a com-petitiveness tool.Both individually designed social and environmental policies and internationally recog-nised benchmarks can assist Russian FIs to not only mitigate and overcome the nega-tive effects of the 2008/9 oinancial crisis, but also to secure a stronger and moresustainable – in all senses of the word – footing in the post-crisis world.The purpose of this report is to serve as a post oinancial crisis handbook that will assistboth oinanciers and environmentalists in Russia to cooperate in establishing a “greener”and less risky oinancial system. Due to the predominant role of commercial banks and themuch less signioicant role of investment banks, private equity funds and other types ofoinancial service providers amongst domestic FIs in Russia, the report is primarily fo-cused on sustainable lending practices, whereas as mentioned above, internationallyrecognised environmental and social responsibility standards have emerged and beenadopted in all areas of oinancial activities.Chapter One of the report provides an overview of the evolution and hierarchy of inter-national mechanisms related to the environmental and social responsibility of FIs aswell as the application of these mechanisms in both OECD countries and emergingeconomies such as China, Brazil and South Africa.
Chapter Two brieoly describes the Russian oinancial system and provides a classioicationof the Russian FIs from the viewpoint of their attitude to environmental and social issues.Particular attention is paid to the feasibility of “green” oinance schemes in Russia, as ev-idenced by the successes of the IFC and EBRD energy-efoiciency programs. For the pur-poses of establishing the scope of the creditors’ environmental responsibility, ChapterTwo also includes a sectoral analysis of the loans that foreign and domestic FIs have pro-vided to the Russian environment-intensive industries.Chapter Three reviews the compatibility of the international mechanisms to promoteenvironmental and social responsibility within FIs with existing Russian legislation, andprovides recommendations for action to both the Russian government and domestic FIs.The report concludes with an assessment of possible scenarios for the integration of en-vironmental and social responsibility mechanisms into the Russian oinancial sector. TheAddenda section contains materials that aim to assist readers in forming a comprehen-sive picture of the sustainable oinance sector. These include a glossary of terms, the textsof the Collevecchio Declaration on Financial Institutions and Sustainability and the Equa-tor Principles as well as a oirst-hand description of the experience of adopting and im-plementing the Equator Principles, written by Mr. Osamu Odawara, Senior Vice Presidentand Head of the Sustainable Development Department at Mizuho Corporate Bank.
CHAPTER 1.
WHY ”GREEN”
FINANCE?
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In virtually every instance of an investment project that exhibits a controversial socialand environmental prooile, the question that environmental organisations will inevitablyask concerns the sources of funding for the project, and therefore the oinancial institu-tions (FIs, i.e. lenders, investors, asset managers, insurers, etc) involved. The degree ofinterrogation often depends to some extent on the prooile of the environmental organi-sations involved and the freedom they have to raise their concerns regarding the envi-ronmental impact and footprint of a particular project.In this, as well as many other respects, the positions of environmental organisations varyfrom radical opposition to any exploitation of natural resources for commercial gain toa cooperative approach which seeks to achieve a “win-win” outcome for both the envi-ronment and the economy wherever possible. In the majority of instances, WWF willadopt the collaborative approach based upon the assumption that environmental andeconomic objectives can be reconciled. Therefore, WWF will maintain a constructive di-alogue with stakeholders from various sectors by liaising with the project promotersand investors in question as well as by seeking to build coalitions with other civil soci-ety interest groups.The most signioicant example of “green” NGOs coalition-building with the objective ofconveying environmental concerns and requirements to oinancial institutions is theCollevecchio Declaration on Financial Institutions and Sustainability that was releasedthrough Banktrack and endorsed by over 100 NGOs including WWF, UK, and WWF Italyin January 2003. This Declaration calls for FIs to implement 6 principles (see Addendafor the full version of the text) regarding sustainable solutions for the environment andsociety into their operational and oinancing procedures. It also demands that environ-mental and social issues and their sustainable mitigation be considered as important foroinancial institutions as shareholder value maximisation and customer satisfaction. Lessthan half a year after its adoption in June 2003, the oinancial services community re-sponded to the Collevecchio Declaration by issuing the Equator Principles (EPs, see Ad-denda for the full version of the text), which govern environmental responsibility andsustainability in the oinance sector. These Principles were positively received by the in-ternational NGO community as a oirst step towards meeting their demands. At the sametime, however, many environmentalists and NGOs feel the Principles can and should goeven further by deoining certain “no-go areas” in industry as well as by promoting greaterenvironment-related information disclosure on the part of signatories. Despite consid-erable and commendable progress in the area of environmental and social responsibil-ity on the part of FIs, the messages of the Collevecchio Declaration remain valid,especially in the context of the 2008/9 oinancial crisis.In general WWF, along with many other environmental organisations, may oind itself inthree distinct situations vis-à-vis FIs. The oirst is one in which environmentalists criticiselenders and investors for not complying with existing legal requirements and voluntaryresponsibility commitments. This situation arises most frequently with regard to infor-mation disclosure and participation in public hearings during the course of Environ-mental Impact Assessments (EIAs). For example, this was the case for two large projectsin Russia, namely Sakhalin II and Boguchanskoe hydropower dam. In extreme cases, in-vestors and lenders might even try to avoid dialogue with local communities and NGOsby setting up fake stakeholder organisations that receive money for approving environ-mentally and socially controversial solutions in order for EIA requirements to appear tobe met.
1.1.
AN ENVIRON-
MENTALIST’S
VIEW
OF FINANCE
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The second situation is one in which “green” NGOs appeal to international lenders asauxiliary regulators of the projects, since it is sometimes the case that international FIs’requirements regarding EIAs and other social and environmental implications of in-vestment projects are more stringent than local regulations. This is often the case in non-OECD countries, including Russia. In such circumstances, collaboration betweenenvironmental organisations, on the one hand, and banks and export credit agencies(ECAs), on the other, can prove to be particularly efoicient in creating pressure on theproject promoters to implement more environmentally sustainable solutions andprocesses. Environmental NGOs are therefore generally well aware of the important rolethat banks and other FIs can play in nature conservation.The third instance of interaction between environmentalists and FIs is in the form ofpartnerships in which “green” NGOs will actively assist lenders and investors to improvetheir responsibility policies and, in some instances, discover new competitiveness strate-gies such as operating in carbon credits markets or funding renewable energy.As in any relationship, the success of interactions between “green” NGOs and oinancial in-stitutions depends on the level of mutual trust and the commitment of both parties tomaintaining the dialogue.
As oinancial markets are generally highly volatile, banks and asset managers operate ac-cording to very short time frames and their planning horizon seldom exceeds the im-mediate future. For example, for such risk measure as value at risk (VAR), the two mostcommon parameters are a one-day and a two-week time horizon. In this sense, FIs areperhaps the most myopic of business organisations by nature of their activities. Sinceenvironmental and social responsibility is usually a function of planning horizon andstrategic management4, it is understandable that institutional lenders were the last or-ganisations in the business world to recognise that they have any environmental and so-cial responsibility at all – in fact, until the 1980s, banks would argue that suchresponsibility lies solely with borrowers.At the same time, environmental issues, including the increasingly inoluential impactsof climate change, have direct impact on banks’ core business. As a result, banks andother FIs have come to understand the necessity to develop and embrace their own en-vironmental, health and safety (EHS) standards to evaluate and mitigate various typesof risks, including the following:• Reputational risks. Pressure from civil society organisations on international FIsand large private banks were amongst the principal drivers for their adoption of re-sponsible policies during the 1980s and 90s. In a globalising world, even banks andinvestors in countries with weak civil society institutions must take into accountpressure from international environmental organisations.• Probability of default. Risks related to EHS may disturb the operations of a bank’scustomer and therefore the ability of that customer to repay any loans that may havebeen granted. For institutions oinancing environmental investments such as wastewater treat¬ment plants or solid waste disposal, environmental standards are par-ticularly relevant since any changes or lack of compliance to these standards will di-rectly affect the performance and revenue of the project as well as its repayment
1.2.
A FINANCIER’S
VIEW OF THE
ENVIRONMENT
Ivetta
Gerasimchuk,
Jürgen
Lottmann
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ability. However the probability of default is not limited to environmental invest-ments: it is instead a much broader issue that includes possible negative impactsfrom litigation in case of the borrower’s violation of environmental legislation. Toavoid these risks, international and OECD-based oinancial institutions often establishtheir own EIA procedures and requirements, particularly in emerging economies.• Political and regulatory risks. For FIs, maintaining good relations with nationaland regional governments includes supporting public policy relating to EHS stan-dards, sometimes in anticipation of the introduction of more stringent regulation inthe future. This is particularly the case for current and future regulatory measuresrelating to climate change. Greenhouse gas emissions are an established interna-tional issue governed by the United Nations Framework Convention on ClimateChange (UNFCCC). Following the UNFCCC Conference to be held in Copenhagen, Den-mark in December 2009, which will negotiate a new multinational greenhouse gasreduction treaty to replace the current Kyoto Protocol with effect from 2012, it is ex-pected that a range of new emissions reduction obligations will be put in place formany of the signatory nations, including high-emitting emerging markets such asChina, India, Russia and South Africa. In such circumstances, a proactive approach toenergy efoiciency and the deployment of renewable energy technologies will deoi-nitely be of beneoit to banks and their customers.• Devaluation of collateral. Such a risk would occur in instances of environmentalmal-performance in the case of business enterprises or of environmental contami-nation in the case of real estate. Assuring the value of collateral has proven to be oneof the earliest and most effective motivations for banks in OECD countries to engagein environment-related activities. However, the evaluation of environmental risksfor collate¬ral is highly dependent on government action since environ¬mental per-formance is generally measured according to standards developed and enforced bynational government requirements, albeit in most cases in accordance with inter-nationally accepted norms.• Lost market opportunities. Certain types of international reoinancing are availableonly when accompanied by a commitment to EHS standards. In other instances,sound environmental and social policies help banks to differentiate themselves fromtheir competitors and thereby increase their competitiveness in terms of improvedaccess to both oinance and clients.According to the survey conducted by the International Financial Corporation, all of thesefactors have in the recent past played an important role in promoting the integration of so-cial responsibility mechanisms into the practices of banks thorough the world (Figure 1).In view of the ongoing development of national and international environmental regu-lations and “real-time” oversight by civil society organisations, the approach of interna-tional oinancial institutions and OECD-based lenders and investors to EHS issues hasevolved from reactive corporate social responsibility (CSR) to strategic CSR as a tool toenhance competitiveness (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Key Reasons Why Banks Consider Sustainability Issues
(percent of respondents of the IFC 2005 Survey)
Source: IFC (2007). “Banking on Sustainability. Financing Environmental and Social Opportunities inEmerging Markets.” IFC, Washington. P. 12.http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/p_BankingonSustainability/$FILE/FINAL_IFC_BankingOnSustainability_web.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
Figure 2. Reactive Vs. Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility
Source: Porter, M. and M. Kramer (2006). “Strategy and Society: the Link between Competitive Advantageand Corporate Social Responsibility.” Harvard Business Review, Issue 84(12). Pp. 78 – 92.
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Over the past ten years, the oinancial industry has coined a number of sophisticatedterms to describe its emerging social and environmental responsibility including, butnot limited to: corporate social responsibility (CSR), corporate social investment (CSI),socially responsible investments (SRI), environmental, social and governance (ESG) is-sues, and social and environmental sustainability (SES). In general, the notion of socialand environmental responsibility on the part of FIs can be viewed as having either abroad or a narrow scope. In the oirst instance, a FI that exhibits a broad approach is onethat recognises the environmental and social risks inherent in projects to which it pro-vides oinance, implements systems to effectively manage and mitigate those risks. Thenarrow deoinition of responsible oinance applies to FIs that specialise in oinancing sociallyand environmentally targeted projects such as social housing, energy efoiciency, sanita-tion, etc, often providing loans to these projects at a rate lower than the market average.It would appear that, in a globalizing world, social and environmental responsibility ofFIs is currently driven primarily by established Western norms and standards, but thisis also the path on which banks in Brazil, South Africa, China and a number of otheremerging economies have already embarked. As a result, the question regarding the pos-sibility of Russian FIs doing the same appears to be one of “when” rather than “if”.
In terms of project oinance and corporate loans practices, there appears to exist an es-tablished hierarchy of FIs in that innovations regarding these practices are usually in-cubated, tested, and oirst implemented by the World Bank / International FinanceCorporation (IFC), then by regional development banks (RDBs) such as European Bankfor Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the Asian Development Bank (ADB),and oinally by multinational private banks and national public and private banks – gen-erally primarily in OECD and then in non-OECD countries. This hierarchy also generallyexists with regard to the social and environmental standards of FIs (Table 1).
Public FinanceThe World Bank Group published their oirst “Environmental Guidelines” in 1988, andthese have been in an almost constant state of review and improvement ever since. TheWorld Bank, or more specioically the International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-opment (IBRD), which, together with the International Development Association (IDA),is commonly referred to as “The World Bank” within the World Bank Group, uses a setof Operational Policies to guide its actions and procedures in order to achieve its devel-opmental objectives. These Operational Policies are enshrined in the World Bank’sOperational Manual5, and from these, ten key policies have been prioritised due to theirimportance in the minimisation and mitigation of environmental and social impacts.These ten policies are known as the Safeguard Policies and are deoined as: Environmen-tal Assessment; Natural Habitat; Forests; Pest Management; Physical Cultural Resources;Involuntary Resettlement; Indigenous Peoples; Safety of Dams; International Waterways;and Disputed Areas.
1.3.
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5 The constantly updated Operational Manual is available on http://www.worldbank.org/opmanual
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Table 1. Integration of Voluntary Environmental and Social Responsibility Mech-
anisms in the Financial Sector of Selected OECD and OECD Candidate Countries
(as of September 2009)
Source: Equator Principles signatory list (www.equator-principles.com), UNEP FI signatory list (www.un-epoi.org/signatories/index.html?&no_cache=1 ), UNPRI signatory list (www.unpri.org/signatories ), CDPsignatory investor list (https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/Programmes/Pages/Members-List.aspx ).
Signatories 
to Equator 
Principles
Participants 
in UNEP FI 
Signatories 
to UN PRI 
Investor 
Signatories 
of CDP
Selected OECD Countries
Canada 7 12 23 5
Czech Republic – – – –
France 3 7 35 –
Germany 4 15 7 –
Hungary – – – –
Italy 2 3 5 –
Japan 3 18 13 2
South Korea – 8 12 –
Mexico – 1 1 –
The Netherlands 6 8 35 5
Poland – – – –
Spain 4 4 10 1
Turkey – 1 – –
United Kingdom 6 15 72 12
United States 5 13 92 9
Selected OECD Candidate Countries
Brazil 6 3 30 2
China 1 4 3 (HK) –
India – 2 1 –
Russia – – – –
South Africa 3 3 23 –
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A further document that complements the Safeguard Policies is the World Bank/IFC’sPollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook6, which in itself is an important and in-ternationally recognised set of guidelines on the subject.As it is the World Bank Group’s private sector branch, the International Finance Cor-
poration (IFC) is of major interest to this review. The IFC has implemented a Policy onSocial and Environmental Sustainability7 which outlines the Corporation’s role in termsof promoting social and environmental sustainability (SES). This Policy (along with anaccompanying Policy on Disclosure) provides an overarching framework for the con-sideration of environmental and social issues in IFC operations, and compliance in thisregard is deoined according to eight Performance Standards8 that are used in conjunctionwith the SES policy. These Performance Standards cover the following key areas of en-vironmental and social risks: Social and Environmental Assessment and ManagementSystem (which deoines the process for assessing social and environmental risks and man-agement capacity that must be evident within the client company); Labour and WorkingConditions; Pollution Prevention and Abatement; Community Health, Safety and Secu-rity; Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement; Biodiversity Conservation and Sus-tainable Natural Resource Management; Indigenous Peoples; and Cultural Heritage.Any project to be funded through the IFC needs to comply with the performance re-quirements deoined in these Standards (although compliance may not be required as acondition of disbursement of funds – provided that there exists an agreed and time-bound action plan to address any deoiciencies or compliance failures).Following the practices of other World Bank Group institutions, the IFC requires envi-ronmental and social screening to be part of its project appraisal process or Environ-mental Assessment (EA). Projects are deoined as Category A, B, or C depending on theirpotential impacts.Category A projects are assessed as having the potential for signioicant adverse social orenvironmental impacts that are diverse, irreversible or unprecedented. These projectsare therefore required be rigorously scrutinised through an extremely thorough EA. Anin-depth Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is one of the EA tools utilised whendealing with a Category A project. The EIA needs to contain an Environmental Manage-ment (or Action) Plan, which outlines the actions that are to be taken to counteract ormitigate potential negative environmental impacts. Borrowers are required to set up anindependent environmental advisory board for extremely risky projects.Category B projects hold potentially adverse social or environmental impacts that arenot as grievous or large in scope as those of Category A projects. Such impacts are gen-erally site-specioic and few in number, and are more easily addressed through mitiga-tion measures than Category A impacts. EA procedures for Category B projects aredependant on the scope and severity of environmental and social impacts.Finally, Category C projects are assessed as having zero or minimal social and environ-mental impacts.
6 World Bank and IFC (1999). “Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook: Toward Cleaner Production.”World Bank and IFC, Washington D.C. http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainabil-ity.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/p_ppah/$FILE/PPAH.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
7 IFC (2006). “International Finance Corporation’s Policy on Social & Environmental Sustainability.” IFC,Washington D.C. http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/pol_SocEnvSustainabil-ity2006/$FILE/SustainabilityPolicy.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
8 Ibidem.
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Importantly, the IFC requires that oinancial institutions taking loans from the Corpora-tion and lending these funds as intermediaries also implement environmental assess-ment and management mechanisms equivalent to its own.Another integral element of IFC social and environmental policies is the disclosure of in-formation regarding potential social and environmental impacts to all stakeholders whomay be affected by the proposed project, as well as ongoing consultation with thesestakeholders. This consultation and disclosure process is to be carried out oirstly as partof the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) prior to the commencement of the ac-tivities in question, and then is to be continued throughout the lifespan of the project. Theconsultation of and consent from indigenous peoples who are affected by a proposedproject is of major importance here. A further issue of high polarity is land acquisitionand involuntary resettlement which needs to be and is addressed in both sets of stan-dards. The standards also recognise the irreplaceable importance of sites of cultural her-itage. For all of the above, effective and accessible grievance mechanisms are to beestablished by IFC clients for affected communities. Similar grievance mechanisms needto be introduced for workers working on the project to have the opportunity to com-plain about labour rights issues.Apart from the World Bank Group and IFC, which operate all over the world, a numberof regional development banks (RDBs), such as the European Bank for Reconstructionand Development, African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, Black Sea Tradeand Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, Islamic Development Bankand some others also have environmental and social policies in place. These policies varywidely in the scope of their stringency and accountability requirements. Among theseRDBs, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is probablyrecognised as the most environmentally responsible and aware, since it replicates themajority of the World Bank / IFC mechanisms of responsibility such as screening andclassioication of projects, information disclosure and public consultations, and prefer-ential lending to “green” clients, etc (Table 2a).A further international guideline that utilises the World Bank / IFC standards is theOECD’s Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environment and OfoiciallySupported Export Credits (adopted in 2003, revised in 2007)9. These guidelines apply to
Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) and outline the process of environmental review thatshould take place prior to granting export credit. Given the major role played by ECAs ininternational oinance, these Common Approaches provide opportunities for the appli-cation of the World Bank standards and other international environmental guidelines.At the level of national development banks, many such organisations, located both inOECD and non-OECD countries, have articulated their social and environmental re-sponsibility policies using the toolkit pioneered by the World Bank and IFC (see Table 3).Increasingly, many of the public FIs described above provide signioicant levels of fund-ing to projects categorised as “green”, particularly in the areas of energy efoiciency andrenewable energy development (see Section 2.3 for an overview of the relevant activi-ties of IFC and EBRD in Russia). In particular, in the context of the oinancial crisis, na-tional development banks often serve as conduits for investments arising from stimuluspackages, some of which include considerable “green” elements (see Section 3.2).
9 OECD (2007). “Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environment and Ofoicially SupportedExport Credits.” OECD, Paris. http://www.olis.oecd.org/olis/2007doc.nsf/linkto/tad-ecg(2007)9 (accessedon 30 Oct. 2009)
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Private FinanceFor private commercial FIs, the recognition of environmental responsibility has gener-ally come about more recently than for their public counterparts, and as a result, thisrecognition is still evolving internationally.A number of commercial banks have publicly declared some form of environmental com-mitment. It might be argued, however, that it may prove advantageous to develop a setof generally accepted and respected guidelines concerning the conduct of the oinancesector towards environmental risks and impacts. In this regard, it is noteworthy that theBasel II Framework, issued by the Basel Commission on Banking Supervision, addressesthe issue of environmental risk only with respect to the recommendation that banks “ap-
propriately monitor the risk of environmental liability arising in respect of the collateral,
such as the presence of toxic material on a property” (item 510). According to Basel II, thebank must “maintain a continuous monitoring process that is appropriate for the speci-ic
exposures (either immediate or contingent) attributable to the collateral to be utilised as
a risk mitigant; compliance with loan covenants, environmental restrictions, and other
legal requirements should be reviewed on a regular basis” (item 518)10.There currently exist a number of guidelines, agreements and mechanisms that aim atintroducing global environmental and social responsibility mechanisms that can be en-dorsed, signed or joined by FIs from different countries. These mechanisms range frombasic declarations of intent that are applicable to any FIs, to those that are applicableonly to certain types of institutions, or to those that focus only on particular oinancial in-struments or particular aspects of the environment.An initiative covering all areas of business is the UN Global Compact11 which wasfounded in 2000. The Global Compact comprises ten principles related to human rights,the environment, labour standards and anti-corruption, and is based upon the followingdocuments: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; the ILO Declaration on Funda-mental Principles and Rights at Work; the Rio Declaration on Environment and Devel-opment; and the UN Convention Against Corruption. Approximately 6700 businesspartners from various sectors, including hundreds of FIs, in over 130 countries, havejoined the Global Compact initiative as of mid 2009. The ten Global Compact principlesaim to incorporate efforts to achieve the UN Millennium Development Goals into main-stream business policy. In 2008 and 2009, the Global Compact Ofoice took the step ofdelisting hundreds of companies from its list of participants, based on the failure of thesecompanies to report on their progress in implementing the Compact principles, whichis a minimum requirement for membership.By contrast, the Equator Principles (EPs)12 are the best example of a set of guidelinesfocusing on a specioic type of business and oinancial product. The EPs are exclusively ap-plicable to project oinance with a total project cost of more than USD 10 million.Launched in 2003 by 10 banks in collaboration with the IFC, the Equator Principles havesince been adopted by nearly 70 banks from around the world (as of September 2009)13.
10 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision/Bank for International Settlements (2005). “International Con-vergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards: A Revised Framework”. Basel Committee on Bank-ing Supervision/Bank for International Settlements, Basel. http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs118.pdf (accessedon 30 Oct. 2009)
11 www.unglobalcompact.org
12 Equator Principles (2006). “The “Equator Principles”: A oinancial industry benchmark for determining,assessing and managing social and environmental risk in project oinance”. www.equator-principles.com
13 Reuters, 8 May 2008. http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS142792+08-May-2008+BW20080508 (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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These banks include, for example, Banco do Brazil, Bank of America, Barclays plc, BNPParibas, Citigroup Inc., Credit Suisse Group, HSBC Group, HypoVereinsbank, ING Group,JPMorgan Chase, Societe General, the Royal Bank of Scotland, etc. In 2007, USD 52.9 bil-lion of the total amount of USD 74.6 billion, i.e. 71 percent14 provided as project oinanceto emerging markets was subject to the EPs.The EPs have in general been positively received in both the oinancial and environmen-tal spheres. The EPs are based upon the IFC Performance Standards and apply the EHSGuidelines (as described above). They are voluntary in nature, and every adopting FI isrequired to issue a statement proclaiming its endorsement of the Principles, as well asto report on progress in their implementation as a minimum requirement for continuedparticipation. Similarly to the UN Global Compact, failure to communicate progress po-tentially may result in delisting. The Addenda section of this report includes a oirst-handdescription of the experience of adopting and implementing the EPs, written byMr. Osamu Odawara, Senior Vice President and Head of the Sustainable DevelopmentDepartment at Mizuho Corporate Bank.Another remarkable relevant development is the United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme’s Finance Initiative (UNEP FI). This is a network of FIs, numbering more than170 signatories as of mid 2009 (including for the most part banks and insurance com-panies), in which dialogue regarding environmental and social issues in the oinance sec-tor is nurtured and where best practice can be exchanged and supported by capacitybuilding measures and extensive research.In terms of the history of the UNEP FI, in 1991 a group of commercial banks joined forceswith United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to work on incorporating an en-vironmental agenda into the banking industry’s operations. In 1992, the UNEP FinancialInstitutions Initiative was launched, and this was followed three years later by the UNEPInsurance Industry Initiative. These Initiatives were merged into the current UNEP FI in2003.Each member of the UNEP FI is required to sign the UNEP FI statement, thereby com-mitting to implement mechanisms to reach a number of broadly-formulated goals thatare set out in the statement. These goals focus on sustainable development and theimportance of responsible environmental management by FIs. They also commit signa-tories to openness and transparency regarding their efforts to achieve these objectives.Every member of the UNEP FI is expected to report annually on the progress it has madetowards reaching the goals of the Initiative, attend a UNEP FI Annual General Meeting atleast once every two years and pay an annual membership fee.Another set of principles created by the United Nations is the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment (UN PRI)15 which cover the area of portfolio investments andare applicable to asset managers and other forms of institutional investors. Launched in2006, the UN PRI were the result of a joint effort by UNEP FI and the UN Global Compactbased on an initiative of former UN Secretary-General Kooi Annan. The UN PRI focus onpromoting ESG issues in equity and investment funds. Any signatory of the UN PRI com-mits to making ESG issues a central component of its analysis of potential investmentsand to incorporating ESG issues into its own operations. As of mid 2009, UN PRI havebeen signed by over 510 FIs with total assets under management of over USD 18 tril-lion. An increasing number of institutional asset owners include UN PRI membership aspart of their fund manager selection criteria16.
14 Handelsblatt, 16 Jul. 2008. http://www.handelsblatt.com/technologie/nachhaltig_wirtschaften/oekolo-gie-praegt-projektoinanzierung;2012267 (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
15 www.unpri.org
16 Responsible Investor, 28 Jul. 2009. http://www.responsible-investor.com/home/article/pri_ejects/
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UN PRI signatories commit themselves to promote the Principles and to disclose and re-port any problems and successes with their implementation. As a result, the minimumrequirement for remaining a signatory of the UN PRI is participation in the annual PRIReporting and Assessment survey. In August 2009, for the oirst time in the history of theInitiative, oive FIs were delisted as signatories from the UN PRI for failure to participatein this annual Reporting and Assessment process17.The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES)18, based and pri-marily focused on North America, was founded in 1989. The ten CERES Principlesexpressed the signatories’ commitment to engage in environmentally responsible andsustainable business activities. Currently, the CERES Principles have been adopted byover 50 companies, including a dozen of the Fortune 500. In 2003, during the oirst In-stitutional Investor Summit on Climate Risk held at the United Nations, CERES launchedthe Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR)19 which aims to assess and mitigate theclimate risks associated with business governance. From 10 initial members, the INCRhas grown to the current number of 70 institutional investors with representation froma broad spectrum of asset managers, investment and pension funds. Under its oinestachievements, the Network lists its Climate Action Plan for investors as well as its mem-bers’ investments into renewable energies to the value of over USD 1.2 billion.As transparency and reporting of sustainable approaches to oinancing are particularlyimportant features of any set of principles and guidelines, the Global Reporting Initia-
tive (GRI)20 may be regarded as a welcome standardisation of reporting standards onsustainable social, environmental and economic performance for industry. The GRI beganas a joint initiative by CERES and UNEP, but it has been an independent entity since 2002.The GRI is applicable to any type of business or institution within any sector. The currentthird version of the Sustainable Reporting Guidelines (G3) was published by GRI in 2006.The G3 contains a framework for transparent reporting of industry sector-specioic indi-cators. To date, over 1,500 companies have declared their adoption of the G3 guidelinesfor their sustainability reporting.In 2006, the UN Global Compact and the GRI entered into a strategic alliance. In concreteterms, this means that the GRI is the tool for reporting on the implementation of theGlobal Compact principles. The GRI’s G3 guidelines also act as the framework for theGlobal Compact’s Communication on Progress.A country-level example of addressing environmental management issues in the oinan-cial sector is the German Verein für Umweltmanagement in Banken, Sparkassen und
Versicherungen e.V. (VfU)21. The VfU was founded in 1994 with the aim of incorporat-ing environmental management into the operations and activities of German banks andinsurance companies. It highlights the opportunities to reduce expenditure through ap-propriate environmental management and early environmental risk assessment. In-creasing the acceptance and awareness of sustainable development in the Germanbusiness sector and population is a further declared goal of the VfU. The VfU comprisesa relatively small membership of 14; however, some of Germany’s largest banks and in-surance companies such as Allianz, Commerzbank, Deutsche Bank, HypoVereinsbank,UBS and Deutsche Postbank are amongst its members.
17 UN PRI media release, 20 Aug. 2009. http://www.unpri.org/oiles/delisting_oinal.pdf
18 www.ceres.org
19 www.incr.com
20 www.globalreporting.org
21 www.vfu.de
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A further example of a regional and sector-specioic set of guidelines which have evolvedfrom the oinancial sector, and which are therefore a source of inspiration to environ-mentally aware FIs, are the Carbon Principles22. These were created in 2007 by six ofthe largest banks in the USA in close collaboration with a number of advisors from en-vironmental NGOs and electricity generation companies. The Carbon Principles focuson the electric power generation sector and enforce a so-called Enhanced DiligenceProcess to assess the damage caused by greenhouse gas emissions that might be releasedby a power plant in cases where the construction of such a plant is to be oinanced by aCarbon Principles signatory. As well as applying other international sustainable lendingstandards, the Carbon Principles provide a well-structured framework for project ap-praisal and for certain loan terms. Carbon Principles signatory banks also commit to ed-ucating their clients, regulators and the industry on their Enhanced Diligence Process inorder to encourage regulatory and legislative changes consistent with the Principles. Inaddition, the signatories wish to encourage investment in renewable energies and energyefoiciency measures as well as advanced technologies in conservative energy generation.The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)23 represents a group of close to 500 institutionalinvestors (as of mid 2009) that includes some of the world’s largest and best-known FIssuch as HSBC, JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, American InternationalGroup, etc. Given these investors’ increased concern about risks related to climatechange, the CDP sends out information requests on their behalf to public and private or-ganisations throughout the world asking them to report their greenhouse gas emissionsand relevant management actions and policies. Companies are encouraged to use theGreenhouse Gas Protocol to calculate their specioic emissions. All Signatory Investors haveaccess to all company reports sent to the CDP, even if these are not publicly available.
There is a growing body of evidence showing that the integration of environmental, so-cial and governance (ESG) requirements in lending and investment decisions generatesbusiness beneoits for banks and their clients (Figure 3)24. Currently these are most closelylinked to a range of risk management and relationship beneoits.However, despite numerous academic and brokerage studies on the subject, the rela-tionship between oinancial performance and ESG commitments in the banking sector re-mains opaque for a number of reasons including the following:• Sustainability is only one of the factors inoluencing returns in most oinancing trans-actions; other important factors are the quality of overall management and risk man-agement;• It is difoicult to distinguish between different types of CSR (reactive vs. strategic),which have different implications for the FI’s core businesses;• The attribution of oinancial performance to social and environmental issues is lim-ited by the fact that the latter are not “monetised”, or in other words are not incor-porated into oinancial projections (in this regard, oinancial performance and social orenvironmental responsibility might be considered as “apples and pears”);
22 www.carbonprinciples.org
23 www.cdproject.net
24 IFC (2007). ”Banking on Sustainability. Financing Environmental and Social Opportunities in EmergingMarkets”. IFC, Washington. http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/p_BankingonSustain-ability/$FILE/FINAL_IFC_BankingOnSustainability_web.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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• Linked to this, the failure to explicitly cite ESG issues as a factor in the capital allo-cation of banks (as it is not required by the Basel II accord) means that there is con-tinuing variability in the level of attention and consistency that FIs’ place on ESGrisks despite the fact that there is increasing evidence of materiality (e.g. in the caseof climate change-related risks);• Most institutions are at an early stage of incorporating ESG performance in their as-sessment of investments and have not yet developed tools or processes that rigor-ously track the effect of positive or negative performance in this regard.Despite the lack of empirical evidence to prove a direct connection between sustain-ability and oinancial performance, a number of leading institutional investors havestarted integrating sustainability factors into their traditional oinancial analysis. In par-ticular, in 2007, a Goldman Sachs report found that sustainability leaders outperformedthe general stock market by 25 percent over the previous two years and outperformedtheir same-sector peers by almost 75 percent over the same period25. It can therefore beargued that the strong relationship between such superior oinancial performance and theenvironmental and social sustainability of companies is primarily a reolection of commondeterminants of both (prudent management of the organisation, risks, etc) and a relatedselection bias rather than of genuine causality. In this light, strong social and environ-mental performance is increasingly seen by investors and stakeholders as a proxy foreffective management and governance of both oinancial institutions and other businesses.
25 Ling, A. et al. (2007). “Introducing GS SUSTAIN”. N.-Y.: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. Note 1.http://www.unglobalcompact.org/NewsandEvents/event_archives/2007_Leaders_Summit/S1_GOLDMAN_Ling.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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Figure 3. The Dynamic Business Case for Responsible Banking
in Emerging Markets
Source: IFC (2007). ”Banking on Sustainability. Financing Environmental and Social Opportunities in Emerg-ing Markets”. IFC, Washington. P. 11.http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/p_BankingonSustainability/$FILE/FINAL_IFC_BankingOnSustainability_web.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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Over the past several years, a number of FIs in emerging markets have made commit-ments to increased ESG assessment in their operations. These include:• FIs that receive investment from multilateral / bilateral institutions and are requiredto develop ESG management capacity and commitments as a condition of invest-ment (including through ownership);• FIs which have voluntarily committed to ESG targets as a competitiveness tool;• FIs which have been directed to incorporate ESG targets in their oinancing by statepolicies or regulations (this is particularly the case for Chinese FIs).
China. A recent Peoples Bank of China (PBoC) and WWF report26 concludes that the ma-jority of Chinese FIs are at an early stage in the implementation of sustainable bankingpractices, and many have yet to take concrete action. However, a combination of market /investor pressure and state direction seems likely to create conditions that support a con-sistent and rapid adoption of ESG measures in a swathe of the Chinese oinancial sector.Over the past several years, PBoC has been inoluencing the evolution of sustainable bank-ing through its monetary, interest rate and credit policies. In 2007, it developed an envi-ronmental database of Chinese companies requiring commercial banks to review andweigh each applicant’s environmental history before approving credit applications. In thesame year, PBoC, along with the Ministry of Environmental Protection of China and theChina Banking Regulatory Commission, established a green credit system which aims torestrict the availability of credit to companies that are in violation of environmental laws.These requirements need to be viewed in the context of broader adjustments to China’soinancial sector, which are aimed at addressing a range of legacy issues (including issuesof capital adequacy, better credit and risk management, transparency and non-per-forming loans). Nevertheless, it is within this context that the ESG agenda is beginningto oind a foothold in the Chinese oinancial sector. In particular, in November 2008, China’sIndustrial Bank became the oirst Chinese bank to adopt the Equator Principles.The 2008/9 turmoil in international oinancial markets notwithstanding, the PBoC / WWFreport also concludes that such factors as international best practice (including the Equa-tor Principles), support from the international community, and the experiences of insti-tutions such as ABN AMRO, HSBC, Citi Group and others, provide valuable “lessonslearnt” for the Chinese oinancial sector. These lessons include the need to:• focus on key risks and issues (for example climate change, the sustainable use of nat-ural resources including water and forests, and the interaction of social and envi-ronmental issues);• develop capacity and tools within the sector (and specioically within individual in-stitutions) that allow for more sustainable investment practices to be delivered in acost-effective, efoicient and timely manner;• demonstrate the impact of investment decisions and develop credible and mean-ingful mechanisms for disclosing information to a range of interested stakeholders.
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26 PBoC and WWF (2008). “Towards Sustainable Development: Reform and Future of China’s Banking In-dustry”. People’s Bank of China (PBoC) and the WWF, Beijing.http://www.panda.org/index.cfm?uNewsID=146221 (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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The timing and emphasis that PBoC and the Chinese oinancial sector are placing on en-vironmental requirements (e.g. “green” credit and security regulations, etc) form an im-portant precursor and framework for more sustainable banking practices. The challengein this regard will be to ensure:• swift, consistent and cost effective integration of these requirements across a broadrange of FIs and oinancial products;• the existence of appropriate tools and guidance measures for banks and other FIs touse in the implementation of sustainable investment practices;• the building of national capacity to service the needs of sustainable banking(including specioically consultants, training institutions, and engineering and legaloirms).China’s model offers valuable insights into the way in which some other countries mighttackle ESG requirements. State and market dimensions of this model have the potentialto provide mutual support and guidance in key areas of environmental concern (includ-ing climate change, water and air pollution, and natural resource use and exploitation).
Brazil. With contrast to China, the adoption of environmental and social requirementsin the oinancial sector in Brazil is not so signioicantly underpinned by state regulations.Over the past several years, several private FIs have adopted the Equator Principles, in-cluding Banco Bradesco, Banco do Brazil, Intesa Sanpaolo, Itau Unibanco, and Banco Real(owned by Spain's Banco Santander). Within these institutions, there is a signioicant ca-pacity emerging to manage environmental and social issues in lending and investments.The motivation for this proactive positioning appears to relate to factors such as:• The existence of forward-thinking by banks with exposure in large infrastructureand soft commodities sectors which are environmentally and socially sensitive;• Large amounts of foreign direct investment and the requirement for Brazilian banksthat syndicate with international banks to have a level playing oield regarding envi-ronmental and social requirements• Encouragement on the part of the Brazilian Stock Exchange (Bovespa) for Braziliancompanies and FIs to report and disclose their environmental and social perform-ance (thereby creating the opportunity for open debate in this area);• A vibrant and engaged NGO sector, which has directed signioicant focus towards theoinance sector.Brazilian media estimated that at least BRL 17 billion (USD 8.7 billion) of project oinancelending by Brazilian banks was tied to Equator Principles conditions in 200727. Nation-wide, large industrial and infrastructure projects (including thermal and hydro powergeneration) and agribusiness have become increasingly conditioned to social and envi-ronmental risk assessments. Brazilian investors and asset managers also actively par-ticipate in peer sustainability networks such as the UN Principles for ResponsibleInvestment (30 Brazilian participants as of September 2009) and the Carbon DisclosureProject (2 Brazilian signatory investors).
27 O Estado de S. Paulo, 23 Jul. 2008. http://www.equator-principles.com/brasil_vialli.shtml (accessed on30 Oct. 2009)
28 Standard Bank fact sheet: http://www.standardbank.co.za/SB_FILES/Investor/SBfactsheet.pdf (accessedon 30 Oct. 2009)
29 Private Equity Council media release. 10 Feb. 2009. http://www.privateequitycouncil.org/press-re-leases/2009/02/10/private-equity-council-members-adopt-guidelines-for-responsible-investment (ac-cessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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South Africa. In South Africa, the banking sector is dominated by four major commer-cial and retail banks: ABSA, First National Bank, Nedbank and Standard Bank. A numberof smaller banks operate in certain geographical and cultural niche markets, and severalother institutions are focused primarily on investment banking.Given the political history of South Africa and the huge backlog of social needs to be ad-dressed in the country, it is no surprise that the primary focus of corporate responsibil-ity activities has been in the social rather than the environmental sphere. At the sametime, however, the increasingly urgent issue of climate change has become a particulararea of focus for the South African government, and as a result, the country’s oinancial in-dustry has markedly increased its level of consideration of this issue. As a severely water-stressed region, Southern Africa has been identioied as one of the areas most at risk fromthe negative impacts of climate change.As the awareness of environmental concerns, and in particular, of the oinancial risks as-sociated with environmental degradation, has grown, South African banks have in-creasingly begun to incorporate ESG issues into their own operations and oinancingpractices. Amongst the four major players, Nedbank has established itself as the leaderin terms of environmental responsibility having been the oirst, and, for a number of years,the only, South African bank to have adopted the Equator Principles.In February 2009, Standard Bank of South Africa became the second of the country’sbanks to adopt the Equator Principles in their project oinancing activities. Standard Bankis the largest bank in South Africa in terms of assets and earnings28 and has a signioicantpresence in Africa (trading primarily as Stanbic Bank). Standard Bank is also actively ex-panding its international presence beyond the African continent, and, during 2009 ac-quired a 33 percent stake in Troika Dialog, one of Russia’s largest investment banks. InJuly 2009, South Africa’s FirstRand Bank also adopted the Equator Principles. SouthAfrican FIs also participate in the UNEP FI (3 institutions) and UN Principles for Re-sponsible Investment (23 institutions).
From being an exotic addition to risk management toolkits in the 1990s, environmentaland social standards have over the past decade become a mainstream concern for oi-nancial institutions in developed countries, and furthermore exhibit an ever-increasingimportance in emerging markets such as China, Brazil and South Africa. The impact ofsustainability benchmarks across a range of oinancial products and services is becomingincreasingly apparent – from project and export oinance to corporate loans, private eq-uity and institutional investments. As an example, the US Private Equity Council, an in-oluential mainstream association of the private equity industry, published new guidelineson ESG issues in February 200929. A question that remains to be answered, however,concerns the manner in which these challenges are likely to play out as the global oi-nancial sector emerges from the 2008/9 economic and liquidity crisis?Increased government regulations at national and international level will doubtless playa role in driving the sustainability agenda in a post-crisis world. The credit crunch hasprompted national governments and international governmental organisations to
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strengthen regulation and capital adequacy requirements, which is likely to create a sit-uation of increased risk aversion (or at the very least increased risk awareness) acrossthe oinancial sector. At the same time, climate change regulations and carbon emissionsrestrictions are likely to be another signioicant driver in the integration of environmen-tal considerations into the oinancial decision-making.Much will also depend on collective action and a more mature approach to ESG issueswithin the oinancial sector in general. Due to the 2008/9 oinancial crisis and the result-ant increases in public and government scrutiny of the oinancial sector worldwide, manyoinancial institutions are in the process of redesigning and improving their risk man-agement tools and approaches. By widening the scope of risk management to includeESG issues, sustainability can be a major contributor to a more resilient and responsibleglobal oinancial system. As mentioned in Section 1.4, however, the linkages between ESGand oinancial performance remain relatively opaque, which implies that the process ofdetermining the “materiality” of risks will no doubt continue to evolve, and that this “ma-teriality” will become increasingly evident in certain industries, including the following:• Industries with a large carbon footprint (including oil and gas, mining, cement, pulpand paper), which are likely to be affected by carbon emission regulations. Whilethe precise scope of such regulations remains uncertain in the run-up to the negoti-ation of an international post-Kyoto climate agreement (to come into effect from2012), it seems highly likely that increasingly stringent controls will be placed oncompanies with large carbon footprints. Such controls will of course hold signioicantimplications for FIs who invest in these sectors, and these implications will becomemore apparent over time;• Industries with a particular need for renewable natural resources (such as forestry,agribusiness and oisheries), in which increasing resource scarcity will require morecostly and complex sourcing arrangements – thereby creating additional and lesspredictable operating costs and revenue olows. In this regard, the implications ofincreasing water scarcity and competition between different industry sectors andhuman needs will be particularly important;• Industries that depend on export markets (particularly in the EU), in which emerg-ing consumer preferences, as well as the possibility of carbon- and other resource-related border tax adjustments, will require that industries demonstrate increasinglyhigh levels of ESG performance.As FIs’ understanding of the linkage between ESG performance and the “materiality” ofinvestment risks and opportunities evolves, it is certain to affect the means by whichthese FIs price loans, undertake due diligence and assess investment returns. Sinceproject oinance is the area in which the methodology of evaluating and mitigating risks(including environmental and social ones) is generally most advanced, it would appearthat this area of oinance can serve as a signioicant source of expertise and inspiration fora revised post-crisis oinancial system. However, the extrapolation of such risk evaluationand mitigation methodologies into other areas of oinance will require the developmentof new tools and approaches, given different degrees of leverage and varying attributionof impacts to specioic oinancial products.
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At present, various responsibility standards apply only to a limited (though growing)number of capital market segments, with each set of guidelines restricted to a singletype of oinancing: for example, project oinance (Equator Principles), export oinance (OECD“Common Approaches”), institutional investment and asset management (UN PRI), oi-nancing electricity generation projects (Carbon Principles), etc. Current trends wouldappear to indicate the possibility that these sustainability standards will in the futureconverge, since harmonisation brings down transaction costs and complexities, and cre-ates simpler and more common requirements for clients. For example, the Equator Prin-ciples Financial Institutions and export credit agencies of the OECD countries areincreasingly aligning environmental appraisal process and requirements.In spite of these encouraging developments, however, environmental NGOs continue toargue that the most important step in increasing the level of ESG responsibility withinthe oinancial sector lies in the development and integration of benchmarks similar tothose of the IFC Performance Standards for initial public offerings, Eurobonds and cor-
porate loans as the primary sources of funding for companies engaged in environment-
intensive industries. Such benchmarks should interrogate the activities of thesecompanies seeking oinance in an overall sense, in order to determine the social and en-vironmental risks associated with their operation as a whole. Although this is a far-reach-ing goal, some developments in this direction are already underway.In particular, in response to a growing demand by investors and other stakeholders inthis regard, the past several years have seen the development of a number of tools andmeasures to assess companies from the environmental and social soundness perspective.Specioically, ratings with a sustainability focus such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index,FTSE4Good, Global 100 and a number of others are sure to increase in importance. Com-panies as well as banks will have to comply with the requirements of rating institutions,while the signioicance of environmental and social reporting (for example in the shapeof the GRI, Carbon Disclosure Project, etc) will also continue to grow.Although the environmental and social benchmarks under discussion are voluntary bynature, it is in the best interests of the society and the environment that their imple-mentation takes place in accordance with the principles they state, which is hardlyachievable in practice without the existence of sound compliance and grievance mech-anisms such as those administered by the Ombudsman’s Ofoice of the IFC. At present,however, the majority of FIs peer networks such as the UN PRI and the Equator Princi-ples lack such enforcement bodies and rely primarily on delisting as the ultimate meas-ure of punishment for non-compliance. This accountability challenge remains a constantsubject of criticism of such peer networks of FIs on the part of NGOs and other stake-holders.Importantly, environmental and social issues are for FIs synonymous not only with risks,but also with signioicant business opportunities. Leading FIs are increasingly attemptingto differentiate themselves from competition by delivering innovative products and dealsthat take advantage of sustainability opportunities. The business opportunity aspect ofsustainability is gaining momentum, particularly with regard to issues of carbon and cli-mate change, for example, through the funding of Clean Development Mechanism projectsunder the Kyoto Protocol. According to World Bank estimates, the global carbon markethas been one of the few that experienced growth in spite of the global oinancial crisis:turnover in this market doubled in 2008 to an estimated USD 126 billion (Table 4).
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Table 4. Carbon Markets at a Glance. Volumes and Values in 2007 – 2008
Source: World Bank (2009). “State and Trends of the Carbon Market 2009.” P.7.http://wbcarbonoinance.org/docs/State___Trends_of_the_Carbon_Market_2009-FINAL_26_May09.pdf(accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
2007 2008
Volume, 
million tons 
CO2 
equivalent
Value, USD 
million
Volume, 
million tons 
CO2 
equivalent
Value, USD 
million
Project-Based Transactions
Primary Clean Development 
Mechanism (Kyoto Protocol)
522 7,433 389 6,519
Joint Implementation 
(Kyoto Protocol)
41 499 20 294
Voluntary market 43 263 54 397
Sub total 636 8,195 463 7,210
Secondary Clean Development Mechanism (Kyoto Protocol)
Sub total 240 5,451 1,072 26,277
Allowances Markets
European Trading System (EU) 2,060 49,065 3,093 91,910
New South Wales (Australia) 25 224 31 183
Chicago Climate Exchange 
(USA)
23 72 69 309
Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative (USA)
NA NA 65 246
Assigned Amount Units 
(Kyoto Protocol)
NA NA 18 211
Sub total 2,108 49,361 3,276 92,859
TOTAL 2,984 63,007 4,811 126,345
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The oinancial sector in Russia is currently in a nascent phase and has yet to reach a stageof maturity seen in other countries. This maturity is typically marked by, oirstly, high de-grees of capitalisation of the oinancial markets, and, secondly, consolidation within theoinancial industry, resulting in emergence of oive to ten key FIs.As far as the undercapitalisation is concerned, in 2007, total bank assets in Russia stoodat 68 percent of GDP, substantially lower than in other emerging markets such as Brazil,India and China30. This insufoicient level of banking penetration results primarily froma low national savings rate, considerable outolows of capital and a lack of appropriaterisk management practices. Russian banks are also highly vulnerable to panic-driven pe-riods of illiquidity, as occurred during the major 1998 oinancial crisis and the “mini”-cri-sis of 2004.In recent years, a trend of consolidation in the Russian oinancial sector has begun toemerge, as evidenced by the reduction in the number of licensed credit institutions from1,329 in January 2004 to 1,108 in January 2009, primarily as a result of license revoca-tion and of mergers and acquisitions. As of January 2009, Russia’s top oive banks con-trolled approximately 46.2 percent of total banking assets in the country (compared with42.3 percent in January 2008), while the 200 largest banks accounted for 93.9 percentof the total industry assets. Further consolidation might be expected in the light of the2008/9 oinancial crisis, which has highlighted the existence of severe liquidity shortagesfor FIs, both globally and within Russia.In terms of sourcing capital, both industrial companies and banks in Russia are heavilydependent on foreign creditors and investors. Consequently, Russia’s economy has beenaffected by the 2008/9 economic downturn to a greater extent than countries with moreself-sufoicient oinancial systems, such as China.
Regulation of the Russian Financial SectorThe principal regulatory body in the Russian banking system is the Central Bank of theRussian Federation (also ofoicially called Bank of Russia, CBR). The CBR’s duties and pow-ers are articulated in Federal Law No. 86-FZ of 10 July 2002 in accordance with Articles71 and 75 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation31.In terms of this legislation, the Bank of Russia:• is independent from other state bodies in its duty to secure the Rouble’s stability;• has the power to issue banking licenses to credit institutions and to revoke and sus-pend them;• sets rules regarding the practice of conducting banking operations;• sets rules regarding accounting and reporting for banks;• sets principles regarding relationship between banks, customers and the state;• is entrusted with the supervision of Russian banks;• is the last resort lender for troubled credit institutions and leads the organisationprocess for the reoinancing of such institutions.
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30 Robinson, M. (2008). ‘International Banking. A Unique Opportunity for Russia’. Presentation given to theGraduate School of Management, St. Petersburg, 10 Apr. 2008.
31 Central Bank of Russia. Analytical Note.http://www.cbr.ru/eng/analytics/bank_system/print.asp?oile=bank_laws_e.htm (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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CBR is in charge of implementing the Basel II Accord in Russia, which, so far, has been de-layed for a number of reasons. In 2008–2009, CBR was primarily occupied with per-forming the oirst and most important of the abovementioned functions because of thesignioicant depreciation of the Rouble against USD and EUR during the oinancial crisis.The CBR classioication of risks of the Russian oinancial sector, which is followed by theRussian banks in their business practices, does not include environmental and socialrisks. Therefore Russian banks do not monitor ESG issues consistently, incorporatingthem only in very few sporadic cases in such risk categories recognised by CBR as defaultrisk, operating risk, legal risk, risk of reputational losses, and strategic risk.Further regulation of the oinancial sector is provided by the Federal Financial MarketsService (FFSM) which is mainly entrusted with the supervision and regulation of oinan-cial markets. The FFSM also issues licenses for trading in securities32.Insurance companies are subject to regulation by the Federal Insurance SupervisionService (FISS), while investment funds and non-state pension funds are also regulated by,and are required to be registered with the FFSM.Further legislation related to risks in the Russian oinancial sector includes Federal LawNo. 62-FZ dated 28 May 2001, the Anti-money Laundering Law and Federal Law No. 177-FZ dated 23 December 2003, an act "On Insurance of Household Deposits with RussianBanks", which makes it mandatory for Russian banks to participate in the deposit in-surance system thereby reducing risks for customers in case of banks’ oinancial failureor loss of their banking license33.
ClassiGication of Russian FIsFor the purpose of this study, the authors have attempted to classify all FIs operatingwithin Russia into the following categories. They have also attempted to identify poten-tial key drivers for the integration of social and environmental responsibility within eachof these categories. Thus far, Russian FIs have tended to take a reactive rather than astrategic approach to CSR34.
Financial Majors: State-Owned BanksSix oinancial institutions can be classioied as having a state ownership structure, namelyVnesheconombank (VEB), VTB, Sberbank, Eurasian Development Bank, Russian Agri-cultural Bank and Gazprombank. Sberbank is by far the largest bank in Russia. The CBRis Sberbank’s majority shareholder, controlling 58 percent of the share capital, while afurther 20 percent of shares are foreign-owned35.
32 www.fcsm.ru
33 Central Bank of Russia. Analytical Note.http://www.cbr.ru/eng/analytics/bank_system/print.asp?oile=bank_laws_e.htm (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
34 Polishchuk, L. (2009). ‘Corporate Social Responsibility vs. Government Regulation: Institutional Analysiswith an Application to Russia.’ Higher School of Economics Working Paper. Moscow.http://www.hse.ru/data/393/364/1237/CSR_paper_revised.PDF (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
35 Standard & Poor’s (2007). ‘Bank Industry Risk Analysis: Russian Banks Continue To Improve, But StillBurdened By Structural Vulnerabilities’. Standard & Poors, Moscow.
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A relatively recent development in the Russian banking industry involves the growingrole of VEB, which was transformed into the “Bank for Development and ForeignEconomic Affairs” by Federal Law 82-FZ of 17 May 2007. Under this Law, VEB holds thefollowing key characteristics:• Status of a “State Corporation”;• Equity is fully owned by the state;• Developmental functions as a major area of specialization;• A full range of project and export oinance services36;• Acts as an agent of the Government of the Russian Federation, and is authorised toservice Russia’s sovereign foreign debt and centralise foreign economic operations,manage state external oinancial assets, and settle Russian borrowers’ bad debtstowards the federal budget.Since the beginning of the liquidity crunch, VEB has played the principal role in the gov-ernment’s anti-crisis agenda; the bank was appointed as the key facilitator of the stateaid package, aimed at assisting Russian companies and FIs with debt repayment and re-oinancing. In October 2008, for example, VEB provided an initial USD 8 billion loan tocompanies operating in the following key industries – energy, metals, construction, trans-port and communications. Other rescue measures implemented by VEB include its sup-port to heavily indebted FIs, such as its purchase of Svyaz Bank for a symbolic sum of5,000 Roubles (less than USD 200) and its settlement of all of the debts of this bank.State-owned VEB and VTB banks are the most active amongst Russian banks in terms ofexpanding their activities abroad, including, among other channels, through projectoinance in developing countries that can potentially be subject to the Equator Principlesand OECD “Common Approaches”. For example, throughout 2007, VEB signed a numberof agreements aimed at bolstering cooperation between Russian and foreign companiesin the area of Russian goods, services and technology exports. These agreements includeone with Russia’s LLC “Managing Company” Gas Group and the Ural India Ltd. companyto create a Russian-Indian joint venture for the purpose of industrial assembly of the“Ural” brand of trucks in the Indian state of West Bengal, as well as another with a Rus-sian company, OJSC Holding Company “Technochim-Holding” and an Indian company,Saraf Agencies Private Ltd., regarding creation of a joint Russian-Indian chemical-met-allurgical complex in India to produce titanium dioxide and other titanium products.As Russian banks integrate into the global oinancial community via international expan-sion, it seems likely that the adoption of international sustainability mechanisms willbecome increasingly important and appropriate for these institutions. It further appearsthat over the past two years, Russian state-owned banks have begun considering the in-corporation of social, environmental and climate change-related factors into their deci-sion-making precisely because of the expansion of their international activities. Forexample, during 2009, Sberbank was authorised by the national government to imple-ment the Kyoto protocol mechanisms for emissions trading in Russia.
36 It is worth noting that, seeking to guarantee support for Russian exporters, VEB applies a wide spectrumof instruments: sureties, stand-by letters of credit, bank guarantees of various types, inclusive of advancepayment guarantees, tender guarantees and performance bonds.
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Medium-Sized Players: Private BanksIn comparison with state-controlled banks, private FIs account for a far lower percent-age of Russia’s total banking assets; for example, the largest private commercial bank,Alfa Bank, constitutes only approximately 3 percent of these assets. Even before the liq-uidity crisis, Russia’s private banks were in a far less competitive position than the largestate-controlled banks that generally enjoy better access to international capital mar-kets, as well as to the various stimulus packages distributed by the Russian governmentat a lower cost and for a longer term that international oinancing. Nevertheless, bankssuch as the Bank of Saint Petersburg, Alfa Bank, NOMOS Bank and several others occa-sionally tapped the international Eurobond and syndicated loans markets prior to the be-ginning of the 2008/9 oinancial crisis, and these particular issuers were relativelywell-known to international investors.Despite the fact that, as of September 2009, none of the Russian FIs (either state-ownedor private) have joined any of the internationally recognised mechanisms of social andenvironmental responsibility, it is noteworthy that prior to the oinancial crisis, privatebanks generally exhibited a far greater commitment to CSR activities than their state-controlled counterparts. For example, according to the database of the Russian Union ofIndustrialists and Entrepreneurs, as of August 2008, the eight Russian FIs that had everproduced a CSR report were MDM-Bank, URSA-Bank, Uralsib, Alfa Bank, “Solidarnost”Bank, FIA Bank, AFK “Sistema” and the Russian subsidiary of Unicreditbank, all of whichare private banks.It would appear that this particular category of Russian FIs might be motivated to utilisethe aspect of environmental and social responsibility as a public relations tool in orderto enhance their reputations and thereby improve their access to international capitalmarkets. This is particularly the case in the highly competitive “differentiate or die” post-crisis scenario in which issuers with no sovereign support are competing with other pri-vate banking institutions from all over the world, and especially from other BRICS.
Financial Intermediaries: Regional Private BanksTwo multilateral banks, namely the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development(EBRD) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC), have identioied the stability ofthe Russian oinancial sector as a key strategic priority in terms of their activities in thecountry. In line with this strategic objective, both these institutions have directed sig-nioicant attention towards Russian regional banks to which they have provided signioi-cant oinancing over the past several years in the form of both loans and equityparticipation. This category of Russian FIs includes relatively small banks such as Cen-ter-Invest Bank, Vostochny Express Bank and Bank Kedr, all of which have been com-pelled to follow either EBRD or IFC Performance Standards in their dealings with thesemultilateral banks.
Banks Integrated into Financial Industrial GroupsA widespread phenomenon in the Russian banking landscape is the existence of so-calledFinancial and Industrial Groups. These groups are generally large conglomerates con-sisting of at least one major industrial enterprise and one bank which are closely asso-ciated in a number of ways, one of which is through providing oinancial services toemployees (processing of employees’ salaries and depository accounts, etc). Examplesinclude such structures as the Moscow Bank for Reconstruction and Development andits association with the Sistema Group and Transcreditbank and Russian Railways. The
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primary motivations for any actions on the part of these FIs are likely to arise from theinterests of their parent company or the associated industrial enterprise. As a result, itmight prove particularly difoicult to motivate such institutions to adopt ESG principlesand practices.
Russian Subsidiaries of the Foreign FIsOver the past several years, foreign FIs have been active in entering the Russian bankingarena through the acquisition of Russian FIs. Examples include Barclays’ acquisition ofExpobank, Societe Generale’s purchase of a stake in DeltaCredit, and Standard Bank’sacquisition of a stake in the Troika Dialogue investment bank. Furthermore, foreignbanks such as Raiffeisen, Unicredit and Societe Generale have established very compet-itive positions in the retail segment of the banking sector in a relatively short space oftime.In many instances, foreign FIs operating in Russia are already signatories of the EquatorPrinciples, for example HSBC, Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays, etc. In spite of this situ-ation, however, it would appear that a “trickle-down” effect with regard to social and en-vironmental issues and general CSR commitment has not taken place in the majority ofRussian subsidiaries of these international FIs. Meanwhile, these subsidiaries can be apriority group for further dialogue regarding the promotion of sustainable banking prac-tices in Russia.
In the period 2000 – 2008, the impressive growth in Russia’s corporate sector has beenfuelled primarily by international capital markets, which have been continuously tappedby Russian oinancial institutional borrowers. According to the ofoicial reports by the Cen-tral Bank of Russia, Russia’s total (both public and private) external debt amounted toUSD 483.5 billion as of end of December 2008 (Table 5)37. This represents a signioicantleverage level (101 percent given the Russian Central Bank’s reserves at USD 478.8 bil-lion), but is lower in relevant terms than in many other emerging markets such as Turkey(243 percent in July 2008) or Brazil (109 percent in October 2008)38. It is however note-worthy that Russia’s foreign reserve position deteriorated markedly as a result of the2008/9 oinancial crisis.Meanwhile, ofoicial statistics represent the external debt data only at the point of foreignFIs providing loans to Russian entities, while a considerable proportion of the externaloinancing raised by Russian FIs is further channeled into the corporate sector. Thereforethe actual accumulated external debt of the Russian corporate sector is higher and wasestimated by Uralsib as being USD 440 billion as of 30 October 200839 (Table 6).
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37 Central Bank of Russia. External Debt of the Russian Federation (Detailed Analytical Presentation of 23July 2009). http://www.cbr.ru/eng/statistics/print.aspx?oile=credit_statistics/debt-non_an_08_e.htm&pid=svs&sid=vdRF_nr_ap (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
38 BusinessNewEurope, 20 Dec. 2008. http://businessneweurope.eu/story1414/RUSSIA_2009_Paused_before_a_rally (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
39 Uralsib / Уралсиб (2008). ”Capital Markets’ Prospects. Credit Crisis is Changing the Game Rules. Пер-спективы рынков капитала. Кредитный кризис меняет правила игры.” Uralsib, Debt Capital MarketResearch Department. Presentation at the 5th Federal Investment Forum, Moscow, 18 Nov. 2008.
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USD billion Dec. 06 Dec. 07 Dec. 08
Total Gross External Debt of the Russian Federation 313.2 471.0 483.5
Public Sector External Debt (Total) 137.1 190.8 161.8
General Government 44.7 37.4 29.5
Monetary Authorities 3.9 9.0 3.3
Banks 41.4 65.5 61.7
Other Sectors 47.1 78.9 78.2
Private Sector External Debt (Total) 176.1 280.2 332.0
Banks
(excluding debt liabilities to direct investors)
59.4 96.9 102.9
Other Sectors 
(excluding debt liabilities to direct investors)
95.2 156.4 186.0
Banks and other sectors - debt liabilities to 
direct investors
21.5 26.9 32.7
Internal sources 480
Individual deposits 230
Remaining balance in the individual and corporate accounts 250
External sources 440
Eurobonds 116
Syndicated loans 133
Non-public External Debt 191
Table 5. External Debt of the Russian Federation in 2006 – 2008
Table 6. Funding Sources of the Accumulated Debt of Russia’s Corporate Sector
as of 30 October 2008
Source: Central Bank of Russia. External Debt of the Russian Federation (Detailed Analytical Presentation of23 July 2009). http://www.cbr.ru/eng/statistics/print.aspx?oile=credit_statistics/debt-non_an_08_e.htm&pid=svs&sid=vdRF_nr_ap (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)Note: Public Sector External Debt covers liabilities of the General Government, Monetary Authorities, andthose entities in the banking and other sectors that are public corporations, i.e. non-oinancial or oinancialcorporations which are subject to control by government and monetary authorities. Control is established(directly or indirectly) through ownership of more than half of the voting shares or otherwise controllingmore than half of the shareholder voting power. Indebtedness of any domestic institutional unit not meetingthe deoinition of Public Sector External Debt is to be classioied as Private Sector External Debt.
Sources: Uralsib / Уралсиб (2008). ‘Capital Markets’ Prospects. Credit Crisis is Changing the Game Rules.Перспективы рынков капитала. Кредитный кризис меняет правила игры.’ Uralsib, Debt Capital MarketResearch Department. Presentation at the 5th Federal Investment Forum, Moscow, 18 Nov. 2008.http://www.oif.rcb.ru/2008/prezentation/ginsbyrg.ppt (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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Uralsib also evaluated the overall structure of the Russian corporate sector’s accumu-lated debt, according to industry segment (Figure 4).The sources of funding of the Russian corporate sector are in general highly concen-trated, with the top 30 lenders providing approximately 70 – 80 percent of the total valueof loans between January 2006 and July 2009 (Table 7). The overwhelming majority ofthese loans fall into the category of syndicated loans, while the country’s project -inancesegment is relatively small and amounted to USD 6.78 billion between 1 January 2007and 21 December 2008 (Table 8). This implies that even if the Equator Principles areapplied to all project oinance activities in Russia, provided by both domestic and foreignFIs, this will have a minimal impact in resolving the CSR challenges that exist in the Rus-sian oinancial sector.Western capital markets have traditionally been the major provider of loans to Russianborrowers. However, in the light of the global credit crunch in 2008 – 2009, Russian bor-rowers have begun shifting their attention from the crisis-stricken US and European FIsto Asian lenders, especially China Development Bank, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ,Mizuho Corporate Bank and Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation.The liquidity crisis has also somewhat disrupted the dependence of Russian corporateborrowers on foreign capital, since access to international debt and equity markets hasbecome extremely limited for many private borrowers, leaving only a small window ofopportunity for some semi-sovereign entities. As a result, the role of the six largest state-owned Russian banks (VEB, Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank, Russian Agricultural Bankand Eurasian Development Bank) as loan providers for the Russian real economy hasbecome even greater. According to a survey conducted by the national NGO “BusinessRussia”40, the global liquidity crisis has increased the loan interest rates for Russian SMEborrowers to 22.5 percent, thereby signioicantly reducing access to credit resources formany of these borrowers. For example, in mid 2009 an average interest rate of 10–12percent was accessible only for approximately 2 percent of all companies, compared tothe pre-crisis level of 21 percent of companies.
40 www.deloros.ru
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Source: Uralsib / Уралсиб (2008). ‘Capital Markets’ Prospects. Credit Crisis is Changing the Game Rules.Перспективы рынков капитала. Кредитный кризис меняет правила игры.’ Uralsib, Debt Capital MarketResearch Department. Presentation at the 5th Federal Investment Forum, Moscow, 18 Nov. 2008.http://www.oif.rcb.ru/2008/prezentation/ginsbyrg.ppt (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
Figure 4. Structure of the Accumulated Debt of Russia’s Corporate Sector
as of 30 October 2008, USD billion
Russia's corporate sector debt structure (bln. USD)
Eurobonds’ structure
464 /51%
133 /14%
29%
52%
7%
7%
5%
33%
30%
19%
7%
4%
3%
4%
116 /13%
140 /15%
68 /7%
Syndicated loans’ structure
Domestic bank’s loans
Foreign banks’ syndicated loans
Corporate eurobonds
Rouble corporate bonds
Russian companies’ outstanding shares
Financial institutions
Oil & gas
Mining
Telecoms & transport
Others
Oil & gas
Mining
Financial institutions
Telecoms & transport
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Table 7. Largest Syndicated Loans in Russia ClassiGied by Mandated Lead
Arrangers (January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Position Mandated Lead Arrangers (FI) Deal Value (USD million) No. of Deals
1 China Development Bank 25 644 5
2 Vnesheconombank (VEB) 24 240 42
3 Central Bank of Russia 20 887 3
4 BNP Paribas 16 508 91
5 VTB Bank 15 893 72
6 Societe Generale 14 408 76
7 ABN AMRO 13 743 58
8 Sberbank 13 162 50
9 Citigroup Inc 11 240 61
10 Barclays 11 132 50
11 Calyon 11 068 71
12 ING 10 334 83
13 EBRD 6 516 81
14 Deutsche Bank 6 060 56
15 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd 5 950 56
16 JP Morgan plc 5 853 26
17 RBS/ABN AMRO 5 678 34
18 Commerzbank AG 5 518 96
19 Morgan Stanley 5 314 9
20 Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp 5 256 45
21 Gazprombank 4 565 10
22 RZB 4 195 92
23 Goldman Sachs International 3 976 11
24 Natixis 2 986 26
25 WestLB 2 935 39
26 BayernLB 2 843 39
27 HSBC 2 518 32
28 Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank 
AG – HVB Group
2 103 18
29 Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein 2 084 8
30 Credit Suisse 1 841 21
TOTAL USD 264 448 million
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Over the past decade, multilateral banks have become very active market players in Rus-sia providing signioicant levels of oinancial support to many companies and banks in theform of term loans and equity participation. In accordance with the development-ori-ented nature of these particular institutions, both IFC and EBRD place particular em-phasis on sustainability, and as a result, the best practices and Performance Standardsthat they apply in their activities might be considered as the models for the commercialbanking sector. IFC and EBRD both include the objective of sustainable development intheir mission statements, and as a result, both organisations place a great deal of em-phasis on environmental protection and conservation objectives. This policy has trans-lated into two dimensions of activities of IFC and EBRD in Russia.Firstly, in the majority of instances, IFC and EBRD do not provide signioicant amounts offunds to “blue-chip” borrowers, whose core business activities are often viewed as en-vironmentally controversial. While large borrowers such as Russian Railways, Lukoiland RusHydro do occasionally approach multilateral banks for loans, their debt struc-tures consist as a rule primarily of funds raised in international debt capital markets viathe mechanisms of syndicated loans and Eurobonds.Secondly, in Russia both IFC and EBRD act as pioneers in climate-related oinance directedat increasing the energy efoiciency of the Russian economy. In 2005 both institutionslaunched energy efoiciency programs in direct response to the G8 Summit in Gleneagles,where it was demanded that multilateral development banks increase their sustainableenergy investments. Both programs extensively cover Russia as a country with immenseenergy savings potential.A recent study by the IFC/IBRD41 shows that energy efoiciency measures hold the po-tential for impressive impacts in Russia from both an environmental and an economicperspective. The study calculated that investments of USD 320 billion in the Russianeconomy could lead to energy savings of 45 percent and annual cost savings (for in-vestors and end users) of approximately USD 80 billion. This translates into a paybackperiod on such investments of four years, which should prove particularly attractive tothe Russian economy. In terms of resource savings, these efoiciency gains translate into240 billion cubic meters natural gas, 340 billion kWh electricity, 89 million tons of coal,and 43 million tons of crude oil.According to the report, achieving the full energy savings potential of 45 percent wouldalso result in a reduction in CO2 emissions of 793 million tons, which equates to 20 per-cent of the country’s CO2 emissions of 1990 (the baseline year under the Kyoto Protocol),and fully half these emissions in 2005, creating 10 billion CO2 emissions reduction unitsas well as signioicant health beneoits for Russia’s citizens. Furthermore, such an achieve-ment would propel Russia to the forefront of the global oight against climate change andincrease the competitiveness of the Russian economy through the reduction of produc-tion costs.
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41 IFC/IBRD (2008). ‘Energy Efoiciency in Russia: Untapped Reserves’. World Bank Group, Washington D.C.http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/rsefp.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/FINAL_EE_report_Engl.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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The experiences of IFC and EBRD are testament to the fact that environmentally re-sponsible and progressive investments are possible in Russia, and that energy efoiciencymeasures in particular can prove extremely attractive for FIs from a commercial view-point. The potential market for energy efoiciency solutions in Russia is a huge one, andthe beneoits to be gained, in terms of GHG emissions reductions and the resulting bene-oits for the climate change agenda, are equally signioicant. According to the IFC’s annualclient survey conducted in 2006, the third most important factor for clients in terms ofentering into a partnership with IFC was the assistance that the organisation providesin managing environmental and social issues42.
Overview of IFC Projects in RussiaSince the beginning of its operations in Russia, IFC has invested a total of USD 4.5 billionin more than 180 projects in Russia, covering a variety of sectors including agribusiness,manufacturing, energy and small and medium-sized enterprises as of the end of June2009 (see Table 9 for more details). Over the past several years, IFC has also collabo-rated with EBRD in extending joint oinancing to several Russian projects.In 2005, the IFC established the Sustainable Energy Finance Program in Russia. Underthis initiative, projects are eligible for oinancing if they are either introducing state-of-the-art energy efoicient technology, or they are part of an industrial modernisation effortwhich will decrease energy consumption per unit of output, or they are introducing re-newable energy technologies. Energy efoiciency impacts must be substantial and the pay-back period must be less than oive years. Only established technologies may beintroduced, and companies applying for funding must be less than 50 percent state-owned. The oirst successes under this Program have been achieved in Rostov-on-Don,where IFC is working with Center-Invest Bank in providing loans for energy efoiciencymeasures. Another example of the program’s implementation is IFC’s USD 75 millionloan and equity investment to Nitol Solar company that since 2006 have been trying toenter the rapidly growing global renewable energy market by producing polycrystallinesilicon (PCS), a vital ingredient for the construction of photovoltaic devices. The loanwill help increase the production of PCS through the construction of a new manufactur-ing facility. This was followed by a number of other energy-efoiciency projects acrossvarious industries in Russia.
42 Independent Evaluation Group (2008). ‘Environmental Sustainability: An Evaluation of World BankGroup Support’. World Bank Group Independent Evaluation Group, Washington D.C.http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTOED/EXTENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:21826882~menuPK:4681948~pagePK:64829573~piPK:64829550~theSitePK:4681890~isCURL:Y,00.html (accessedon 30 Oct. 2009)
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Borrower Type Amount 
(USD 
million)
TOTAL
(USD million)
2006
Delta Leasing Loans - Finance 16
Trio Invest Loans - Transport and 
Warehousing
20
OMK Group Loans - Metallurgy 70
Primsotsbank Loans - Finance 4
TV3 Loans - Communication 22
Pilkington Glass Loans - Manufacturing 53
Electro-Com Loans - Telecoms 25
Concordia Loans - Food & Beverages 55
265
(92 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
8 percent –
to FIs)
2007
Prof-Media Loans - Information 50
Absolut Bank Loans - Finance 30
MDM Bank Loans - Finance 100
Chuvashavtodor Loans - Construction 49
Brunswick Rail Leasing Loans - Transportation and 
Warehousing 
100
Daido Metal/ ZMZ Bearings Loans - Manufacturing 5
Scanfert Oy via Ava Peter Loans - Healthcare 26
Sodruzhestvo Loans - Agriculture 50
RosVodoKanal Loans - Utilities 25
Belgrankorm Holding Loans - Agriculture 30
Ursa Bank Loans - Finance 150
615 
(54 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
46 percent –
to FIs)
2008
Home Center Loans - Wholesale and Retail 67
Posuda Ltd. Loans - Manufacturing 40
Locko Bank Loans - Finance 40
MDM Bank Loans - Finance 385
Heliopark Loans - Hotels 50
Kronostar Loans - Wood 60
Megalogix Loans - Real Estate 105
BAC Loans - Information 10
Freight One Loans - Transportation 110
867
(51 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
49 percent –
to FIs)
Table 9. IFC Loans to Russian Borrowers
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Source: Dealogic.Note: In order to derive comparable loan oigures, a “oiltering” methodology has been applied to the IFC invest-ment project data, in order that all equity and “mezzanine” components might be excluded. However, theseoigures are subject to revision, as in some cases syndicated amounts to the commercial banks have not beenidentioied, hence the commitments were attributed fully to IFC.This data should not be interpreted as representing the total commitment of IFC to the Russian bankingsector, since the organisation not only supports the Russian oinancial system via the lending mechanisms,but also very often through equity participation.
January – June 2009
FactorRus Loans - Finance 10
KuibyshevAzot Loans - Chemicals 20
Upravlenie Zakazchika 
Zhilischno-Kommunalnogo 
Khozyaistva
Loans - Utility 8
Miratorg Loans - Agriculture 90
Energomera Loans - Manufacturing 10
Allianz Eurasia Loans - Health Care 20
Kulon-Yugros Loans - Warehousing 14
Avtokran Loans - Manufacturing 25
197
(95 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
5 percent –
to FIs)
Table 9. IFC Loans to Russian Borrowers. Continued
Overview of EBRD Projects in RussiaRussia has traditionally held the largest single country exposure, and been one of theprincipal priority investment targets for the European Bank for Reconstruction andDevelopment (EBRD). As of 31 March 2009, the total number of projects approved byEBRD in Russia was 564, with a total project value of approximately EUR 39.7 billion(see Table 10 for more details).EBRD’s portfolio structure has changed signioicantly over the recent years, as the bankhas increased its participation in the energy sector from 5.0 percent in 2004, to 15.4 per-cent as of the oirst quarter of 2009. Similar changes can be seen in the geographical dis-tribution of the portfolio, as EBRD has directed greater resources to the outlying regionsof the country; the share of annual investments outside Moscow and St. Petersburg hasincreased from 71 percent of the total book in 2005, to 86 percent as of the oirst quarterof 2009. Furthermore, EBRD has transformed from being primarily a lending institutioninto a signioicant equity investor, with large acquisitions in the Russian market, prima-rily in the form of equity participation in Russian FIs such as Spurt Bank, Primsotsbank,and RESO Insurance. In quantitative terms, the share of equity projects in EBRD’s totalportfolio has increased from 13 percent in 2005 to 27 percent as of the oirst quarterof 2009.
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Table 10. EBRD Loans to Russian Borrowers
Borrower Type Amount 
(EUR million)
TOTAL
(EUR million)
2006
Yug Rusi Loan - Agriculture 147
Saratov Shopping centre Loan - Construction 36
LG Russia Loan - Electronics 7
DeltaLeasing Loan - Finance 5
URSA Loan - Finance 15
Mid-sized banks Loan - Finance 110
Absolut Bank Loan - Finance 88
Bank of St. Petersburg Loan - Finance 22
MDM Bank Loan - Finance 58
SREI Leasing Loan - Finance 5
VTB - RFS Loan - Finance 110
Center-Invest Bank Loan - Finance 24
Lenta II Loan - Food 37
Wienerberger Russia I Loan - Manufacturing 11
CHTPZ Group/ Pervouralsk New Pipe Plant Loan - Manufacturing 141
AR Carton Loan - Manufacturing 9
RusHydro Loan - Power and Energy 190
Ivanovskoe Estate Loan - Real Estate 45
Enforta Loan - Telecoms and Media 4
Wagon Financing/ Huolintakeskus Loan - Transport 16
Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company Loan - Transport 100
Stora Enso Loan - Wood and Paper 19
Stora Enso Loan - Wood and Paper 29
Stora Enso Loan - Wood and Paper 45
1,272
(66 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
34 percent –
to FIs)
2007
Lukoil Loan - Oil & Gas 219
Autocrane Loan - Manufacturing 29
Element Leasing Loan - Finance 7
Rosmorport Loan - Transport 70
Promsvyazbank Loan - Finance 73
Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant Loan - Manufacturing 58
Chelyabinsk Tube Rolling Plant Loan - Manufacturing 145
Guardian Steklo Ryazan Loan - Manufacturing 122
Azbuka vkusa Loan - Food 37
Bank Kazansky Loan - Finance 7
Promsvyazleasing Loan - Finance 22
General Motors Russian Assembly Plant Loan - Manufacturing 110
Center-Invest Bank Loan - Finance 16
Center-Invest Bank Loan - Finance 16
2,699
(93 percent –
loans to 
corporations, 
7 percent –
to FIs)
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Bank Kedr Loan - Finance 12
Severstal Loan - Manufacturing 500
Volkswagen Group Loan - Manufacturing 750
Fazer Bakeries Loan - Food 99
Inpromleasing Loan - Transport 142
SKB Bank Loan - Finance 17
NBD Bank Loan - Finance 4
Stora Enso - Balabanovo plant Loan - Wood and Paper 23
Taganrog Teploenergo Loan - Energy 6
Vostochny Express Bank Loan - Finance 21
Krasnodar Glass Packaging Plant Loan - Food and Beverage 38
Monetka Loan - Food 44
Globus Loan - Food 112
2008
Moscow Integrated Power Company Loan - Energy 100
Okey Loan - Food 200
Bank of Saint Petersburg Loan - Finance 25
Credit Bank of Moscow Loan - Finance 10
Europlan Loan - Finance 25
Sovcombank Loan - Finance 28
Lipetsk Municipal Energy Company Loan - Energy 20
Detsky Mir Loan - Retail 50
Sinara Transport Machines Loan - Manufacturing 65
Enforta Loan - Telecoms and Media 15
Rosevrobank Loan - Finance 30
First Freight Company Loans - Transport 316
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy Municipal Water 
Project
Loans - Utility 11
Volzhski Vodokanal Loans - Utility 10
Carcade Ltd. Loan - Finance 50
Yugansktransteploservis/Yuganskvodokanal Loans - Utility 15
Petra 8 Loans - Property 150
Pechora Energy Loans - Oil & Gas 45
Credit Bank of Moscow Loans - Finance 30
OGK-5 Loans - Energy 103
Kuzbassky Pischekombinat Loans - Agriculture 20
Volga Industrial Park Loans - Property 34
Surgut Municipal Unitary Enterprise Loans - Utility 6
Integra Group Loans - Natural Resources 300
Ken Pak Zavod Upakovki Loans - Agriculture 50
Ruscam - Kirishi and Ruscam - Odessa Loans - Food 65
1,772
(92 percent –
loans to 
corporations,
8 percent –
to FIs)
Table 10. EBRD Loans to Russian Borrowers. Continued
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Source: Dealogic.Note: In order to derive comparable loan oigures, a “oiltering” methodology has been applied to the EBRD in-vestment project data, in order that all equity and “mezzanine” components might be excluded. However,these oigures are subject to revision, as in some cases syndicated amounts to the commercial banks have notbeen identioied, hence the commitments were attributed fully to EBRD.This data should not be interpreted as representing the total commitment of EBRD to the Russian economy,since the organisation not only supports the Russian oinancial system and industry via the lending mecha-nisms, but also very often through equity participation.
January – June 2009
Belaya Dacha Trading Loans - Agriculture 7
Irkutsk Oil & Gas Company Loans - Oil & Gas 90
VTB-24 Loans - Finance 112
Raven Russia Logistics Loans - Property 30
Small Business Credit Bank Loans - Finance 56
Yugra Energy Company Loans - Power 34
Eczacibasi Vitra Plitka Loans - Manufacturing 11
Kalina Concern Loans - Manufacturing 30
Autocrane Loans - Machinery 26
Vodoteplosnab Loans - Utilities 16
Russian Participating Banks (Energy efficiency) Loans - Finance 300
Surgut Municipal Unitary Enterprise Loans - Utilities 36
Transcontainer Loans - Transport 75
TGK-13 Loans - Energy 56
Novolipetsk Metallurgical Company Loans - Metallurgy 250
SibStroyInvest Loans - Property 40
Sistema Loans- Diversified 120
Bank Saint-Petersburg Loans - Finance 56
Yug Rusi Loans - Agriculture 112
Troika Dialogue Loans - Finance 112
LR TEK Loans - Utilities 20
TGK-8 Loans - Energy 240
Russian Railways Loans - Transport 375
2,205
(71 percent –
loans to 
corporations,
29 percent –
to FIs)
Table 10. EBRD Loans to Russian Borrowers. Continued
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EBRD’s Sustainable Energy Initiative (SEI), also launched in 2005, is similar to the IFC’sSustainable Energy Finance Program. With Phase 1 of the Initiative completed in 2008,EBRD has invested EUR 2.7 billion into 166 projects in 24 countries. Of those invest-ments, 64 percent were in the private sector and the total value of these projects wasover EUR 14 billion. The SEI represents 20 percent of EBRD’s total oinancing, and hasthus far saved approximately 21 million tonnes of annual CO2 emissions43. SEI invest-ments in Russia totaled at EUR 755 million, with a total project size over EUR 3.7 bil-lion44. These investments took place in the following areas: industrial energy efoiciency,power sector energy efoiciency, renewable energy, municipal infrastructure energy efoi-ciency, carbon market development, and Sustainable Energy Financing Facilities (SEFF),which comprises the oinancing of credit lines via oinancial intermediaries.As of mid 2009, EBRD was in the process of creating a Russian Sustainable Energy andCarbon Finance Facility (RSECF), a facility to on-lend up to EUR 300 million to Russianbanks, for loans to sustainable energy projects within the private sector. A pilot projectfor this program, with an investment of EUR 10 million, was executed together with Cen-ter-Invest Bank in 2007. Another example of energy efoiciency oinancing is a loan to Sev-erstal45, one of Russia’s largest steel manufacturing companies, which was signed in2007. EBRD arranged a loan of EUR 600 million (including EUR 150 million of EBRD’sown funds) for an ambitious energy efoiciency overhaul of Severstal’s plant inCheropovets aimed at reducing the company’s consumption of electricity (6 million MWhper annum, which is more than the entire consumption of some small countries, such asMoldova) by 10 percent, and consumption of natural gas by 3.5 percent. This equates toa cut in CO2 emissions of 1 million tons per annum. Payback periods for some of the proj-ects at Cheropovets are expected to be less than one year, making these a particularly at-tractive prospect in the light of increasing energy prices.A further example of a “green” loan is the one provided to Lukoil in 2007. This USD 300million loan is to be applied in all countries in which Lukoil is active, and is intended tointroduce measures to enhance environmental, health and safety standards of the com-pany’s facilities. Specioic activities in this regard include pipeline replacements, reduc-tions in gas olaring, energy efoiciency measures through modernisation andimprovements in employee safety. The overall objective is to make these facilities com-pliant not only with relevant national laws, but also with international and EU regula-tions. The payback period for the project is relatively long, and as a result the tenure ofthe unsecured primary loan of USD 150 million is ten years, while that of the syndicatedsecondary loan, also of USD 150 million, is seven years46.
43 EBRD (2009). ‘Sustainable Energy Initiative: Action and Results 2006-2009’. EBRD, London.http://www.ebrd.com/pubs/cs/sei.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
44 McCallion, T. (2009). ‘EBRD: Mainstreaming Energy Efoiciency across Banking Operations’. Presentationgiven at the ‘Promotion of Sustainable Finance Mechanism in Russia’ conference, Moscow, 29 Apr. 2009.http://wwf.ru/data/events/3/tmccallion_ebrd.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
45 EBRD feature story. 7 Apr. 2008. http://www.ebrd.com/new/stories/2008/080407.htm (accessed on 30Oct. 2009)
46 EBRD feature story. 21 May 2007. http://www.ebrd.com/new/pressrel/2007/070521b.htm (accessed on30 Oct. 2009)
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The following two sections of this study (Sections 2.4 and 2.5) have the objective of quan-tifying the scope of environmental responsibility exhibited by foreign and domestic FIsin Russia. This will be done by trying to identify key lenders to each of the environment-
intensive industries of Russia.However, there are signioicant data limitations that have precluded this report from fullyachieving this goal:• Industry developments that are known as most controversial from the environ-mental viewpoint, for example in the Russian oil and gas sector, rely predominantlyon syndicated rather than bilateral loans. Information on the actual commitments ofeach FI participating in syndicated loans under consideration has not been avail-able, and it has been therefore impossible to quantify exposure of individual foreignand domestic FIs to environment-intensive sectors of the Russian economy;• In their IFRS statements different banks use various classioications of borrowers by in-dustry, and these may or may not be different from the classioication employed by theloans databases such as Dealogic and Loans.cbonds.info. For example, PetrocommerceBank included the oil segment as part of their lending into the energy sector, whileVEB included the military segment as part of the manufacturing sector. Therefore, bydrawing data from all available sources this report uses lending statistics to providea big picture overview rather than focus on each industry or lender in detail;• While being the most comprehensive available sources of data, the databases usedfor this analysis such as the Dealogic Loanware application and Loans.cbonds.info donot capture a signioicant number of loan transactions. For example, there are con-siderable mismatches between the number of loans extended by IFC to Russianclients between January 2006 and July 2009 registered in the Dealogic Loanwaredatabase (11) and reported by the IFC itself (36). Therefore a lot of data used in thisreport can be revised upwards.This section of the study presents the principal oindings of the sectoral analysis of inter-national syndicated loans. The borrowers have been classioied according to the follow-ing categories, with the ten largest transactions being identioied in each sector:• Chemicals, mining and manufacturing• Oil & gas• Energy and utilities• Real estate, construction and property• Transport and telecommunications• Agriculture, food and forestry• Finance
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Table 11. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Chemicals, Mining, Machinery and
Manufacturing Sector (January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value 
(USD million)
Mandated Lead Arrangers
Norilsk Nickel 6 000.000 BNP Paribas, SG Corporate & Investment Banking, Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd,
Calyon, HypoVereinsbank AG, ING, Natixis, Sumitomo Mitsui Finance 
Dublin Ltd (SMFD)
United Co Rusal 4 500.000 BNP Paribas, Barclays, Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG - HVB 
Group, Calyon,
Credit Suisse, ING, Merrill Lynch, Natixis, RBS/ABN AMRO
Evraz Group 3 214.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, Calyon, 
Commerzbank AG,
Deutsche Bank, ING, RBS/ABN AMRO, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, 
UBS
United Co Rusal 2 350.000 ABN AMRO, BNP Paribas, Calyon, Citigroup Inc, Natixis, Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG -
HVB Group, Bayerische Landesbank, Commerzbank AG, ING, SG 
Corporate & Investment Banking, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp
Russian Aluminium OAO 
- Rusal
2 000.000 ABN AMRO, BNP Paribas, Calyon, Citigroup Inc, Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, BayernLB, HSBC, HSH Nordbank, Mizuho Corporate 
Bank Ltd, Natexis Banques Populaires SA, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corp
Mechel 2 000.000 BNP Paribas, Calyon, Natixis, RBS/ABN AMRO, SG Corporate & 
Investment Banking,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, Commerzbank AG
Evraz Group 1 800.000 Credit Suisse, UBS, BNP Paribas, Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG, Bank of 
Tokyo-Mitsubishi Ltd,
Calyon, Citigroup Inc, Commerzbank AG, Fortis, Kreditanstalt fuer 
Wiederaufbau - KfW,
RZB, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp
Novolipetsk Steel 1 600.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Bayerische Hypo- und 
Vereinsbank AG - HVB Group, Deutsche Bank, SG Corporate & 
Investment Banking, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, Fortis, RBS/ABN 
AMRO
Metalloinvest 1 600.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Bayerische Hypo- und 
Vereinsbank AG - HVB Group, Calyon, Commerzbank AG, Deutsche Bank, 
ING, Natixis, OrgresBank OAO, RBS/ABN AMRO, Rabobank 
International, SG Corporate & Investment Banking, Sumitomo Mitsui 
Banking Corp Europe Ltd
EuroChem Mineral & 
Chemical OAO
1 500.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, Bayerische 
Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG - HVB Group, ING, OrgresBank OAO, 
RBS/ABN AMRO, SG Corporate & Investment Banking, Sumitomo Mitsui 
Banking Corp
TOTAL 26 564.000
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For the purposes of the study, the oirst six industries are classioied as environment-in-tensive, though their individual footprints vary a lot from each other. The oinance sectoris understood as environmentally-neutral, although some of the funds raised by the Rus-sian oinancial intermediaries in the international capital markets are channeled to envi-ronment-intensive activities in Russia, too.
The chemicals, mining and manufacturing sector causes signioicant impacts on theenvironment in three dimensions: a) depletion of natural resources as a result of ex-tractive activities; b) waste and emissions from processing of raw materials; c) energyconsumption. Therefore, the oinancial sector can play an important role in minimizing thenegative impact of this sector on the environment through both funding modernisationof their industrial processes and starting a dialogue with the borrowers about possibleenvironmental risks of their planned expansion activities. For example, in 2006, one ofRussia’s largest metal producers, Evraz, acquired the Highveld Steel and Vanadium Cor-poration Ltd in South Africa for USD 678 million47.The assets acquired by Evraz weregenerally characterised by poor environmental performance. In October 2007, an in-spection by the South African environmental police on Highveld Steel’s Vanchem vana-dium plant exposed a number of transgressions of environmental legislation. Thesetransgressions undoubtedly contributed to the situation in which Evraz was unable to re-coup its investment when it was forced by European competition authorities to divest it-self of some of Highveld’s assets48.The chemicals, mining and manufacturing sector has been traditionally largely depen-dant on international capital markets, with limited funds raised inside Russia. Theworld’s largest aluminium producer – United Company Rusal, both directly and throughits subsidiaries, – was the most frequent borrower in international capital markets inthe sector. In terms of the oinance providers, BNP Paribas was the only FI that partici-pated in each of the ten largest syndicated loans extended to the Russian mining andmetal companies, while Royal Bank of Scotland/ABN AMRO and Societe Generale Bankwere also very active lenders in this sector.
47 Smart Money. 9 Oct. 2006. http://www.smoney.ru/article.shtml?2006/10/09/1476
48 Business Report. 24 Apr. 2007. http://www.busrep.co.za/index.php?fSectionId=553&fArticleId=4370487
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Table 12. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Oil and Gas Sector
(January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value 
(USD million)
Mandated Lead Arrangers
Rosneft 15 000.000 China Development Bank
Rosneft 13 000.000 ABN AMRO, BNP Paribas, Barclays, Calyon, Citigroup Inc, Goldman 
Sachs International, JP Morgan plc, Morgan Stanley
Transneft 10 000.000 China Development Bank
RN-Razvitiye (Rosneft 
subsidiary) 
9 000.000 ABN AMRO, BNP Paribas, Barclays, Calyon, Citigroup Inc, Goldman 
Sachs International, JP Morgan plc, Morgan Stanley
Gazprom 5 450.000 ABN AMRO, Morgan Stanley, SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Gazprom 5 053.570 ABN AMRO, Morgan Stanley Bank International Ltd, SG Corporate & 
Investment Banking
Gazprom 3 500.000 Citigroup Inc, SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Rosneft 3 425.000 BBVA, BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, 
BayernLB, WestLB,
Deutsche Bank, ING, JP Morgan plc, Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd, 
OrgresBank OAO,
RBS/ABN AMRO, SG Corporate & Investment Banking, Sumitomo Mitsui 
Banking Corp
Rosneft 3 300.000 ABN AMRO, Barclays, Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein
Rosneft 3 200.000 BNP Paribas, BP Oil International, Banco Santander SA, 
Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG - HVB Group,
Commerzbank AG, Deutsche Bank, HSH Nordbank, ING, 
OrgresBank OAO,
Royal Bank of Scotland, Sumitomo Mitsui Finance Dublin Ltd (SMFD), 
Vitol SA Inc
TOTAL 70 928.570
Historically, due to the capital-intensive nature of the oil and gas industry, loans intothis sector have been amongst the largest in the Russian economy. As very few RussianFIs possess sufoicient funds for extensive lending into the sector, both state-owned andprivate Russian oil and gas companies have tended to raise the majority of their funds ininternational capital markets, via Eurobond and syndicated loan structures. An illustra-tion of the scale of foreign borrowing by Russian companies operating in this sector, isthe fact that in 2007, two of the country’s largest state-afoiliated companies, Gazpromand Rosneft, raised at least USD 35 billion in international capital markets. Rosneft,Gazprom and Transneft have been the most active borrowers in the Russian oil and gasindustry, tapping resources from both syndicated loans and, increasingly, from the ChinaDevelopment Bank, which was the sole lender in two largest bilateral loans in this sec-tor in January 2006 – July 2009, totaling a record amount of USD 25 billion. RBS/ABNAMRO would appear to be the most signioicant participant of syndicated loans, havingtaken part in seven of the ten largest loans extended to Russian oil and gas producers.
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Table 13. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Utilities Sector
(January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value (USD million) Mandated Lead Arrangers
EN+ Group Ltd 750.000 Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs International, 
Morgan Stanley,
Natixis, RBS/ABN AMRO, RZB, Barclays,
Caja Madrid
Novy Urengoy Gas & 
Chemical Complex
500.000 Calyon, RBS/ABN AMRO
OGK-5 OAO 373.281 RBS/ABN AMRO
Moscow United 
Electricity Distribution 
Co OJSC - MOESK
370.000 BNP Paribas, Barclays, ING, WestLB
Mosenergo OAO 311.608 Calyon, NordLB
Mosenergo OAO 250.000 Citigroup Inc, EBRD
Lenenergo 200.000 Barclays
Inter RAO EES ZAO 130.000 BNP Paribas, Commerzbank AG, Natixis,
VTB Bank OAO
Vodokanal of St. 
Petersburg
24.911 EIB
Vodokanal of St 
Petersburg
33.981 Nordic Investment Bank
TOTAL 2 943.780
The oil and gas segment has traditionally been highly controversial from the environ-mental perspective. The environmental challenges facing this industry are in many re-spects similar to the ones described for the chemicals, mining and manufacturing sector.The fact that the majority of oinancing for the Russian oil and gas sector originates out-side the country, leads to the logical conclusion that international FIs possess a fargreater indirect environmental impact in this sector than Russian banks. At the sametime, a number of the international FIs that act as lead institutions in oinancing transac-tions in the sector, are signatories of the Equator Principles. For example, in March 2007,two Equator Principles signatory institutions – ABN AMRO and Societe Generale – actedas bookrunners in Gazprom’s USD 4.5 billion project oinancing transaction related to theSakhalin II development.
The Russian public utilities segment has a tremendous environmental potential both interms of GHG emissions reduction and energy savings. In Russia this sector has histori-cally been dependent on the loans provided by international multilateral banks such asthe European Investment Bank (EIB), Nordic Investment Bank, etc and state-owned Rus-sian banks, with relatively modest support originating from international debt markets.
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Table 14. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Real Estate, Construction and
Property Sector (January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value (USD million) Mandated Lead Arrangers
Corcutt Real Estate SA 558.495 Eurohypo AG
Sveza Holdings Ltd 266.951 Bank for Foreign Trade OAO –Vneshtorgbank, Commerzbank AG, 
Standard Bank plc, International Moscow Bank ZAO - MMB
LSR Group 194.160 Deutsche Bank
Hals-Invest 
Development
187.000 Eurohypo AG
Profit ZAO 180.000 Commerzbank AG, ING, Natixis,
SG Corporate & Investment Banking
LLC Cement 179.630 HSBC, RBS/ABN AMRO
RosEvroDevelopment 
OOO
165.000 Goldman Sachs International, Gazprombank ZAO
GazOilTrade OOO 150.000 Raiffeisenbank ZAO, Amsterdam Trade Bank NV
Oborne Facility Ltd 130.000 Eurohypo AG
Raven Russia Ltd 89.000 Aareal Bank AG
TOTAL 2 100.240
Real estate, construction and property sector plays a particularly important role forraising energy efoiciency of the Russian economy, as there is a signioicant energy savingpotential in replacing and retrooitting existing energy-intensive buildings in Russia. Thissector is another segment of the Russian economy that is only moderately dependenton the international debt capital markets, with the majority of funds being raised withinthe country.
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In the Russian transport and telecommunications sector, WWF has historicallytracked the activities of Russian Railways and shipping companies whose core businessactivities present the threat of signioicant environmental impacts. However, Russian Rail-ways is not particularly dependent on international capital markets, having raised sig-nioicant loan oinancing from domestic sources such as Sberbank and VTB, as well as fromEBRD.
Table 15. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Transport and Telecommunications
Sector (January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value (USD million) Mandated Lead Arrangers
VimpelCom 3 500.000 BNP Paribas, Barclays, Calyon, Citigroup Inc,
HSBC, ING, RBS/ABN AMRO, UBS
VimpelCom 3 500.000 BNP Paribas, Barclays, Calyon, Citigroup Inc, 
HSBC, ING, RBS/ABN AMRO, UBS
Altimo Holdings & 
Investments Ltd
1 500.000 Deutsche Bank
Mobile TeleSystems OAO 
- MTS
1 330.000 HSBC, ING, RZB, ABN AMRO, BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-
Mitsubishi Ltd,
BayernLB, Credit Suisse International, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corp, WestLB
Russian Railways 1 100.000 BBVA, BNP Paribas, Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG, Bank of 
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays,
ING, WestLB, Export Development Canada - EDC, Intesa Sanpaolo 
Bank Ireland plc, Nordea Bank AB
VimpelCom 739.645 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, 
Commerzbank AG,
Standard Bank plc, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, WestLB
VimpelCom 723.256 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, 
Commerzbank AG,
Standard Bank plc, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, WestLB
Mobile TeleSystems OAO 
- MTS
681.166 Absolut Bank ZAO, BNP Paribas, Bank of America, Bank of China, 
Bank of China International (UK) Ltd, 
Banque Societe Generale Vostok ZAO - BSGV, BayernLB, Credit 
Suisse, Export Development Canada - EDC,
HSBC, ING, JP Morgan plc, Royal Bank of Scotland plc, SG 
Corporate & Investment Banking,
Unicredit Bank Austria AG, Unicredit Bank ZAO, WestLB
Comstar UTS OAO 675.000 ABN AMRO
Primorsk International 
Shipping Ltd - PRISCO
530.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Scotland, Calyon, Credit Suisse,
DVB Bank AG, DnB NOR Markets, Fortis, ING, Nordea AB
TOTAL 14 279.070
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While forestry and oishing directly rely on natural resources, other agricultural and
food industries have both direct and indirect impacts on the environment. The totallending volume of loans into Russia’s agriculture, food and forestry segments is com-paratively low, due to the smaller size of the average deal. The sector is oinanced prima-rily from within the Russian banking sector, specioically by the state-owned RussianAgricultural Bank, and by multilateral development banks. Amongst international privatelenders, the French bank Societe Generale has been the most active in this particularsegment of the Russian economy.The majority of oinancing injected into the Russian oinancial system via internationalsyndicated loans is eventually channeled through various oinancial intermediaries intothe real economy in the country, including environment-intensive sectors. However, thecumulative value of the ten largest deals in the Russian Ginance sector is signioicantlylower than the respective oigures for sectors such as oil and gas, chemicals and metals,or transport and telecommunications. This data is relatively representative of the trendin the Russian banking sector, as it is primarily state-owned banks and Russian sub-sidiaries of foreign FIs that raise capital via external loan funding mechanisms. In this in-stance, Alfa Bank is the only private Russian FI listed amongst the top ten transactions.
Table 16. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Agriculture, Food and Forestry Sector
(January 2006 – July 2009)
Source: Dealogic.
Borrower Total Deal Value (USD million) Mandated Lead Arrangers
Baltic Beverages 
Holding AB
756.907 Citigroup Inc, Danske Bank,
Handelsbanken Capital Markets,
Nordea AB
Ilim Pulp Enterprise 200.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking,
Banque Societe Generale Vostok ZAO - BSGV
Yug Rusi OOO 186.000 ABN AMRO, EBRD
JFC Group ZAO 150.000 ABN AMRO, Commerzbank AG, Alpha Bank
Nastyusha Grain Co OOO 118.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Nastyusha Grain Co OOO 100.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
EFKO OAO 30.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Sucden (Russia) 25.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Nastyusha Grain Co OOO 20.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
Yantarnoe ZAO 20.000 SG Corporate & Investment Banking
TOTAL 1 605.910
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Source: Dealogic.
Table 17. Ten Largest Loans in the Russian Finance Sector
(January 2006 – July 2009)
Borrower Total Deal Value 
(USD million)
Mandated Lead Arrangers
Sberbank 1 500.000 ABN AMRO, Barclays, JP Morgan plc, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp, BNP 
Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, BayernLB, Citigroup Inc, DZ Bank, 
Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Kleinwort, Erste Bank AG, HSBC, Mediobanca SpA, 
Merrill Lynch International, Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd, SG Corporate & 
Investment Banking, Sanpaolo IMI SpA, Unicredit
VTB Group 1 400.000 BNP Paribas, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, BayernLB, Citigroup 
Inc, Deutsche Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland plc, JP Morgan plc, Mizuho 
Corporate Bank Ltd, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp Europe Ltd
Sberbank 1 200.000 BNP Paribas, Bank Austria Creditanstalt AG, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd,
Barclays, Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG - HVB Group, DZ Bank,
Deutsche Bank, ING, Intesa Sanpaolo, JP Morgan plc, RBS/ABN AMRO,
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp Europe Ltd, WestLB AG, Yapi Kredi Bank 
Nederland NV
Raiffeisenbank ZAO 1 000.000 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, BayernLB, Citigroup Inc,
Deutsche Bank, Intesa Sanpaolo Bank Ireland plc, Landesbank Baden-
Wuerttemberg - LBBW, Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd, Unicredit Group, Wachovia 
Bank NA, WestLB, DZ Bank AG Deutsche Zentral-Genossenschaftsbank, 
Raiffeisen-Landesbank Steiermark AG, Raiffeisen-Landesbank Tirol, 
Raiffeisenlandesbank Kaernten, Raiffeisenlandesbank Niederosterreich-Wien 
AG, Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberoesterreich AG, Raiffeisenlandesbank 
Vorarlberg, Raiffeisenverband-Salzburg AG
Alfa Bank OAO 900.000 Commerzbank AG, HSBC, Natixis, Standard Chartered Bank, DZ Bank,
Emirates Bank International PJSC, GarantiBank International NV,
ICICI Bank UK plc, ING, Mashreqbank PSC, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp,
Mega International Commercial Bank Co Ltd, Mizuho Corporate Bank Ltd,
Bank for Foreign Trade 
OAO – Vneshtorgbank 
VTB)
850.000 Barclays, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan plc
Vnesheconombank  
(VEB)
800.000 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Kleinwort, RZB,
BayernLB, Erste Bank AG, HSBC, Mizuho, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp
Sberbank 750.000 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Barclays, DZ Bank AG, Deutsche Zentral-
Genossenschaftsbank, Deutsche Bank, ING, JP Morgan plc, Sumitomo Mitsui 
Banking Corp
Raiffeisen Zentralbank 
Oesterreich AG 
(Moscow)
625.000 ABN AMRO, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ Ltd, Calyon, WestLB, American 
Express Bank GmbH, BayernLB, DZ Bank AG Deutsche Zentral-
Genossenschaftsbank, Intesa Bank Ireland plc, Landesbank Baden-
Wuerttemberg - LBBW, Raiffeisenlandesbank Oberoesterreich AG, WGZ-Bank 
Westdeutsche Genossenschafts-Zentralbank eG, Wachovia Bank NA
Bank for Foreign Trade 
OAO – Vneshtorgbank 
(VTB)
600.000 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi Ltd, Barclays, ING, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp,
American Express Bank Ltd, BNP Paribas, Bank of New York, BayernLB, 
Wachovia Bank NA, Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, Goldman 
Sachs International, HSBC, Mizuho Ltd, Natexis Banques Populaires SA, RZB, 
Sanpaolo IMI SpA
TOTAL 9 625.000
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Similar to the overview of the sectoral distribution of international syndicated loans inRussia, the following analysis of lending activities on the part of Russian banks, particu-larly into the environment-intensive sectors of the Russian economy, has been carried outwith the objective of identifying the principal lenders into each industry. The environ-ment-intensive sectors are classioied as follows:• Construction, real estate and project oinance• Manufacturing (excluding light industry), metallurgy and mining• Electricity, including hydro and nuclear power• Oil and gas, fuel, coal and chemicals• Transport and communications• Agriculture, food and forestry, and• Defense and aircraft industriesOther Russian industries tapping oinancial resources from the domestic lenders, e.g.wholesale and retail trade, have not been included into the analysis as their environ-mental footprint is much less signioicant.Separately, Chapter 2.5 also analyzes the “intangible” lending to Russian FIs by otherRussian FIs, which is assessed as environmentally neutral, but may stand for multi-legchanneling of oinancial resources into the environment-intensive sectors, too.Data limitations have precluded compilation of a comprehensive rating of Russian banksby the volume of loans to the environment-intensive industries, and the below analysisis limited to overview of 25 top Russian banks based on their IFRS statements. Accord-ing to the Russian Central Bank’s statistics, these 25 banks provided in loans to both cor-porate and retail customers almost 80 percent (389.3 billion) of the total domesticlending volume (USD 500.6 billion) in 2007 (Table 18). However, it is important to notethat this approach results in the following omissions:• The sample excludes loans provided by the domestic subsidiaries of some impor-tant international FIs with a growing presence in Russia such as Raiffeisen Interna-tional Bank-Holding AG;• The sample excludes a number of medium-sized regional banks that often act as keylending institutions in their respective geographical zones, for example the Bank ofKhanty-Mansiysk (Khanty-Mansiysk) or Center-Invest Bank (Rostov-on-the-Don);• As explained in Section 2.4, some limitations were encountered in terms of differingindustry classioication scales applied by the banks in their IFRS reporting method-ologies.Our research suggests that lending into environment-intensive sectors constitutes anaverage of 37 – 43 percent of the total loans portfolio of the banks included in the analy-sis. Importantly from the methodological viewpoint, the total loans portfolio also in-cludes retail activities, which often comprise as much as 40 – 45 percent of the activitiesof a number of Russian bank; for example, Transcredit Bank has traditionally serviced themajority of employees of the Russian Railways).
2.5.
LOANS
PROVIDED
BY RUSSIAN
BANKS:
A SECTORAL
ANALYSIS
Kamila
Ilyumzhinova
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Table 18. Russia’s Top 25 Banks – Lending to Environment-Intensive Industries,
USD million
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
Environment-intensive 
lending 
Environment-intensive 
lending 
(percentage of the 
total loans' portfolio)
Total lending portfolio 
(corporate and retail) 
1H 
2008
2007 2006 1H 
2008
2007 2006 1H 
2008
2007 2006
Sberbank NA 61562 41059 NA 37% 41% NA 164510 100413
VTB 36238 28500 14966 47% 47% 49% 77 611 60 021 30 235
Russian Agricultural Bank NA 9126 4559 NA 75% 75% NA 12168 6074
Gazprombank 10712 8977 6723 54% 53% 56% 19723 16896 12054
Alfa Bank 12529 8906 6347 62% 58% 65% 20210 15418 9784
VEB Bank NA 7508 2931 NA 83% 44% NA 8996 6676
Unicreditbank NA 6163 4018 NA 55% 64% NA 11131 6301
Bank of Moscow 7284 6013 4783 39% 41% 49% 18686 14509 9851
Promsvyazbank 5127 3835 2218 42% 44% 49% 12165 8700 4518
Rosbank NA 3526 1807 NA 37% 30% NA 9556 6124
MDM bank 3942 3475 3089 45% 46% 47% 8843 7598 6508
Petrocommerce NA 3014 2156 NA 53% 50% NA 5685 4273
NOMOS 3901 2908 1656 52% 51% 56% 7574 5655 2974
Uralsib Bank NA 2744 1915 NA 28% 30% NA 9753 6353
International Industrial Bank NA 2157 1631 NA 50% 47% NA 4346 3451
AK BARS Bank NA 1896 1223 NA 39% 45% NA 4880 2697
Zenit 1913 1541 966 39% 36% 41% 4891 4238 2362
Transcreditbank 1982 1386 1024 38% 37% 46% 5228 3777 2235
Vozrozhdenie NA 1323 954 NA 40% 46% NA 3298 2065
Absolut Bank NA 1034 693 NA 27% 41% NA 3800 1673
Moscow Bank for 
Reconstruction and 
Development
NA 844 516 NA 29% 37% NA 2945 1385
Soyuz Bank NA 839 543 NA 40% 42% NA 2105 1282
URSA 663 797 559 12% 15% 21% 5494 5418 2671
Globex NA 624 589 NA 23% 34% NA 2673 1734
National Reserve Bank NA 391 178 NA 33% 25% NA 1188 710
TOTALS (USD million) 84 292 169 089 107 101 47% 43% 46% 180 424 389 266 234 402
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Based on the analysis of the data for the top 25 Russian banks, it is possible to concludethe following:• Russia’s large state-owned banks (VEB, VTB, Sberbank, Russian Agricultural Bankand Gazprombank) contribute more than 50 percent (66 percent in 2006, 67 percentin 2007, and 54 percent in 1H 2008) of the total lending into the environment-in-tensive industries in Russia;• For each of the 25 banks, the proportions of lending to individual industries havemainly remained almost unchanged in 2006 – 1H 2008, with the exception of VEB thatin 2007 lent a record amount of USD 4.4 billion into the oil and gas industry, drivingthe organisation’s percentage of loans into the respective sector from 9 percent in2006 to 49 percent in 2007, and the bank’s overall share of lending into environment-intensive industries from a relatively modest 44 percent in 2006 to 83 percent in 2007.
The property boom which took place in Russia prior to the 2008/9 oinancial crises wasprimarily fuelled by domestic lending, with large-scale loans being extended by Russianstate-owned banks. Sberbank lent the highest amount into Russia’s real estate indus-
try; however, due to the large size of the organisation’s total portfolio, these loans con-stituted only a relatively small proportion of its total lending. Overall, the Russian realestate sector is diversioied in terms of its funding sources, as loans from the top oivelenders constituted approximately 40 percent of total lending in the sector in both 2007and 2006, with all 25 sample institutions having some exposure to this particular sector.Being the principal provider of oinance for new construction in Russia, domestic FIs havetherefore a particularly important role in raising the energy efoiciency of this industry,which, due to the Russian real estate sector’s size and current high energy consumptionlevels may entail tremendous improvements in the country’s overall energy efoiciencyand reduction of greenhouse gases emissions. The model to follow in this respect will bethe energy efoiciency programmes launched in Russia by IFC and EBRD (see section 2.3).
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Figure 6. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Manufacturing (Excluding Light
Industry), Metallurgy and Mining Sector in 2007
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Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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Figure 5. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Construction, Real Estate and Project
Finance Sector in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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As explained in Section 2.4, Russia’s manufacturing, metallurgy and mining sector isheavily dependent on external capital markets. Russian FIs have only limited ability toextend oinancing into these industries, with Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank and Bank ofMoscow having the largest sectoral exposure.Russian FIs account for a considerable proportion of oinance raised by the Russian elec-
tric energy sector, but only ten Russian FIs out of the top 25 hold any exposure in it.Similarly to the construction industry, modernisation of the Russian electricity genera-tion and transmission capacities plays a crucial role in improving the country’s overallenergy efoiciency. Another environmental controversy for the Russian FIs lending to thissector concerns large hydropower and nuclear energy plants. While those two types ofpower plants are believed to be carbon-neutral, decisions on their construction and fund-ing must be preceded by thorough environmental impact assessment and consultationswith stakeholders.
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Figure 7. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Electricity Sector (Including Hydro
and Nuclear Power) in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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As mentioned in Section 2.4, very few Russian FIs possess sufoicient funds for extensivelending into the capital-intensive oil and gas sector, which is therefore heavilydependent on international capital markets. Of the oinance raised for the sector domes-tically in 2006 – 2008, about 80 – 90 percent was provided by the four state-ownedbanks: Sberbank, VTB, VEB and Gazprombank. In particular, in 2007 VEB lent a recordamount of USD 4.4 billion into the oil and gas industry, driving the organisation’s per-centage of loans into the respective sector from 9 percent in 2006 to 49 percent in 2007.From the information available, it would appear that the reason for this spike in lendingactivity into the oil and gas sector in 2007, was the fact that VEB granted a mega-loan toa state-associated company in the form of pre-export oinancing.Sberbank and VTB are the two key domestic providers of oinance in the Russian trans-
port and communications sector. Transcreditbank, which is owned by Russian Rail-ways, also plays a signioicant role in the sector, offering various banking services to themother company. A similar approach, though on a much smaller scale, is employed byRussia’s largest shipping company Sovcomolot that owns Sovcombank.
Figure 8. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Oil, Gas, Coal, Fuel and Chemical
Sector in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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Figure 9. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Transport and Communications
Sector in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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Domestic banks, particularly Sberbank and the Russian Agricultural Bank (Rosselkhoz-bank) are by far principle providers of funds for the Russian agriculture, which has avery limited reliance on external capital markets. A leading position occupied by the Rus-sian Agricultural Bank in the sector is consistent with its ofoicial status as the Russiangovernment’s principal agent in providing oinancial services to the country’s agribusinesssector. The Bank has been identioied as the primary stakeholder in the implementationof the Federal Programme on Agribusiness Development, 2008 – 2012. It has also con-tinued to extend its loans book in spite of the global oinancial crisis, having reported atotal loan volume of approximately USD 15 billion as of 1 April 2009.Only oive out of the 25 top banks in Russia have reported their exposure to the defense
sector, with the total lending volume into this particular industry being signioicantlylower than into other sectors of the real economy. It is however expected that this oiguremight be revised upwards to a signioicant degree if the oinancing extended by VEB intothe defense segment is reported as a separate item, rather than being included in themanufacturing sector.
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Figure 11. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Defense Sector in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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Figure 10. Domestic Lenders to the Russian Agricultural Sector
(Including Food, Forestry and Fishery) in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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As has been suggested by several ratings institutions, the total casholow volume “trick-ling down” to real economy sectors is an intangible measure, and is difoicult to quantifywith any degree of accuracy. This is particularly the case in Russia, where large banksoften extend a signioicant proportion of their loans portfolios to smaller oinancial insti-tutions, thereby injecting liquidity into the oinancial system itself, rather than into the realeconomy. In Russia the “intangible lending” by 25 top banks amounted to USD 20 bil-lion in 2006 and USD 29 billion in 2007, which is comparable to the lending volume bythe same sample of banks to the entire agricultural sector in Russia (USD 19 billion in2006 and USD 31 billion in 2007).
Figure 12. ”Intangible” Lending in Russia: Domestic Lenders to the Russian Financial
Sector in 2007
Source: Banks’ IFRS oinancial statements.
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Traditionally, a state-owned oinancial institution – VTB Bank – has been primarily re-sponsible for injecting liquidity into the Russian oinancial system. By contrast, other twolarge state-owned banks – Sberbank and the Russian Agricultural Bank – completely ab-stain from “intangible” lending.The total loans volume extended into the Russian oinancial industry have signioicantly in-creased in 2008 and 2009, as the Russian government was forced by the credit crisis tosupport the national oinancial system via two intermediaries, namely not only VTB, butalso the newly established Development Bank of Russia – VEB. In the circumstances of thecredit crunch, these two institutions provide oinancing to a large number of Russian cor-porate borrowers and FIs in order to enable them to repay their foreign debt obligations.Due to the increased proportion of lending into the Russian oinancial sector in 2008 –2009, Russian banks have signioicantly reduced their overall involvement with the envi-ronment-intensive industries. It has been reported elsewhere that the liquidity crisishas forced the postponement or cancellation of many projects with potentially damag-ing environmental impacts. At the same time, however, the lack of liquidity might also im-pact negatively on the implementation of environmentally beneoicial projects, forexample those in the renewable energy sector.
CHAPTER 3.
TOWARD
RESPONSIBLE
FINANCE
IN RUSSIA
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While international frameworks of FIs’ environmental and social responsibility de-scribed in Chapter 1 are purely voluntary measures, they are, among other factors, a re-lection of letter and spirit of the laws adopted in the countries of origin of the signatoryFIs. For example, the EBRD environmental and social responsibility standards are closelyintertwined with the corresponding requirements of the EU legislation, with the objec-tive of extending most of the EU environmental and social responsibility requirementsto projects inanced by the EBRD outside the EU in cases where the EU legislation is morestringent than that of the state hosting the project. The same generalization applies to theOECD “Common Approaches” to export credit agencies.Likewise, any developments in environmental and social responsibility of Russian FIsare connected with relevant legal requirements in Russia as much as they are driven bybusiness realities. Therefore this section gives a brief overview of the state of Russia’ en-vironmental legislation applicable to investment projects.The process of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a requirement of the evalua-tion and decision-making process for any industrial or commercial project in Russia. Ar-ticle 32 of the Federal Law “On Environmental Protection” states that an EIA should becarried out on any planned activity that may have a negative impact on the environment.The results of this EIA should then be submitted to a State Environmental (Expertise) Re-view (SER) or a State (Expertise) Review (SR) depending on the type of the project underconsideration.According to Federal Law “On Environmental (Expertise) Review” of 1995, a positiveconclusion on the part of an expert commission approved by the relevant state agency,is a mandatory condition for the realisation of any project related to a particular area ofexpertise. Among these areas of expertise are activities to be implemented on Russia’scontinental shelf, within an Exclusive Economic Zone, within Protected Natural Areas, orrelated to the disposal of hazardous waste. In this regard, the objective of a SER is anevaluation of the compliance of planned activities with environmental standards andregulations.All other activities and projects are subject to a State Review, according to the regulationsof the City Planning Code. This regulation covers all planned activities, projects and con-struction, even those not located within cities and towns. Environmental impact is onlyone of a number of issues covered by such a Review; which implies that environmentalconsiderations are sometimes not accorded the attention and level of detailed evaluationthat they require. In particular, EIA under SR does not require stakeholders engagementand public consultations.Thus EIA and SER/SR are two subsequent stages of pre-project and design analysis, withdifferent mechanisms that do not apply at the stage of analysis of intent (feasibility study)and monitoring of the project’s implementation. In general, the process of approval foran investment project, and its correlation with environmental evaluation, takes placeaccording to the algorithm described in Table 19.
3.1.
OVERVIEW OF
THE EXISTING
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT
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IN RUSSIA
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Table 19. Environmental Decision-Making throughout Investment Project
Life Cycle
Source: “Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Review.” Russian-German MethodologyHandbook. / “Оценка воздействия на окружающую среду и экологическая экспертиза.” Российско-германское методологическое пособие. Irkutsk-Berlin-Bonn, 2008. P. 18.
Investment Project 
Stages
Environmental Decision-Making Stages
1.1. Investment and project idea
1.2. Preliminary impact assessment
1.3. Declaration of Intent submitted to relevant authorities
1.4. Preliminary agreement of authorities with proposed project
1.5. Public consultations, consultation with relevant officials and 
other parties 
1.6. Decision regarding feasibility and acceptability of project / 
activity
1. Feasibility study
1.7. Development of Terms of Reference for EIA 
2.1. Engineering and EIA work performance
2.2. Confirmation of planned activity and location; public 
consultation on preliminary EIA
2. Environmental 
Impact Assessment
2.3. Preparation of preliminary EIA documentation
3.1. Drafting of final EIA documentation, taking into account 
technical features and environmental protection measures of project
3.2. State reviews of project documentation (including EIA 
documentation)
3. Development and 
adoption of project 
documentation
SER –projects included in 
the list of subjects / sectors  
where it is required
SR –environmental element of a 
general review, in cases where SER is 
not required
4.1. Implementation / construction of project, including 
environmental protection measures 
4. Project / activity 
implementation  
4.2. Environmental monitoring and control during construction, 
commissioning and operation
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Table 20. Comparative Analysis of Russian Environmental Legislation
and IFC/EBRD/Equator Principles Frameworks of Environmental and
Social Responsibility
Source: WWF-Russia analysis.
Area of 
Applicability
Russian Legislation IFC/EBRD/Equator Principles 
Frameworks of Environmental 
and Social Responsibility
Variance of 
Environmental 
Decision-Making 
Procedures across 
Different 
Investment 
Projects 
All investment projects implemented 
on Russia’s continental shelf, within 
an Exclusive Economic Zone, within 
Protected Natural Areas, or related to 
the disposal of hazardous waste are 
subject to a State Environmental 
Review, including a detailed EIA 
procedure. All other projects are 
subject to a State Review inclusive of 
a ‘light’ version of EIA.
All investment projects are 
subject to an Environmental 
Assessment, whereby they are 
classified into A, B, and C 
categories depending on the 
degree of their potential 
environmental impact. All A 
Category and some B Category 
projects require EIA, 
containing development of an 
Environmental Management 
(or Action) Plan.
Environmental 
Assessment and 
the Investment 
Project’s Lifespan
EIA and SER/SR are two subsequent 
procedures applied at the stage of 
pre-project and design analysis. They 
come after and do not apply to the 
stage of analysis of intent (feasibility 
study). In a similar manner, these two 
procedures do not have mechanisms 
extending to the later stages of 
project implementation. 
Environmental control and monitoring 
is considered a separate process, 
regulated by specific acts and 
regulations. The SER/SR process 
assesses the conformity of already 
developed solutions with 
environmental legislation and 
requirements.
The process of completing an 
EIA is a single continuous one 
through the entire investment 
project’s lifecycle, namely the 
stages of feasibility study, 
design, review and 
implementation. EIA manifests 
"a preventive environmental 
policy", with the purpose of 
identifying project gaps and 
taking actions to improve 
environmental characteristics, 
both before and during the 
project implementation. 
Opportunities for 
Stakeholders 
Engagement
Opportunities for stakeholders 
involvement into the decision-making 
process are limited to the EIA 
procedure under SER only.
The process provides for active 
public participation at all 
stages of assessment and 
decision-making regarding the 
project approval and 
implementation, public 
communication regarding the 
assessment process and results, 
consultation with relevant 
stakeholders, and publication 
of the outcomes of the EIA 
process.
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According to the Russian environmental legislation, Stage 4 described in Table 19,namely the project or activity implementation, is not included in the EIA/SER/SRprocess. Environmental control/monitoring is considered a separate process, inde-pendent of EIA/SER/SR and regulated by speciic acts and regulations.In general, the Russian legal framework for environmental assessment is relatively well-developed, but is considerably less integrated with regulations of business activities inother spheres (taxation, licensing, etc) than, for example, in the EU. Table 20 presents acomparative analysis of Russian environmental legislation and internationally recog-nised frameworks of FIs’ environmental and social responsibility.As evidenced by the experience of foreign FIs in Russia, Russian environmental legisla-tion does not prevent them from implementing international environmental assessmentprocedures, but rather provides complementarities. Therefore the domestic legislationis neutral in terms of the opportunities for Russian FIs to integrate internationally recog-nised mechanisms of environmental and social responsibility.Usually, the cost of implementing environmental assessment procedures according toboth domestic (as required by Russian legislation) and international (as required by for-eign FIs as providers of inance to investment projects) standards is incurred on bor-rowers, i.e. Russian companies. Therefore, harmonisation of the Russian environmentalassessment procedures with international FIs’ requirements will help the Russian busi-ness to avoid inancial and time costs of going through two similar processes. Further,such harmonisation will bring about economies of scale for Russian businesses, includ-ing banks, undertaking investment projects abroad, under international environmentalassessment regime.
Background. In terms of the subject matter of this study, the integration of interna-tionally-recognised environmental and social responsibility practices in the Russianinancial sector appears to be a question of “when” rather than “if”, particularly in thecontext of Russia’s pending accession to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation andDevelopment (OECD).Meanwhile, in the light of the 2008/9 global economic crisis, the role of the Russian gov-ernment in integration responsibility considerations in the domestic inancial sector iscertain to increase signiicantly, as the government has markedly increased its level of di-rect participation in the country’s economy. Furthermore, the government continues toplay a very inluential regulatory role in the Russian inancial sector. As a result, the cri-sis might be seen as a window of opportunity for the Russian authorities to follow theglobal cutting-edge economic policies, and enhance the international competitivenessof the national economy through the implementation of appropriate ESG regulations andpractices.Many governments throughout the world have chosen to attempt to shield theireconomies from the worst effects of the crisis, and to begin the process of recovery, bydirect investment of state funds into strategic industries. Russia is no exception in thisrespect, but whereas in many other countries, procedures relating to environmental im-pact assessments (EIAs) for new projects, as well as to other “green” regulations andeconomic instruments, might already be in place to screen the targets of stimulus pack-ages, Russia runs the risk of being unable to capitalise on certain attractive investmentopportunities (such as those to be found in the area of renewable energy, for example),due to a lack of relevant legislation and enforcement.
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Certain countries appear to have exhibited signiicant levels of initiative and thoughtleadership, in incorporating considerably “green” components into their economic stim-ulus packages. These range from 33 percent of total expenditure in China’s “New Deal”of 9 November 2008, to 12 percent of US expenditure under the American Recovery andReinvestment Act (ARRA) of 17 February 2009 (see Table 21 for more details). Accord-ing to estimates made by the Center for American Progress (CAP), an investment of USD100 billion in clean energy and eficiency would result in 2 million new jobs, whereas aninvestment of the same magnitude in conventional forms of energy would create only ap-proximately 540,000 jobs49.The Russian authorities have also set ambitious “green” goals, including the following:• Raising energy eficiency in the Russian economy by 40 percent by 2020, as formu-lated in President Dmitry Medvedev’s Decree of 4 June 2008 On Measures to makethe Russian Economy More Energy and Environment Eficient, and• Increasing the share of energy generation from renewable sources, excluding hy-droelectricity, to 4.5 per cent of Russia’s total generation capacity by 2020, as out-lined in Main Directions of the State Policy in the Sphere of Raising Energy EficiencyBased on Renewable Energy Sources for the Period until 2020 signed by Chair of theGovernment Vladimir Putin on 20 January 2009.In terms of achieving these targets, a signiicant degree of responsibility rests with Rus-sia’s various federal, regional, and municipal authorities, as well as with state-ownedeconomic actors, including FIs, in order to ensure that meaningful measures in this re-gard are incorporated into the activities of the Russian business sector.
Proposed measures. WWF would propose that the following measures (amongst oth-ers) be implemented by the Russian government:• The classiication of environmental and social risks into a separate category in theRussian Central Bank’s methodologies that will enable Russian banks to monitor en-vironmental and social issues consistently and systematically assess and managethese risks;• The development and enforcement of established procedures regarding environ-mental impact assessments (EIAs), that represent a revision of those applicable inRussia prior to 2007, and that correspond with international practices (such as thoseapplied by OECD governments and leading multilateral and regional developmentbanks including the World Bank, IFC, EBRD, Asian Development Bank etc). The roleof these revised EIA procedures is to provide an effective instrument for protectingthe interests of private businesses and individuals in circumstances where these in-terests might be negatively impacted due to environmental damage caused by the ac-tivities of other actors;
49 Deutsche Bank (2008).”Economic Stimulus: The Case for “Green” Infrastructure, Energy Security and“Green” Jobs.” Deutsche Bank. P. 4.http://www.dbadvisors.com/deam/stat/globalResearch/1113_GreenEconomicStimulus.pdf
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• The provision of state funds, including stimulus inancing, for industrial projectsonly on condition of their compliance with the proposed EIA requirements describedabove;• The creation of a state-owned “green” venture fund that will act as an innovationfund to support the achievement of the energy eficiency and renewable energy tar-gets mentioned above;• Commencement of “green” public procurement at various government levels and atstate-owned companies, including banks, to support domestic producers of “green”goods and services and their solvency as bank clients;• Prioritisation of “green” projects for receipt of state stimulus funds, for example bymeans of preferential loan structures created by Russian state-owned banks;• The inclusion of representatives of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology onthe Boards of Directors of the major Russian state-owned banks that serve as con-duits for stimulus funds (namely the Bank for Development and Foreign EconomicAffairs (VEB), VTB, Sberbank and Gazprombank);• The clear articulation of messages regarding the importance of incorporating envi-ronmental and social aspects into internal processes and inancing decisions, at thelevel of core business and policy, to the major Russian state-owned banks (VEB, Sber-bank, VTB, Russian Agricultural Bank, Gazprombank). In this regard, the social andenvironmental guidelines of leading multilateral and regional development banks, aswell as those of relevant national development banks, both within and outside theOECD, can serve as banking industry benchmarks that can be modiied to take intoaccount prevailing economic conditions in Russia;• The creation of public consultation councils to the Boards of Directors of the majorRussian state-owned banks that serve as conduits for stimulus funds (VEB, VTB,Sberbank, Gazprombank), with the objective of discussing the social and environ-mental policies applied by these banks. These consultation councils should consti-tute representatives from academia, civil society, environmental NGOs, theinternational banking industry etc.
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Table 21. Global Green Stimulus and Green Investments as of 1 July 2009
Source: Barbier, E. (2009). “Rethinking the Economic Recovery: A Global Green New Deal.” Report preparedfor the Economics and Trade Branch, Division of Technology, Industry and Economics, UNEP. Geneva.http://www.unep.org/greeneconomy/docs/GGND-Report-April2009.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)* Includes support for renewable energy, carbon capture and sequestration, energy eficiency, pub-lic transport and rail, and improving electrical grid transmission.** From the February 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act) only. The October 2008Emergency Economic Stabilization also included USD 185 billion in tax cuts and credits, including USD 18.2billion for investments in wind, solar and carbon capture and storage.*** Only the direct contribution by the EU is included (exclusive of the individual members’ contribu-tions).**** Includes the national stimulus packages of non-G20 countries: Austria, Belgium, Chile, Greece,Hungary, Israel, Malaysia, the Netherlands, are New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Spain,Sweden Switzerland, Thailand and Vietnam.
Green stimulus (USD billion)Country Total fiscal 
stimulus 
(USD 
billion)
Low 
carbon*
Other Total
GDP, USD 
billion, 2007 
(purchasing 
power parity) 
Green stimulus 
as percentage 
of total 
stimulus 
Green 
stimulus as 
percentage of 
GDP
Argentina 13,2 0.0 0.0 0.0 526.4 0.0% 0.0%
Australia 43,8 9.3 0.0 9.3 773.0 21.2% 1.2%
Brazil 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,849.0 0.0% 0.0%
Canada 31.8 2.5 0.3 2.8 1,271.0 8.3% 0.2%
China 647.5 175.1 41.3 216.4 7,099.0 33.4% 3.0%
France 33.7 7.1 0.0 7.1 2,075.0 21.2% 0.3%
Germany 104.8 13.8 0.0 13.8 2,807.0 13.2% 0.5%
India 13.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,966.0 0.0% 0.0%
Indonesia 5.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 843.7 1.7% 0.0%
Italy 103.5 1.3 0.0 1.3 1,800.0 1.3% 0.1%
Japan 639.9 36.0 0,0 36.0 4,272.0 5.6% 0.8%
Mexico 7.7 0.8 0.0 0.8 1,353.0 9.7% 0.1%
Russia 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,097.0 0.0% 0.0%
Saudi Arabia 126.8 0.0 9.5 9,5 546.0 7.5% 1.7%
South Africa 7.5 0.7 0.1 0.8 467.8 10.7% 0.2%
South Korea 38.1 14.7 21.6 36.3 1,206.0 95.2% 3.0%
Turkey 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 853.9 - 0.0%
United Kingdom 34.9 3.7 0.1 3.7 2,130.0 10.6% 0.2%
United States** 787.0 78.5 15.6 94.1 13,780.0 12.0% 0.7%
European Union*** 38.8 22.8 0.0 22.8 14,430.0 58.7% 0.2%
Total G20 2,702.2 366.3 88.4 454.7 63.145.8 16.8% 0.7%
Total Other**** 314.1 7.6 1.0 8.6 6,902.9 2.7% 0.1%
Global Total 3,016.3 373.9 89.4 463.3 65,610.0 15.4% 0.7%
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Background. The 2008/9 inancial crisis has provided a number of valuable lessons toboth the international and Russian inancial sectors, amongst others:• the importance of having prudent and comprehensive risk management practicesin place particularly in light of the fact that the crisis has to a signiicant degree re-sulted from a lack of understanding on the part of FIs of how to accurately consider,price and manage the risks to which they are subjected; this is especially true in thecase of complex inancial instruments;• the importance of solid asset and liability management. In certain instances, thereexisted a mismatch between the maturity periods of assets and liabilities, with manybanks having raised a signiicant amounts of short-term debt in foreign capital mar-kets, with these debts secured primarily against long-term assets;• the need for a substantial rebalancing of the debt proile of Russian banks and cor-porations, with a greater proportion of funding being raised within the country (orin other word, a requirement to signiicantly increase the domestic deposits base).Although the correlation between environmental factors and the inancial performanceof both lenders and investors is complex, it is clear that Russia’s FIs should stronglyconsider environmental factors for the following reasons:• Environmental issues can damage a inancial institution’s reputation, brand andimage;• There exists a direct cause-effect relationship between environmental damageor contamination, and the default probability of a borrower responsible for suchdamage;• Land contamination has traditionally led to the reduction in the collateral valueof property;• Climate change regulation may create signiicant new liabilities for FIs, as wellas for the clients of these institutions that hold signiicant carbon exposure;• Environmental damage can degrade the general quality of assets in the Russianeconomy.The majority of lending institutions have recognised that sound environmental due dili-gence and impact assessment procedures provide an effective means to both evaluateand mitigate these types of risks, and many of these FIs rigorously apply these proce-dures at a company, project and investment target levels.Leading FIs hold signiicant potential to assume a more proactive role than merelyapplying sound environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedures, and could in factind themselves at the forefront of the required global transition to a low carbon econ-omy. Increasingly, Russian banks are beginning to realise their indirect role in promot-ing the degradation of Russia’s environment, through their activities in providinginancing for large-scale environmentally unsustainable projects. Moreover, this indirectenvironmental impact is likely to increase signiicantly as a result of the current liquid-ity crisis, as Russian banks are directed to play a more active role in supporting real econ-omy sectors.This applies in particular to those banks that receive state aid. On 22 April 2009, at ameeting with representatives of the inancial sector, Russia’s Prime Minister, VladimirPutin, made a clear statement regarding the importance of greater accountability ofbanks that receive state aid, in their lending activities in the real sectors of the economy.
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Proposed measures. In terms of increased environmental responsibility and account-ability on the part of Russian FIs, WWF would propose the following measures:• Harmonisation of internal guidelines and policies of Russian FIs with existing bestpractice, particularly as represented by various internationally recognised sustain-ability guidelines, such as the IFC Performance Standards, the social and environ-mental standards of the EBRD and Asian Development Bank, the OECD “CommonApproaches on Environment and Oficially Supported Export Сredits”, Equator Prin-ciples, UN Principles for Responsible Investment and various others (see Section 1.3.of the report). These mechanisms could serve as banking industry benchmarks forlending and portfolio investment activities, and Russian banks could make use ofthese international sustainability practices in the development of their own policies;• Disclosure of non-inancial information to all stakeholders, for example, in the formof corporate social responsibility reporting in line with international standards;• Establishment of transparent compliance and grievance mechanisms and platformsfor an open dialogue with civil society and local communities, particularly in in-stances where these parties are identiied as affected stakeholders in project i-nancing transactions. Russia holds an extensive record of large-scale projects that areclearly identiied by the local NGO community as environmentally destructive. Russ-ian FIs are therefore urged to demonstrate an understanding of the issues related tothe destruction of natural resources, ecosystems and habitats, that are often associ-ated with corporate and project inancing transactions;• The introduction of differential lending regimes, in terms of interest rates and loanconditions applicable to various transactions, according to the environmental and so-cial proiles of borrowers and projects; for example, preferential loan conditions (interms of longer loan terms and/or lower inancing charges) for energy- and re-source-eficient projects, and higher rates for polluting and/or energy-intensiveclients;• The promotion of various “green ofice” initiatives in the internal operations of Russ-ian FIs, for example, the use of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certiied and recy-cled paper, the implementation of energy (and cost) saving schemes such asteleconferencing instead of business travel, establishment of an internal environ-mental management system and its certiication under ISO 14000, and the offset-ting of carbon footprint from ofice activities and employees travel through thepurchase of tradable renewable energy certiicates or support for sustainable af-forestation projects;• The development of innovative “green” inancial products such as “low-carbon” mu-tual funds, through which Russian FIs might become market leaders in the globaltransition to an energy-eficient economy;• The pricing of carbon into proposed inancing transactions, even as a scenario-plan-ning exercise, possibly at an illustrative cost equivalent to the current market priceof carbon credits in the EU, or some similar measure50. This is particularly relevantfor FIs involved in export credit inancing, in terms of retaining the competitivenessof Russia’s exports to the EU, especially in light of the high concentration of embed-ded GHG in Russian exports (over 21 percent of total export value)51, and the possi-bility of border tax adjustments for embedded carbon, as recently proposed byvarious EU members states.
50 The price of carbon credits on the European Union Emissions Trading System, during September 2009,was approximately EUR 13-15 / ton CO2 equivalent.
51 Jiang K., A. Cosbey, and D. Murphy. “Embedded Carbon in Traded Goods.” Paper presented at the Tradeand Climate Change Seminar Copenhagen, Denmark, 18–20 Jun. 2008.
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The question posed as a title of this section is a complex one, and the answer is multi-faceted in nature. There is little doubt, however, that the irst and possibly most impor-tant element that is required for a substantial shift towards environmental responsibilityon the part of a FI is a commitment by its senior management to undertake such a shift,assisted by proactive roles of risk managers, corporate social responsibility teams andother staff. At the same time, however, the development of a sustainability frameworkand action plan cannot take place in a corporate “ivory tower”. On the contrary, it re-quires participation and incorporation of internal stakeholders (e.g. credit staff, deal/transaction and relationship managers, legal staff), consultations with key clients andother affected external stakeholders (regulators, NGOs, industry associations, etc).As evidenced by the experiences of various international FIs described in Chapter One,different FIs can take varying approaches to the integration of social and environmentalresponsibility mechanisms into their business practices. Some institutions will seek todesign and implement internal responsibility structures and operate in relative isola-tion, while others might undertake ESG activities primarily through membership of in-ternationally recognised peer networks such as the Equator Principles and UN PRI. Whilesuch policy choices have always to be lexible to relect the differences in sizes, struc-tures, ownerships and ambitions of FIs, the key factors for a successful responsibilityperformance remain consistent. These include a clear policy vision and an uncompli-cated, but targeted responsibility action plan with measurable indicators, the availabil-ity of effective channels for internal and external communication regarding ESG issues,the existence of compliance and grievance mechanisms, and the integration of ESG issuesunto all activities and components of the organisation rather than a situation in whichthese issues are conined to a particular business unit.It would appear that a well-proven strategy for the adoption of environmental and so-cial responsibility mechanisms on the part of FIs is through the application of thesemechanisms in one particular industry sector, for example forestry or isheries, and thesubsequent expansion into other sectors. In a similar fashion, the initial focus would ap-pear to favour “high risk” inancial products such as project and export credit inance,with expansion to a broader range of inancial products (initial public offerings, corpo-rate loans, etc) at a later stage.Some important considerations for FIs in the development of sustainability proceduresinclude the following:• The identiication of particular sustainability “ields” (for example, mitigation of risksassociated with clients concentrated in one environmentally-intensive industry, ad-visory services on emissions trading and energy-eficiency) that can contribute to theinancial and other targets of the institution in terms of income generation or cost /risk reduction;• Agreement on what sustainability standards will apply to which inancial products;• The development of policies and procedures to clarify and describe the sustainabil-ity approach chosen by the FI to its staff and other stakeholders, including owners,regulators, etc; and• An assessment of resource, training and communication implications inherent tothe adaptation of the chosen approach.
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Figure 13. Integrating “Green” Responsibility Standards from Scratch:
a Generic Roadmap for Russian FIs
Source: WWF-Russia.Note: Larger arrows stand for the social and environmental responsibility of FIs in a broad sense(recognition and management of the environmental and social risks inherent in projects to which inance isprovided), while smaller arrows refer to the narrow deinition of responsible inance (inancing of specii-cally targeted socially and environmentally beneicial projects).
PHASE 2. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
• Continuation of activities as per Phase 1
• Information disclosure (CSR reports, processing of information requests,
etc)
• Creation and use of effective channels for a dialogue with stakeholders,
including grievance mechanisms
PHASE 3. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
• Continuation of activities as per Phase 1 & 2
• Environmental and social responsibility strategy and action plan with
measurable targets, assisted by robust internal and external communica-
tion regarding its rationale
• Development and implementation of environmental and social screening
criteria for evaluation of clients and projects (checklists, decision trees,
manuals, etc)
• Effective bodies and channels for cooperation with clients on ESG
issues, including EIA and energy-efficiency measures
• Internal and external environmental and social compliance and grievance
mechanisms
PHASE 1. SELF-ASSESSMENT
• Review of existing project portfolio and identification of environmental
and social risks of each individual project and / or client
• Exploration of ways to balance environmental and social risks in
loan/investment portfolio
• Review of existing project portfolio and identification of
environmental and social opportunities of each individual
projects and/or client
• Exploration of ʻgreenʼ market opportunities
• Continuation of activities as per Phase 1
• ʻGreen” awareness campaigns among stakeholders
(including employees and existing and potential clients)
• ʻGreenʼ office
• Continuation of activities as per Phase 1 & 2
• Prioritisation of existing ʻgreenʼ market opportunities
• Market penetration within identified niches
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As an example, HypoVereinsbank has analysed the additional time and costs implica-tions related to the application of the Equator Principles in its loans categorised as Cat-egory A projects (projects with high extra-inancial risk). According to the Bank’sestimates, the additional time taken by a project oficer to screen and structure theseextra-inancial risks made up four percent of the overall time dedicated to the deal. Fur-thermore, in Category A deals, the additional independent external advisory costs in-curred (covering environmental, social and legal aspects), equated to less than 0.01percent of the total project costs, which corresponds to an increase in technical duediligence costs of between 15 and 20 percent per a Category A deal52. As discussed in Sec-tion 3.1 above, the cost of implementing environmental assessment procedures accord-ing to the FI standards is as a rule passed on borrowers.In keeping with the distinction between broad and narrow scopes of social and envi-ronmental responsibility on the part of FIs, as described in Section 1.2 of the report, Fig-ure 13 maps a logical framework for Russian FIs’ integration of “green” responsibilitystandards from scratch.As a further illustration, the Addenda section of this report provides a irst-hand de-scription of the experience of adopting and implementing the EPs, written by Mr. OsamuOdawara, Senior Vice President and Head of the Sustainable Development Departmentat Mizuho Corporate Bank.
52 WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Developed forthe Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortia of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, Euler Hermes,FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
Environmental and Social Risk Managers:• Develop and maintain Bank Policies and Procedures –such as the Equator Principles Manual.• Provide oversight of new business and portfolio risks and provide sustainabilityinput into key decisions that are based on sustainability risks and opportunities.• Develop and maintain iles and document rationale for each transaction.• Train staff, and develop sustainability materials for new staff, updates for existingstaff on new rules, policies and trends such as carbon inance, etc.• Develop a Sustainability Training Toolkit both for Business Origination and for CreditRisk Functions.• Keep management updated on critical, high risk projects which may create reputa-tional or investment risks.• Undertake transparent environmental review and disclose indings to deal teams.• Involvement in, and structuring of Action Plans and covenants in Loan Documenta-tion.• Liaison with clients, peers, NGO’s and others.• Provide input to Bank’s Sustainability Report.
Source: WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Devel-oped for the Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortium of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, EulerHermes, FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
Good practice suggests that designated sustainability teams play a crucial role in imple-menting sustainability policies in a FI. Such teams are usually staffed with between oneand ive employees and are often linked with the credit risk or legal departments. Theskills represented in a sustainability team of a FI should include inancial, environmen-tal, social and legal capacities.In general, sustainability teams take the lead on the development of environmental andsocial responsibility policies and procedures at a FI, but they are of course required tocollaborate with other divisions in the implementation of these policies and procedures.These teams therefore need to be proactive in recognising the particular challenges thatare being created for relationship managers and deal-makers, and actively assist in de-veloping solutions to address those challenges. Sustainability staff should be available toprovide relevant guidance and recommendations to relationship managers and creditrisk teams but need not necessarily be involved in every deal signed by the FI. Depend-ing on the scope and scale of environmental and social risks attached to a particular deal,sustainability teams might take a proportionally active role in client assessment,preparatory work and further through out the investment lifecycle. This role may varyfrom no involvement in cases of zero or insigniicant environmental and social impact ofthe transaction, to ongoing consultation and involvement in the case of high-risk in-vestments.
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Almost all client applications for Euler Hermes services arescreened and reviewed by the Sustainability Team (DST). Only“standard” applications where the underwriter knows that the application does not fallunder the scope of the “Common Approaches” or that the project type is environmentallynot sensitive, are not screened by the DST.The DST includes six full time staff members comprised of a head, an engineer, two en-vironmental scientists, a lawyer and an economic expert. This organisational solutionhas proven to be effective and timely in terms of project support and as a result therehave been positive outcomes such as:• Increased environmental know-how despite increased work load, less delays in re-view process (as opposed to delays due to coordination between two units underan alternative organisational structure), more eficient review process.• Direct contact person for environmental issues for exporters (before and during ap-plication), enabling clariication of questions on the technical level.• Workshops organised by the DST with exporters in which requirements (scope of re-view, information requirements, applicable standards etc) were explained. This leadsto a better understanding by clients (exporters) of what is required under the OECD“Common Approaches” and to more engagement of exporters. Quality of informa-tion provided by clients has improved, resulting in a more eficient review process.• More structured and clearer information on environmental aspects in reports to theGuardian Authorities (technical/environmental experts “iltering” relevant infor-mation).• Less criticism from NGOs on speciic projects.
Source: WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Devel-oped for the Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortium of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, EulerHermes, FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
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The text boxes contain irstly a job description for Environmental and Social Risk Man-agers at HypoVereinsbank, the second largest FI in Germany and a signatory of the Equa-tor Principles, and secondly the organisational experience of Euler Hermes, a Frenchcredit insurance company applying the OECD “Common Approaches”.As mentioned above, the sustainability team of a FI might play a role over the entire lifetime of an investment, involving four stages, as follows:
1. Preliminary Screening. As soon as a potential client approaches a FI for funding,prospective transactions are screened by relationship managers and the sustainabilityteam in order to identify risks and opportunities. In case where the risks attached to thetransaction might be high, relevant consultations should be held not only between rela-tionship and sustainability teams, but also with the credit risk teams and senior man-agement (Figure 14). Categorisation of projects as having high, medium, or lowenvironmental and social risks (A, B or C respectively according to the IFC/EBRD/Equa-tor Principles classiication) is a sensitive issue and might be a point of disagreementwith stakeholders.At this stage, FIs usually apply specially designed tools that assist them to make cate-gorisation and other decisions, and assess compliance risk. These tools need not be com-plicated, and usually amount to sector checklists and decision trees. Industry sectorchecklists often include 10–15 questions regarding the key risks and issues: (a) sectorrisks and performance norms; (b) industry trends and drivers; (c) client capacity, com-mitment and track record; and (d) sector-speciic guidance for investment teams. Ex-amples of such industry sector checklists can, as a rule, be obtained from the websitesof individual banks, where they are made available for the convenience of clients.
Figure 14. Internal Consultations among FI’s Teams for Making Responsible
Decisions
Source: WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Devel-oped for the Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortium of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, EulerHermes, FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
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Based on the outcomes of the preliminary screening, all the internal teams of the FIshould agree on the approach to a particular client in terms of applicable standards andthe case for requiring these as part of the transaction. The FI will then prepare a businessoffer for the client in order to help address the identiied sustainability risks and op-portunities according to the logic outlined in Figure 15.
Figure 15. The Hierarchy of Options to Address Environmental and Social Risks.
Source: WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Devel-oped for the Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortium of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, EulerHermes, FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
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Figure 16. Four Criteria for an EfKicient Public Consultation under a FI’s Re-
sponsibility Framework
Source: WWF and China Outreach Partners (2009). “Capacity Building and Best Practice Materials Devel-oped for the Chinese Financial Sector by a Consortium of Financial Institutions and WWF.” ANZ, DEG, EulerHermes, FMO, Standard Chartered, Unicredit/HCB, West LB and WWF.
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2. Due Diligence. The sustainability team will review the transaction according to theFI’s environmental and social screening manual or a similar guideline and complete thenecessary internal paperwork. The sustainability group will also evaluate the com-pleteness of the client’s environmental assessment / audit and determine the need, orlack thereof, for involving external consultants. At this stage, for projects with signii-cant environmental and social risks and impacts, particular attention should also be paidto an assessment of the public consultation processes undertaken by the client, in linewith the criteria described in Figure 16. In some cases additional public consultationsmay be required, with corresponding implications for low and timeline of the deal. Thesustainability team will also assess the client’s capacity and commitment to achieve com-pliance, as well as discuss and agree with the client the manner in which any compli-ance deiciencies will be addressed. It is essential to ensure that these agreements areincorporated in the action plans developed for the deal, and also that the necessary lever-age mechanisms to ensure compliance are built into the deal.
3. Structuring and Approval. The sustainability team will provide concise summary ofthe principal risks and requirements of the FI (in the form of environmental and socialmanagement systems, action plans, etc). Speciic requirements in this regard must beincorporated into the deal contracts and leverage to ensure compliance must be main-tained following the disbursement of funds.
4. Monitoring. Monitoring of existing projects is an equally important task for the sus-tainability team in spite of the persistent (and somewhat natural) tendency to focus onnew business. It is important to ensure that clients are managing the sustainability risksassociated with the inanced projects, and are complying with the bank’s requirementsin terms of the agreed action plans and other measures. On an annual basis, the sus-tainability team reviews the environmental and social performance of the clients, whoare obliged to relevant reporting and public information disclosure. The level and in-tensity of these follow-up and monitoring activities should be in direct proportion to thesustainability risks associated with a particular project.Increasingly, sustainability teams are also required to service the “opportunities” aspectof a FI’s business, such as investigating the potential of investment in carbon markets, orproviding advice regarding the environmental soundness of foreign trade, improvementof energy-eficiency, etc. As a result, these teams need to possess a broad range of skills,in terms of both understanding risks and identifying new opportunities.
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This report attempts to quantify the scale of exposure on the part of both foreign and Russ-ian FIs to environment-intensive sectors of the Russian economy and to explore theprospects for positioning inance as a driver of sustainable development in Russia, simi-lar to the manner in which this process is underway in other emerging markets such asChina, Brazil and South Africa.While the analysis has succeeded in identifying a range of international and domestic FIswhich lend into environment-intensive sectors in Russia, the task of inding effective waysto “green” the inancial resources of the Russian economy has proven more dificult. Thestructure of the Russian inancial sector and the resultant prerequisites for its environ-mental awareness have little in common with the situations in China, Brazil or South Africa.In contrast to China, Russia lacks inancial self-suficiency and is as a result highly relianton foreign capital markets – those in Europe, North America, Japan and, increasingly, China.Furthermore, unlike in China and South Africa, the Russian government has instituted rel-atively limited measures in terms of policy, legislation and enforcement capacity to ensureimprovements in energy- and resource-eficiency of the national economy and the “green-ing” of the inancial and corporate sectors. As discussed in Section 3.2, China is the worldleader in terms of absolute levels of “green” investments (USD 216.4 billion) to be injectedby the government into the national economy as part of a stimulus package to overcomethe inancial crisis. It addition to its primary functions, the People’s Bank of China hastaken up responsibility for improving the risk management practices by the country’s FIs,including the management of environmental and social risks in their loans portfolios. Bycontrast, the Russian Central Bank is preoccupied with consolidating the Russian bankingsector and maintaining the stability of the national currency, a particularly challengingtask, given the externally driven luctuations in the balance of payments. Finally, RussianFIs are far less active abroad than their Chinese counterparts, and are therefore far less ex-posed to international competitiveness pressures, which include the environmental andsocial proile of funded projects.Unlike in Brazil and South Africa, Russian FIs are subject to a very low level of environ-mental requirements and demands from the country’s citizens and foreign direct investors.As a result, the performance of FIs and their clients is generally less closely linked withtheir environmental and social practices than is the case in other countries. Whereas theBrazilian Stock Exchange, for example, plays a proactive role in promoting responsible in-vestment, Russian stock exchanges and inancial industry associations, by contrast, arefor the most part ignorant of the potential for environmental and social considerations toimprove the sector’s competitiveness.With regard to the environmental and social proile of the inancial sector, the situation inRussia is somewhat similar to that in India, which also lags behind other emerging mar-kets in the adoption of internationally recognised responsibility mechanisms. This paral-lel is even more obvious when considering the massive environmental challenges thatremain to be addressed in both Russia and India by all actors in the economies of thosecountries, including the inancial sector.It would appear that in terms of the integration of environmental sustainability consider-ations into economic development policies in general, and into inancial sector decision-making processes in particular, Russia can follow either the Chinese or Brazilian model.Adoption of the Chinese model will require a signiicant increase in the level of attentionto environmental issues on the part of the Russian government, state-owned corporationsand state-owned banks. It is however important that such attention is directed not onlytowards the nature protection function of the government per se, which is performed byone ministry, but rather towards the integration of sustainability drivers into the entirespectrum of economic policies, with the aim of promoting “green” development as a meansto improve the country’s international competitiveness. Such process implies a complete
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departure from the commonly held perceptions on the part of many Russian oficials andbusinessmen that environmental requirements and responsibility hold only costs, trade-offs and no real synergies with economic advancements.At the same time, in light of the increasing role of the state in the Russian economy, in-cluding by means of stimulus measures to counter the 2008/9 inancial crisis, there exista number of prerequisites for the implementation of this scenario. In particular, given theambitions of some state-owned banks such as Sberbank, VEB and VTB to play a more sig-niicant role in the global arena, it seems likely that the adoption of international sustain-ability mechanisms will become increasingly important and appropriate for theseinstitutions.Implementation of the Brazilian scenario in Russia will require a higher level of integra-tion of the country into the global economy and an increasing role for both national andinternational civil society institutions in decision-making processes. In this regard, the factthat Russia is already so much dependent on external capital markets, can provide posi-tive impacts for integration of the environmental and social considerations in the country’sbusiness practices. Many Western and Japanese banks that provide loans to the Russiancorporate sector are signatories of the Equator Principles and other responsibility bench-marks, and as these mechanisms evolve, their application in Russia will also become morestringent. The most lucrative clients in Russia, including oil and gas companies, tap into in-ternational inancial markets and are therefore accustomed to applying the internationalresponsibility mechanisms required by these investors. There is therefore no evidence tosuggest that avoidance of international responsibility frameworks will make Russian FIssomehow more attractive to potential clients than their foreign competitors.In line with international trends, it would appear that the irst moves to adopt interna-tionally recognised mechanisms of social and environmental responsibility in Russia arelikely to come from Russian subsidiaries of foreign FIs and inancial intermediaries of mul-tilateral institutions such as EBRD and IFC. It would also appear likely that some regionaland medium-sized Russian banks might be motivated to utilise the aspect of environmentaland social responsibility as a distinguishing feature and thereby improve their access to in-ternational capital markets. This is particularly the case in the highly competitive “differ-entiate or die” post-crisis scenario, in which issuers with no sovereign support arecompeting with other private banking institutions from all over the world, and especiallyfrom other BRICS.As discussed in Sections 1.6 and 3.2, however, the area of project inance, which is coveredby the Equator Principles, accounts only for a small fraction of the capital raised by Russ-ian companies that are active in environment-intensive sectors. Although there exists, asmentioned above, a trend towards harmonisation of existing international responsibilitybenchmarks for the inancial sector, this process will require signiicant progress beforethese mechanisms can be applied in areas such as corporate inance, which is the princi-pal source of capital in Russia. Furthermore, lending institutions providing project andcorporate loans are not the sole providers of external inancing in Russia. In fact, the Eu-robonds’ market in the country is comparable in size to that of the syndicated loans mar-ket. It would therefore be inappropriate to insist that only the foreign and domesticbanking sectors should be accountable for the potential environmental damage resultingfrom the projects that they inance. Institutional investors, the majority of whom are loathto disclose information regarding their portfolios, have traditionally injected signiicantfunding into emerging market economies. Due to the far more “intangible” nature of theasset management and portfolio investment sectors, existing socio-environmental guide-lines such as the UN PRI do not include any relatively straightforward measures of envi-ronmental and social responsibility such as Environmental Impact Assessment, in themanner that the Equator Principles do.
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Finally, the growing reliance within Russia on Chinese inance is sure to become anincreasingly controversial issue. Although the Chinese inancial sector is embracingresponsibility standards under the guidance of the People’s Bank of China, this processhas to date primarily focused on loans provided by Chinese banks in the domesticmarket rather than abroad where Chinese institutions inance environment-intensiveprojects. In 2006 – 2009, China Development Bank provided inancing of at least USD 25billions to Russian oil companies in the form of corporate loans, which under current con-ditions are not subject to the Equator Principles even if this bank was a signatory of theEquator Principles, which it is not. Russian civil society institutions have yet to learn howto work with the increasingly more active Chinese players in the Russian economy.A third possible scenario for Russia may be to avoid following either the Chinese or Brazil-ian models of ESG responsibility, and rather remain in its current environmental policyvacuum for a number of years. This might imply a prolonged delay of important deci-sions, as was the case for Russia’s ratiication of the Kyoto Protocol and subsequent de-velopment of the internal legal framework for participation in international trade inemissions quotas. Nevertheless, the cost of such inaction is particularly high not only forthe government, but also for domestic and international companies operating in Russiawithout clear policy signals that would allow them to start plan strategically instead oftheir current myopic approach to business, the society and the environment. Such a pol-icy vacuum might also imply signiicant reputational risk for Russia in the internationalarena, as it would signal a lack of willingness on the part of the government to engage inenvironmental and social issues.However, sound environmental policies and application of FIs’ responsibility benchmarkssuch as the OECD “Common Approaches” are adherent to membership in the Organisa-tion for Economic Cooperation and Development currently sought by Russia. Thereforethe integration of environmental and social responsibility standards into the Russian i-nancial sector appears to be a question of “when” rather than “if”.At the same time, global experience would suggest that market leaders are never thosewho wait for guidance from authorities, but rather those who foresee emerging marketopportunities and explore uncharted territories. In this context, the area of sustainable i-nance in Russia offers major opportunities. The experiences of IFC and EBRD are testa-ment to the fact that environmentally responsible and progressive investments arepossible in Russia, and that energy eficiency measures in particular can prove extremelyattractive for FIs from a commercial point of view. One issue that reoccurs on an ongoingbasis in the Russian context concerns a lack of awareness regarding the beneits of energyeficiency to the economy in general and to heavy industry in particular. It may thereforebe assumed that if Russian banks begin incorporating the issue into their investment de-cisions and activities, awareness on the part of their clients in this regard is certain to in-crease in a corresponding fashion. According to the IFC’s annual client survey conductedin 2006, the third most important factor for clients in terms of entering into a partnershipwith IFC was the assistance that the organisation provides in managing environmentaland social issues (see Section 2.3 of the report for further details). The potential marketfor energy eficiency solutions in Russia is a huge one, and the beneits to be gained, interms of carbon emissions reductions and the resulting beneits for the climate changeagenda, are equally signiicant. There also exists signiicant potential for investments inrenewable energy in Russia, particularly in wind power. Similarly, waste treatment is an-other area which will need to be addressed by Russian companies if they are to increasetheir international competitiveness.From the viewpoint of WWF, the most realistic scenario for the development of respon-sible inance in Russia is for a few proactive FIs in the country to take the lead in the areaof environmental and social sustainability, and thereby “turn the tables”, making otherplayers follow in order to retain competitiveness and market share. This report is in-tended to assist these anticipated market leaders in gaining the maximum beneit from acollective of international experience in responsible inance.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Biocapacity refers to the productivity of a certain area of land and water, in other words. the capacity to producean ongoing supply of biological resources. WWF International publishes a biannual “Living Planet Report” with up-dates on trends in changes of both biocapacity and ecological footprint. Internet: http://www.panda.org/living-planet
BRICS is an acronym that refers to the fast-growing emerging market economies of Brazil, Russia, India, China andSouth Africa. The acronym was irst coined and prominently used by Goldman Sachs in 2003 in its Global Eco-nomics Paper No. 99 titled “Dreaming with BRICs”. This paper argued that, since they are developing so rapidly, by2050 the combined economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China could eclipse the combined economies of the cur-rent richest countries of the world. Because of the popularity of the Goldman Sachs thesis "BRIC", this term hassometimes been extended to “BRICS+” (including Malaysia and Indonesia), "BRIMC" (including Mexico), "BRICA"(including Arab countries – Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman and the United Arab Emirates) and"BRICET" (including Eastern Europe and Turkey). These have all become more generic terms to refer to theseemerging markets.
Carbon credit is a concept that came into place in conjunction with the Kyoto Protocol. This international agree-ment allows the recipient of such carbon credits, which are obtained through the implementation of carbon sav-ing practices or projects (e.g. re-forestation or the implementation of renewable energy projects), to sell thesecarbon credits to companies or other entities that are unable to remain below their prescribed carbon emissionsquota.
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) represents a group of close to 500 institutional investors (as of mid 2009) thatincludes some of the world’s largest and best-known FIs such as HSBC, JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, MerrillLynch, etc. Given these investors’ increasing concerns regarding the risks related to climate change, since its launchin 2000 the CDP sends out information requests on their behalf to public and private organisations throughout theworld requesting them to report their greenhouse gas emissions and relevant management actions and policies.Companies are encouraged to use the Greenhouse Gas Protocol to calculate their speciic emissions. All SignatoryInvestors have access to all company reports sent to the CDP, even if these are not publicly available. Internet:http://www.cdproject.net
CERES (Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies) is a US-based network of investors, environ-mental organisations and other public interest groups working with companies and investors to address sustain-ability challenges such as climate change. The coalition was founded in 1989, and its signatories share tenprinciples related to engagement in environmentally responsible and sustainable business solutions. As of mid2009, the CERES Principles have been adopted by over 50 companies including a dozen that appear on the Fortune500 list. Internet: http://www.ceres.org
Corporate capital structure refers to the way a corporation inances its assets, usually through a combination of
equity (investment), debt (loans from inancial institutions and other organisations, bonds, etc), or hybrid securi-ties (bonds convertible into shares, etc).
Corporate loan is a loan provided to a corporation usually for unspeciied purposes as opposed to project loansthat form part of project .inance aimed at implementation of speciic projects.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) refers to the activities of companies that are speciically aimed at im-proving their ESG performance in a manner that extends beyond legislative requirements. Another deinition ofCSR is the provision of public goods by private entities. There are different types of CSR, and these can, accordingto the business strategist Michael Porter, be grouped into a) reactive CSR, which often equates to “giving awaymoney” on the part of a company that suffers losses at a result of beneiting stakeholders, and b) strategic CSR,which creates “win-win” situations for both companies and the society through the generation of long-term sharedvalue.
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Ecological footprint represents human demand on the Earth's ecosystem goods and services to produce the re-sources that an individual, population or activity consumes, and to absorb the waste it generates. While the term“ecological footprint” is widely used, its methods of calculation and measurement may vary. WWF Internationalpublishes a biannual “Living Planet Report” with updates on trends in changes of both biocapacity and ecologicalfootprint, including the carbon and water footprint of nations. Internet: http://www.panda.org/livingplanet
Ecosystemgoods and services include products such as clean drinking water and forestry products and processessuch as the decomposition of wastes and mitigation of negative climate change impacts.
Emergingmarket economies (EMEs or emergingmarkets) is the term inancial analysts use to describe a groupof 20 – 30 developing and transition countries, characterised by rapid growth of production, consumption and i-nancial market capitalisation. These usually include the so-called BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and SouthAfrica), Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Thailand, Turkey and a number of others.
Environment-intensive industries are sectors of the economy that rely directly or indirectly on natural resourcessuch as mineral deposits, ecosystem goods and services and energy, and/or are signiicant polluters of the envi-ronment. Examples of environment-intensive industries include extraction of oil, gas, coal and metal ores, forestry,ishery, transport, construction, etc.
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is the formal procedure of assessing the potential positive and nega-tive environmental impacts of a particular project. EIA procedures can be established by national governmentsthrough relevant legislation, or by .inancial institutions and corporate entities for their own risk mitigation pur-poses. For example, Russia’s monopoly gas producer, Gazprom, undertakes EIAs according to its own internalguidelines, the requirements of the Russian legislation, and the demands of international inancial institutions (incases where Gazprom applies for foreign project .inance loans).
Equator Principles (EPs) is a voluntary benchmark for the inancial industry to manage social and environmen-tal issues in project .inance transactions. Launched in 2003 by 10 banks in co-operation with the IFC, the EquatorPrinciples were revised in July 2006 to make them applicable to all projects with a total cost higher than USD 10million. In 2007, 71 percent of newly provided project inance in emerging markets (USD 53 billion out of a totalof USD 75 billion) was subject to EPs. As of mid 2009, the EPs have been adopted by over 60 banks from aroundthe world. Internet: http://www.equator-principles.com
Equity is the value of an ownership interest in property, and is synonymous with shares or stock in publicly listedcompanies. Equity comprises a portion of the corporate capital structure.
Eurobond is an international bond that is denominated in a currency not native to the country in which it is is-sued. London is one of the principal centres of the Eurobond market, but Eurobonds may be traded throughout theworld – for example in New York, Singapore or Tokyo.
Financial institution is an institution that provides inancial services for its clients or members. Financial insti-tutions include banks, insurance companies, pension funds, asset managers, mutual funds, hedge funds and a num-ber of other institutional forms.
Footprint – see Ecological footprint.
Global Compact – see UN Global Compact.
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is the world’s most widely used sustainability reporting framework that setsout the principles and indicators that organisations can use to measure and report their economic, environmen-tal, and social performance. The GRI started off as a joint initiative by CERES and UNEP, but has been an inde-pendent entity since 2002. In 2006, the GRI entered into a strategic alliance with UN Global Compact, with GRIacting as a tool for implementing the Principles of the Global Compact. The cornerstone of the GRI is the Sustain-ability Reporting Guidelines, the third version of which – known as the G3 (Third Generation) Guidelines – waslaunched in October 2006. As of mid 2009, approximately 1500 companies have declared their adoption of the G3reporting standard. http://www.globalreporting.org
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“Green”, as in “green” component in an economic stimulus package, “green” inance, etc, describes a prod-uct or an action which prevents or avoids harm to the environment (in the narrow sense) or promotes efi-cient use and conservation of natural resources (in the broad sense).
Institutional investor is a .inancial institution which pools large sums of money and invests these sums incompanies. The notion comes from the fact that these investors are institutions as opposed to private indi-viduals (who can also act as investors).
Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR) is a US-based network of institutional investors and other .inancial in-
stitutions that promotes a better understanding of the inancial risks and investment opportunities associatedwith climate change. INCR was launched in November 2003 and is coordinated by CERES. Its membership hasgrown from 10 investors managing USD 600 billion in assets in 2003 to more than 70 investors managing over USD7 trillion in assets in 2009. Internet: http://www.incr.com
Leveraged loans refer to loans used to supplement investment as a source of funding for companies and proj-ects.
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are eight international development goals that over 190 United Na-tions member states and over 20 international organisations have agreed to achieve by 2015. These goals address,poverty, health, environmental, and gender issues and were agreed by the UN member states in 2001 as part of theMillennium Declaration of 2000. Internet: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals
Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) are .inancial institutions created by a group of countries to provide i-nancing and professional advice for the purpose of development. MDBs include the World Bank and Regional De-
velopment Banks.
Natural capital is the land, air, water, living organisms and all formations of the Earth's biosphere that provide the
ecosystem goods and services imperative for the survival and well-being of humankind and that form the basis forall human economic activity. While human, inancial and technological capitals have traditionally been used as ameasure of economic performance, natural capital has in general been ignored. A new generation of developmentindicators (known as “full-cost” or “beyond GDP” approaches) takes account of natural capital in order to enabledecision-making that promotes effective management, preservation and enhancement of natural environments.
Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) is an organisation that is created by civil society and is not part of thepublic or private sectors.
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), established in 1961, consists of 30 devel-oped economies: namely Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Ger-many, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,Poland, Portugal, the Slovak Republic, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, andthe United States. In May 2007, the OECD countries agreed to invite Chile, Estonia, Israel, Russia and Slovenia tobegin discussions regarding membership of the Organisation and offered enhanced engagement, with a view topossible membership, to Brazil, China, India, Indonesia and South Africa. OCED membership requires, amongstother considerations, application of sound environmental policies by the candidate country, which also serve asone of the referral standards for the Equator Principles. Export credit agencies of the OECD countries fulil the“Recommendation on Common Approaches on the Environment and Oficially Supported Export Credits” guide-lines. Internet: http://www.oecd.org
Private equity consists of equity securities in operating companies that are not publicly traded on a stock ex-change.
Project Kinance is a method of funding in which the lender considers primarily the revenues generated by a sin-gle project, both as the source of repayment and as security for the exposure. This type of inancing is an alterna-tive to corporate loans provided to corporations, usually for unspeciied purposes. As a rule, project inance isemployed for large, complex and expensive installations that might include for example power plants, chemical pro-cessing plants, mines, transportation infrastructure, and telecommunications infrastructure. The borrower is usu-ally a Special Purpose Entity (SPE) that is not permitted to perform any function other than developing, owning,and operating the installation.
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Reactive CSR is a type of CSR which often equates to “giving away money” on the part of a company that sufferslosses at a result of beneiting stakeholders. Reactive CSR often takes place ad hoc and includes such activities ascharitable donations and coerced or PR-driven social and environmental investments aimed at mitigating harmsfrom value-chain activities. An alternative type of CSR is strategic CSR.
Regional Development Banks (RDBs) include, but are not limited to the European Bank of Reconstruction andDevelopment, African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, Black Sea Trade and Development Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, Islamic Development Bank, etc.
Responsible Kinance has a broad and narrow scope in environmental and social terms. The former stands forrecognition on the part of FIs of environmental and social risks associated with the projects and clients to whichthey provide funding, and operation of an adequate system to manage these risks. The narrow deinition of re-sponsible inance applies to FIs which specialise in inancing socially and environmentally targeted projects suchas social housing, energy eficiency, sanitation, etc, and which often provide loans to these projects at an interestrate lower than the average.
Stakeholders are individuals, groups and organisations who affect or can be affected by a company’s activities. Inenvironmental and social terms, the stakeholders of FIs include their owners (shareholders in case of publiclylisted companies), clients, employees, and government agencies as well as any other parties that can be affectedby their loan or investment activities.
Strategic CSR, as opposed to reactive CSR, is a type of CSR which creates “win-win” situations for both companiesand the society through the generation of long-term shared value. Strategic CSR transforms value-chain activitiesto beneit society while reinforcing corporate strategy and leveraging capabilities that exist within companies toimprove their competitiveness.
Sustainable development (sustainability) is development that meets the need of the present without compro-mising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (as deined by the UN’s Bruntland Commission).
Sustainable Kinance is inance employed to achieve the goals of sustainable development, including the Millen-
nium Development Goals.
Syndicated loans are large loans in which a group of banks provide funds for a borrower or borrowers. The pri-mary motivation for such loan syndication is risk mitigation for the lenders. Syndicated loans involve one or moremandated lead arrangers and up to 20 – 30 associated lenders.
UnitedNations Environment Programme (UNEP) coordinates the environmental activities of the United Nationsand encourages sustainable development through the application of sound environmental practices. It was foundedas a result of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in June 1972 and has its headquarters inNairobi, Kenya. UNEP also has six regional ofices and various country ofices. Internet: http://unep.org
UNEP Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) is a global partnership between UNEP and the inancial sector, representedby more than 170 signatories as of mid 2009, comprised primarily of banks and insurance companies. UNEP FI’smission is to identify, promote, and realise the adoption of environmental and sustainability best practice at all lev-els of .inancial institution operations. Internet: http://www.unepi.org
UN Global Compact (UNGC) is a United Nations initiative aimed at encouraging businesses across the globe toadopt sustainable and socially responsible policies, and to report on the implementation of these policies in sup-port of broader UN goals such as the Millennium Development Goals. The Global Compact’s participants voluntar-ily commit to comply with ten principles in the areas of human rights, labour, anti-corruption and the environment.Since its oficial launch on 26 July 2000, the initiative has grown to include more than 6700 participants as ofOct. 2009, including over 5200 businesses in 130 countries. In 2006 the UNGC entered into a strategic alliancewith the GRI, in which the GRI acts as a tool for implementing the UNGC Principles. Internet: http://www.unglob-alcompact.org
United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI) were launched in 2006, as a result of a jointeffort by UNEP FI and the UN Global Compact, based on an initiative of former UN Secretary-General Koi Annan.The UN PRI focus on promoting ESG issues in equity and investment funds. Signatories to the UN PRI commit to
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making ESG issues a central component of their analysis of potential investments and to incorporating ESG issuesinto their own operations. As of mid 2009, the UN PRI have been adopted by over 510 FIs with total assets undermanagement of over USD 18 trillion. An increasing number of institutional asset owners include UN PRI mem-bership as part of their fund manager selection criteria.
Value at Risk refers to the risk embedded in a .inancial institution’s current asset base and business strategies as-sociated with regulatory change, legacy assets, market disruption and emerging trends. These risks may crys-tallise within a relatively short time frame and “peak”, for example, as the world responds to the climate changethrough carbon emissions restrictions. Unless these issues are considered seriously by inancial institutions, theymay negatively contribute to overall credit risks. Appropriate responses from inancial institutions can lead to asigniicant reduction in the risk inherent in a client, industry or inancial portfolio.
Value at Stake is the emerging opportunity associated with new business drivers, changing client demand, regu-latory obligations and expanded geographic scope of business activities. This may offer signiicant long-term rev-enue potential for a .inancial institution and its clients, in which they can capitalise on opportunities that arise.Examples include assisting in and funding of clients transition to a low carbon economy.
World Bank is an international .inancial institution that provides leveraged loans to emerging market economiesand other developing countries for capital programs with a primary objective of poverty alleviation. The WorldBank is therefore involved into funding of a wide range of projects requiring EIAs. The World Bank comprises twoinstitutions – the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International Develop-ment Association (IDA). Internet: http://www.worldbank.org
World BankGroup (WBG) is a family of ive international organisations that inance poverty alleviation in emerg-
ing market economies and other developing countries. Two of these organisations – the International Bank for Re-construction and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA) – make up the World
Bank, while the other three are the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the Multilateral Investment Guaran-tee Agency (MIGA) and the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Internet:http://www.worldbank.org
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COLLEVECCHIO DECLARATION ON FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
AND SUSTAINABILITY53
Financial institutions (FIs) can and must play a positive role in advancing environmental and social sustainability.This declaration, endorsed by over 200 civil society organisations, calls on FIs to embrace six commitments, andtake immediate steps to implement them as a way for FIs to retain their social license to operate. These commit-ments relect civil society’s expectations of the role and responsibilities of the inancial services sector in foster-ing sustainability.
THE ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSThe inancial sector’s role of facilitating and managing capital is important; and inance, like communications ortechnology, is not inherently at odds with sustainability. However, in the current context of globalization, inancialinstitutions (FIs) play key roles in channelling inancial lows, creating inancial markets and inluencing interna-tional policies in ways that are too often unaccountable to citizens, and harmful to the environment, human rights,and social equity.FIs have played a role in irresponsibly channelling money to unethical companies, corrupt governments, and egre-gious projects. In the Global South, FIs’ increasing role in development inance has meant that they bear signiicantresponsibility for international inancial crises, and the crushing burden of developing country debt. However,most FIs do not accept responsibility for the environmental and social harm created by their transactions, eventhough they may be eager to take credit for the economic development and beneits derived from their services.And relatively few FIs, in their role as creditors, analysts, underwriters, advisers, or investors effectively use theirpower to deliberately channel inance into sustainable enterprises, or encourage their clients to embrace sus-tainability.Similarly, the vast majority of FIs do not play a proactive role in creating inancial markets that value communitiesand the environment. As companies FIs concentrate on maximizing shareholder value, while as inanciers theyseek to maximize proit; this dual role means that FIs have played a pivotal role in creating inancial markets thatpredominantly value short-term returns. These brief time horizons create intense pressure for companies to putshort-term proits before longer-term sustainability goals, such as social stability and ecological health.Finally, through the work of international public policy bodies such as the Bretton Woods institutions, the powerof FIs has increasingly expanded as countries have deregulated, liberalized, and privatized their economies and i-nancial markets. Financial institutions have not only actively promoted these policies and processes, but they havebeneited from them through increased proit and inluence.In too many cases, FIs have unfairly beneited at the expense of communities and the environment. For example,during inancial crises, many FIs charged high risk premiums to indebted countries, while at the same time bene-iting from public bail-outs. Some FIs have spoken out against innovative solutions to the debt crisis, such as thesovereign-debt restructuring processes proposed by civil society groups and now being discussed in the Interna-tional Monetary Fund. And FIs’ voices have been absent in efforts to address tax havens, a problem that blocksprogress towards equity and sustainability.As a result, civil society is increasingly questioning the inancial sector’s accountability and responsibility, andchallenging FIs’ social license to operate. As major actors in the global economy, FIs should embrace a commitmentto sustainability that relects best practice from the corporate social responsibility movement, while recognizingthat voluntary measures alone are not suficient, and that they must support regulations that will help the sectoradvance sustainability.
53 The Collevecchio Declaration was signed in January 2003. Downloadable in English athttp://www.banktrack.org/download/collevecchio_declaration_2/0_030401_collevecchio_declaration.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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SIX COMMITMENTS TO KEY PRINCIPLESAcknowledging that FIs, like all corporations, exist as creations of society to act in the public interest, FIs shouldpromote the restoration and protection of the environment, and promote universal human rights and social jus-tice. These principles should be inherent in the way that they offer inancial products and services, and conducttheir businesses.Finance and commerce has been at the centre of a historic detachment between the world’s natural resource base,production and consumption. As we reach the boundaries of the ecological limits upon which all commerce relies,the inancial sector should take its share of responsibility for reversing the effects this detachment has produced.Thus, an appropriate goal of FIs should be the advancement of environmental protection and social justice ratherthan solely the maximization of inancial return. To achieve this goal, FIs should embrace the following six com-mitments:
1. Commitment to SustainabilityFIs must expand their missions from ones that prioritize proit maximization to a vision of social and environ-mental sustainability. A commitment to sustainability would require FIs to fully integrate the consideration of eco-logical limits, social equity and economic justice into corporate strategies and core business areas (including credit,investing, underwriting, advising), to put sustainability objectives on an equal footing to shareholder maximiza-tion and client satisfaction, and to actively strive to inance transactions that promote sustainability.
2. Commitment to “Do No Harm”FIs should commit to do no harm by preventing and minimizing the environmentally and/or socially detrimentalimpacts of their portfolios and their operations. FIs should create policies, procedures and standards based on thePrecautionary Principle to minimize environmental and social harm, improve social and environmental condi-tions where they and their clients operate, and avoid involvement in transactions that undermine sustainability.
3. Commitment to Responsibility.FIs should bear full responsibility for the environmental and social impacts of their transactions. FIs must alsopay their full and fair share of the risks they accept and create. This includes inancial risks, as well as social andenvironmental costs that are borne by communities.
4. Commitment to AccountabilityFIs must be accountable to their stakeholders, particularly those that are affected by the companies and activitiesthey inance. Accountability means that stakeholders must have an inluential voice in inancial decisions that af-fect the quality of their environments and their lives – both through ensuring that stakeholders rights are pro-tected by law, and through practices and procedures adopted by FIs themselves.
5. Commitment to TransparencyFIs must be transparent to stakeholders, not only through robust, regular and standardized disclosure, but also bybeing responsive to stakeholder needs for specialized information on FIs’ policies, procedures and transactions.Commercial conidentiality should not be used as an excuse to deny stakeholders information.
6. Commitment to Sustainable Markets and GovernanceFIs should ensure that markets are more capable of fostering sustainability by actively supporting public policy,regulatory and/or market mechanisms which facilitate sustainability and that foster the full cost accounting ofsocial and environmental externalities.
IMPLEMENTING THE COLLEVECCHIO DECLARATIONThis document provides guidance for inancial institutions (FIs) on implementing the Collevecchio Declarationon Financial Institutions and Sustainability. The Declaration calls for broad commitments, and FIs may have dif-fering interpretations regarding how to implement them. This document provides clariication of what civil soci-ety currently (2003) expects from FIs committed to implementing the six key principles of the CollevecchioDeclaration.
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FIs can work with stakeholders to take the following immediate steps:
1. Commitment to Sustainability
a) Measurement of environmental and social impactsFIs should measure the environmental and social impacts of their portfolios in core business areas, including lend-ing, investing, underwriting and advising.
b) Continuous improvement based on environmental & social impacts of portfoliosAlthough some FIs embrace the concept of continuously improving their management systems, all FIs must assessthe sustainability challenges and issues facing their portfolios; and create objectives, strategies, timetables andperformance indicators to increase the sustainability proile of their portfolios.
c) Fostering sustainabilityFIs must actively seek to shift their businesses to proactively sustainable practices which improve environmentaland social conditions. This might include, for example, reducing the carbon footprint of their portfolios by shift-ing investments from fossil fuel to renewables; or the capitalization of sustainable enterprises. FIs should use theirinluence to ensure that companies and projects in which they invest or support act in line with best practice. FIshould set clear timetables for improving their clients’ sustainability performance, and if necessary, withdrawtheir support of non-performing clients.
d) Implementation and capacity buildingFIs should take all necessary steps to ensure that staff are trained and capacity is built to ensure that sustainabil-ity objectives are met and that procedures, policies and standards are implemented. Staff performance reviews andbonuses should be linked to the achievement of sustainability targets and timetables.
2. Commitment to “Do No Harm”
a) Sustainability proceduresOn the basis of the Precautionary Principle, FIs should create transactions-based procedures that screen and cat-egorize potential deals on the basis of environmental and social sensitivity. Based on a transaction’s sensitivity, theFI should perform appropriate levels of due diligence, stakeholder consultation, and assessment. FIs should alsocreate processes for inluencing, legally enforcing and monitoring sensitive transactions.
b) Sustainability standardsFIs should adopt internationally recognized, sector-speciic, best practice standards that can serve as the basis forinancing or refusing to inance a transaction (e.g. World Commission on Dams guidelines, Forest StewardshipCouncil standards)Banks should also establish supplementary sectoral standards with stakeholder input and guidance. Some suchstandards exist already for the forests sector and others are being developed for other issues/sectors such as Min-erals and Dams projects. These standards will vary, but should as a minimum cover issues such as: respect for in-ternational conventions, no-go zones, gender equity issues, supply chain issues, human rights, etc.
3. Commitment to Responsibility
a) Bear full responsibility for the impacts of transactionsFIs must pay for their full and fair share of risks that they accept and create. This means FIs should not help engi-neer country bail-out packages that aggravate the debt burden of developing countries. It also means that FIsshould bear full responsibility for the environmental and social costs that are created by their transactions butborne by communities. This includes using their inluence and resources to address the needs of communitieswhose livelihoods and ways of life are compromised by the adverse environmental or social impacts of their trans-actions.
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b) Recognize their role in developing country debt crisisFIs should recognize that the ability of countries to service external debt depends on the maintenance of social andecological systems, and that developing country debt burdens are socially, environmentally, and economically un-sustainable. FIs should refrain from lobbying against innovative solutions to the developing country debt crisis, andsupport calls for signiicant debt relief/cancellation.
4. Commitment to Accountability
a) Public ConsultationFIs can advance accountability by consulting civil society groups when creating sustainability policies, objectives,procedures, and standards. FIs should incorporate the views of stakeholders affected by their credit, lending, un-derwriting or advisory functions. This includes respecting the right of affected communities to “say no” to a trans-action.
b) Stakeholder RightsFIs must also support regulatory efforts that increase the rights of stakeholders in having a more inluential voicein the governance of FIs and their transactions.
5. Commitment to Transparency
a) Corporate Sustainability ReportingFIs should publish annual sustainability reports according to an internationally recognized reporting format sup-ported by civil society. FIs should further include disclosure on the sustainability proile of the FI’s portfolio, abreakdown of core business activities by sector and region, and the implementation of the FI’s sustainability poli-cies and objectives.
b) Information DisclosureFIs should make assumptions in favour of information disclosure. Particularly for completed transactions, but alsofor those in the pipeline, FIs should publicly provide information on companies and signiicant transactions in atimely manner, and not hide behind the excuse of business conidentiality.
6. Commitment to Sustainable Markets and Governance.
a) Public policy and regulationFIs must recognise the role that governments must play in setting the market frameworks within which compa-nies and FIs function. FIs should work to make markets more capable of fostering sustainability by actively sup-porting public policy, regulatory or market mechanisms that foster the internalisation of social and environmentalexternalities.
b) Financial practicesFIs should avoid and discourage inappropriate use of tax havens or currency speculation that are unfair and thatcreate instability. FIs should also strive to make inancial decisions based on longer-term time horizons and rewardclients that do the same.
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THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES ?REVISED TEXT OF JULY 2006@54
PREAMBLEProject inancing, a method of funding in which the lender looks primarily to the revenues generated by a singleproject both as the source of repayment and as security for the exposure, plays an important role in inancing de-velopment throughout the world55. Project inanciers may encounter social and environmental issues that areboth complex and challenging, particularly with respect to projects in the emerging markets.The Equator Principles Financial Institutions (EPFIs) have consequently adopted these Principles in order to en-sure that the projects we inance are developed in a manner that is socially responsible and relect sound envi-ronmental management practices. By doing so, negative impacts on project-affected ecosystems and communitiesshould be avoided where possible, and if these impacts are unavoidable, they should be reduced, mitigated and/orcompensated for appropriately. We believe that adoption of and adherence to these Principles offers signiicantbeneits to ourselves, our borrowers and local stakeholders through our borrowers’ engagement with locally af-fected communities. We therefore recognise that our role as inanciers affords us opportunities to promote re-sponsible environmental stewardship and socially responsible development. As such, EPFIs will consider reviewingthese Principles from time-to-time based on implementation experience, and in order to relect ongoing learningand emerging good practice.These Principles are intended to serve as a common baseline and framework for the implementation by each EPFIof its own internal social and environmental policies, procedures and standards related to its project inancing ac-tivities. We will not provide loans to projects where the borrower will not or is unable to comply with our respec-tive social and environmental policies and procedures that implement the Equator Principles.
SCOPEThe Principles apply to all new project inancings globally with total project capital costs of US$10 million or more,and across all industry sectors. In addition, while the Principles are not intended to be applied retroactively, we willapply them to all project inancings covering expansion or upgrade of an existing facility where changes in scaleor scope may create signiicant environmental and/or social impacts, or signiicantly change the nature or degreeof an existing impact.The Principles also extend to project inance advisory activities. In these cases, EPFIs commit to make the clientaware of the content, application and beneits of applying the Principles to the anticipated project, and request thatthe client communicate to the EPFI its intention to adhere to the requirements of the Principles when subsequentlyseeking inancing.
54 Downloadable in English, French, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese and Russian at http://www.equator-principles.com
55 Project inance is “a method of funding in which the lender looks primarily to the revenues generated by a single project, both asthe source of repayment and as security for the exposure. This type of inancing is usually for large, complex and expensive installa-tions that might include, for example, power plants, chemical processing plants, mines, transportation infrastructure, environment,and telecommunications infrastructure. Project inance may take the form of inancing of the construction of a new capital installa-tion, or reinancing of an existing installation, with or without improvements. In such transactions, the lender is usually paid solely oralmost exclusively out of the money generated by the contracts for the facility’s output, such as the electricity sold by a power plant.The borrower is usually an SPE (Special Purpose Entity) that is not permitted to perform any function other than developing, owning,and operating the installation. The consequence is that repayment depends primarily on the project’s cash low and on the collateralvalue of the project’s assets.” (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capi-tal Standards (“Basel II”)).
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STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLESEPFIs will only provide loans to projects that conform to Principles 1-9 below:
Principle 1: Review and CategorisationWhen a project is proposed for inancing, the EPFI will, as part of its internal social and environmental review anddue diligence, categorise such project based on the magnitude of its potential impacts and risks in accordancewith the environmental and social screening criteria of the International Finance Corporation (IFC) (Exhibit I).
Principle 2: Social and Environmental AssessmentFor each project assessed as being either Category A or Category B, the borrower has conducted a Social and En-vironmental Assessment (“Assessment”) process56 to address, as appropriate and to the EPFI’s satisfaction, therelevant social and environmental impacts and risks of the proposed project (which may include, if relevant, theillustrative list of issues as found in Exhibit II). The Assessment should also propose mitigation and managementmeasures relevant and appropriate to the nature and scale of the proposed project.
Principle 3: Applicable Social and Environmental StandardsFor projects located in non-OECD countries, and those located in OECD countries not designated as High-Income,as deined by the World Bank Development Indicators Database, the Assessment will refer to the then applicableIFC Performance Standards (Exhibit III) and the then applicable Industry Speciic EHS Guidelines (“EHS Guide-lines”) (Exhibit IV). The Assessment will establish to a participating EPFI’s satisfaction the project's overall com-pliance with, or justiied deviation from, the respective Performance Standards and EHS Guidelines.The regulatory, permitting and public comment process requirements in High-Income OECD Countries, as deinedby the World Bank Development Indicators Database, generally meet or exceed the requirements of the IFC Per-formance Standards (Exhibit III) and EHS Guidelines (Exhibit IV). Consequently, to avoid duplication and stream-line EPFI's review of these projects, successful completion of an Assessment (or its equivalent) process under andin compliance with local or national law in High-Income OECD Countries is considered to be an acceptable sub-stitute for the IFC Performance Standards, EHS Guidelines and further requirements as detailed in Principles 4, 5and 6 below. For these projects, however, the EPFI still categorises and reviews the project in accordance withPrinciples 1 and 2 above.The Assessment process in both cases should address compliance with relevant host country laws, regulationsand permits that pertain to social and environmental matters.
Principle 4: Action Plan and Management SystemFor all Category A and Category B projects located in non-OECD countries, and those located in OECD countries notdesignated as High-Income, as deined by the World Bank Development Indicators Database, the borrower hasprepared an Action Plan (AP)57 which addresses the relevant indings, and draws on the conclusions of the As-sessment. The AP will describe and prioritise the actions needed to implement mitigation measures, corrective ac-tions and monitoring measures necessary to manage the impacts and risks identiied in the Assessment. Borrowerswill build on, maintain or establish a Social and Environmental Management System that addresses the manage-
56 Social and Environmental Assessment is a process that determines the social and environmental impacts and risks (includinglabour, health, and safety) of a proposed project in its area of inluence. For the purposes of Equator Principles compliance, this willbe an adequate, accurate and objective evaluation and presentation of the issues, whether prepared by the borrower, consultants orexternal experts. Depending on the nature and scale of the project, the assessment document may comprise a full-scale social and en-vironmental impact assessment, a limited or focused environmental or social assessment (e.g. audit), or straight-forward applicationof environmental siting, pollution standards, design criteria, or construction standards. One or more specialised studies may alsoneed to be undertaken.
57 The Action Plan may range from a brief description of routine mitigation measures to a series of documents (e.g., resettlement ac-tion plan, indigenous peoples plan, emergency preparedness and response plan, decommissioning plan, etc). The level of detail andcomplexity of the Action Plan and the priority of the identiied measures and actions will be commensurate with the project’s poten-tial impacts and risks. Consistent with Performance Standard 1, the internal Social and Environmental Management System willincorporate the following elements: (i) Social and Environmental Assessment; (ii) management program; (iii) organisational capac-ity; (iv) training; (v) community engagement; (vi) monitoring; and (vii) reporting.
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ment of these impacts, risks, and corrective actions required to comply with applicable host country social and en-vironmental laws and regulations, and requirements of the applicable Performance Standards and EHS Guidelines,as deined in the AP.For projects located in High-Income OECD countries, EPFIs may require development of an Action Plan based onrelevant permitting and regulatory requirements, and as deined by host-country law.
Principle 5: Consultation and DisclosureFor all Category A and, as appropriate, Category B projects located in non-OECD countries, and those located inOECD countries not designated as High-Income, as deined by the World Bank Development Indicators Database,the government, borrower or third party expert has consulted with project affected communities in a structuredand culturally appropriate manner58. For projects with signiicant adverse impacts on affected communities, theprocess will ensure their free, prior and informed consultation and facilitate their informed participation as ameans to establish, to the satisfaction of the EPFI, whether a project has adequately incorporated affected com-munities’ concerns59.In order to accomplish this, the Assessment documentation and AP, or non-technical summaries thereof, will bemade available to the public by the borrower for a reasonable minimum period in the relevant local language andin a culturally appropriate manner. The borrower will take account of and document the process and results of theconsultation, including any actions agreed resulting from the consultation. For projects with adverse social or en-vironmental impacts, disclosure should occur early in the Assessment process and in any event before the projectconstruction commences, and on an ongoing basis.
Principle 6: Grievance MechanismFor all Category A and, as appropriate, Category B projects located in non-OECD countries, and those located inOECD countries not designated as High-Income, as deined by the World Bank Development Indicators Database,to ensure that consultation, disclosure and community engagement continues throughout construction and oper-ation of the project, the borrower will, scaled to the risks and adverse impacts of the project, establish a grievancemechanism as part of the management system. This will allow the borrower to receive and facilitate resolution ofconcerns and grievances about the project’s social and environmental performance raised by individuals or groupsfrom among project-affected communities. The borrower will inform the affected communities about the mecha-nism in the course of its community engagement process and ensure that the mechanism addresses concernspromptly and transparently, in a culturally appropriate manner, and is readily accessible to all segments of the af-fected communities.
Principle 7: Independent ReviewFor all Category A projects and, as appropriate, for Category B projects, an independent social or environmentalexpert not directly associated with the borrower will review the Assessment, AP and consultation process docu-mentation in order to assist EPFI's due diligence, and assess Equator Principles compliance.
Principle 8: CovenantsAn important strength of the Principles is the incorporation of covenants linked to compliance. For Category Aand B projects, the borrower will covenant in inancing documentation:
58 Affected communities are communities of the local population within the project’s area of inluence who are likely to be ad-versely affected by the project. Where such consultation needs to be undertaken in a structured manner, EPFIs may require thepreparation of a Public Consultation and Disclosure Plan (PCDP).
59 Consultation should be “free” (free of external manipulation, interference or coercion, and intimidation), “prior” (timely disclo-sure of information) and “informed” (relevant, understandable and accessible information), and apply to the entire project processand not to the early stages of the project alone. The borrower will tailor its consultation process to the language preferences of the af-fected communities, their decision-making processes, and the needs of disadvantaged or vulnerable groups. Consultation with In-digenous Peoples must conform to speciic and detailed requirements as found in Performance Standard 7. Furthermore, the specialrights of Indigenous Peoples as recognised by host-country legislation will need to be addressed.
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a) to comply with all relevant host country social and environmental laws, regulations and permits in all mate-rial respects;b) to comply with the AP (where applicable) during the construction and operation of the project in all materialrespects;c) to provide periodic reports in a format agreed with EPFIs (with the frequency of these reports proportionateto the severity of impacts, or as required by law, but not less than annually), prepared by in-house staff orthird party experts, that i) document compliance with the AP (where applicable), and ii) provide representa-tion of compliance with relevant local, state and host country social and environmental laws, regulations andpermits; andd) to decommission the facilities, where applicable and appropriate, in accordance with an agreed decommis-sioning plan.Where a borrower is not in compliance with its social and environmental covenants, EPFIs will work with the bor-rower to bring it back into compliance to the extent feasible, and if the borrower fails to re-establish compliancewithin an agreed grace period, EPFIs reserve the right to exercise remedies, as they consider appropriate.
Principle 9: Independent Monitoring and ReportingTo ensure ongoing monitoring and reporting over the life of the loan, EPFIs will, for all Category A projects, and asappropriate, for Category B projects, require appointment of an independent environmental and/or social expert,or require that the borrower retain qualiied and experienced external experts to verify its monitoring informa-tion which would be shared with EPFIs.
Principle 10: EPFI ReportingEach EPFI adopting the Equator Principles commits to report publicly at least annually about its Equator Princi-ples implementation processes and experience, taking into account appropriate conidentiality considerations.60
DISCLAIMERThe adopting EPFIs view these Principles as a inancial industry benchmark for developing individual, internalsocial and environmental policies, procedures and practices. As with all internal policies, these Principles do notcreate any rights in, or liability to, any person, public or private. Institutions are adopting and implementing thesePrinciples voluntarily and independently, without reliance on or recourse to IFC or the World Bank.
EXHIBIT I: CATEGORISATION OF PROJECTSAs part of their review of a project’s expected social and environmental impacts, EPFIs use a system of social andenvironmental categorisation, based on IFC’s environmental and social screening criteria, to relect the magni-tude of impacts understood as a result of assessment.These categories are:• Category A – Projects with potential signiicant adverse social or environmental impacts that are diverse, ir-reversible or unprecedented;• Category B – Projects with potential limited adverse social or environmental impacts that are few in number,generally site-speciic, largely reversible and readily addressed through mitigation measures; and• Category C – Projects with minimal or no social or environmental impacts.
60 Such reporting should at a minimum include the number of transactions screened by each EPFI, including the categorisationaccorded to transactions (and may include a breakdown by sector or region), and information regarding implementation.
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EXHIBIT II:
Illustrative list of potential social and environmental issues to be addressed in the Social and Environ-
mental Assessment documentationIn the context of the business of the project, the Assessment documentation will address, where applicable, the fol-lowing issues:a) assessment of the baseline social and environmental conditionsb) consideration of feasible environmentally and socially preferable alternativesc) requirements under host country laws and regulations, applicable international treaties and agreementsd) protection of human rights and community health, safety and security (including risks, impacts and manage-ment of project’s use of security personnel)e) protection of cultural property and heritagef) protection and conservation of biodiversity, including endangered species and sensitive ecosystems in modi-ied, natural and critical habitats, and identiication of legally protected areasg) sustainable management and use of renewable natural resources (including sustainable resource manage-ment through appropriate independent certiication systems)h) use and management of dangerous substancesi) major hazards assessment and managementj) labour issues (including the four core labour standards), and occupational health and safetyk) ire prevention and life safetyl) socio-economic impactsm) land acquisition and involuntary resettlementn) impacts on affected communities, and disadvantaged or vulnerable groupso) impacts on indigenous peoples, and their unique cultural systems and valuesp) cumulative impacts of existing projects, the proposed project, and anticipated future projectsq) consultation and participation of affected parties in the design, review and implementation of the projectr) eficient production, delivery and use of energys) pollution prevention and waste minimisation, pollution controls (liquid efluents and air emissions) and solidand chemical waste management
Note: The above list is for illustrative purposes only. The Social and Environmental Assessment process of each project may or maynot identify all issues noted above, or be relevant to every project.
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EXHIBIT III:
IFC Performance Standards on Social and Environmental SustainabilityAs of April 30, 2006, the following IFC Performance Standards were applicable:• Performance Standard 1: Social & Environmental Assessment & Management System• Performance Standard 2: Labour and Working Conditions• Performance Standard 3: Pollution Prevention and Abatement• Performance Standard 4: Community Health, Safety and Security• Performance Standard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement• Performance Standard 6: Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural Resource Management• Performance Standard 7: Indigenous Peoples• Performance Standard 8: Cultural Heritage
Note: The IFC has developed a set of Guidance Notes to accompany each Performance Standard. While not formally adopting theGuidance Notes, EPFIs or borrowers may use the Guidance Notes as useful points of reference when seeking further guidance on orinterpretation of the Performance Standards. The IFC Performance Standards, Guidance Notes and Industry Sector EHS Guidelinescan be found at www.ifc.org/enviro
EXHIBIT IV:
Industry-SpeciKic Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) GuidelinesEPFIs will utilise the appropriate environmental, health and safety (EHS) guidelines used by IFC which are now inplace, and as may be amended from time-to-time.IFC is using two complementary sets of EHS Guidelines available at the IFC website (www.ifc.org/enviro). Thesesets consist of all the environmental guidelines contained in Part III of the World Bank’s Pollution Prevention andAbatement Handbook (PPAH) which went into oficial use on July 1, 1998 and a series of environmental, health andsafety guidelines published on the IFC website between 1991 and 2003. Ultimately new guidelines, incorporatingthe concepts of cleaner production and environmental management systems, will be written to replace this seriesof industry sector, PPAH and IFC guidelines.Where no sector speciic guideline exists for a particular project then the PPAH’s General Environmental Guide-lines and the IFC Occupational Health and Safety Guidelines (2003) are applied, with modiications as necessaryto suit the project.*The table below lists both the World Bank Guidelines and the IFC Guidelines as of March 1, 2006.
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Industry Specific EHS Guidelines: World Bank Guidelines (PPAH) IFC Guidelines
1. Aluminum Manufacturing 1. Airports
2. Base Metal and Iron Ore Mining 2. Ceramic Tile Manufacturing
3. Breweries 3. Construction Materials Plants
4. Cement Manufacturing 4. Electric Power Transmission and Distribution
5. Chlor-Alkali Plants 5. Fish Processing
6. Coal Mining and Production 6. Food and Beverage Processing
7. Coke Manufacturing 7. Forestry Operations: Logging
8. Copper Smelting 8. Gas Terminal Systems
9. Dairy Industry 9. Geothermal Projects
10. Dye Manufacturing 10. Hazardous Materials Management
11. Electronics Manufacturing 11. Health Care
12. Electroplating Industry 12. Life & Fire Safety
13. Foundries 13. Occupational Health and Safety
14. Fruit and Vegetable Processing 14. Office Buildings
15. General Environmental Guidelines 15. Offshore Oil & Gas
16. Glass Manufacturing 16. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
17. Industrial Estates 17. Pesticide Handling and Application
18. Iron and Steel Manufacturing 18. Plantations
19. Lead and Zinc Smelting 19. Port and Harbour Facilities
20. Meat Processing and Rendering 20. Rail Transit Systems
21. Mini Steel Mills 21. Roads and Highways
22. Mixed Fertilizer Plants 22. Telecommunications
23. Monitoring 23. Tourism and Hospitality Development
24. Nickel Smelting and Refining 24. Waste Management Facilities
25. Nitrogenous Fertilizer Plants 25. Wastewater Reuse
26. Oil and Gas Development (Onshore) 26. Wildland Management
27. Pesticides Formulation 27. Wind Energy Conversion Systems
28. Pesticides Manufacturing 28. Wood Products Industries
29. Petrochemicals Manufacturing
30. Petroleum Refining
31. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
32. Phosphate Fertilizer Plants
33. Printing Industry
34. Pulp and Paper Mills
35. Sugar Manufacturing
36. Tanning and Leather Finishing
37. Textiles Industry
38. Thermal Power Guidelines for New Plants
39. Thermal Power Rehabilitation of Existing Plants
40. Vegetable Oil Processing
41. Wood Preserving Industry
World Bank and IFC Sector-SpeciKic Guidelines
* Exception (the following are World Bank Guidelinesnot contained in the PPAH and currently in use)Mining and Milling – UndergroundMining and Milling – Open Pit
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ADOPTING AND IMPLEMENTING THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLES:
THE CASE OF MIZUHO CORPORATE BANK61
HOWMIZUHO CORPORATE BANK IMPLEMENTS THE EQUATOR PRINCIPLESIn October 2003, Mizuho Corporate Bank became the 18th inancial institution to sign the Equator Principles. Ittook us twelve months to prepare the implementation of the Principles. During this period, we translated IFC poli-cies and guidelines into Japanese and prepared checklists for 38 industry sectors (with the IFC’s pollution controllimits and other IFC requirements). We created a manual and provided internal training, informed about our com-mitment on the Bank’s website and in our corporate social responsibility report, and established a dialogue withNGOs.All issues relating to the Equator Principles are centralized within Mizuho Corporate Bank’s Sustainable Devel-opment Department, which was created in March 2006. This Department has six team members from four coun-tries, including China. It works with 150 professionals in the Bank’s project inance staff, located in our Tokyoheadquarters and in ive other countries. Based on information from the Business Promotion Division, we pre-pare an Equator screening report on individual transactions. This report is judged by the Credit Division as partof the credit approval process.From April 2006 until March 2007, we screened 39 projects under the Equator Principles. Of these projects, one– a mining project – was considered a category A project, 37 were considered category B projects, and one, a cat-egory C project.The Sustainable Development Department also entertains a dialogue with interested stakeholders. Since 2006,for example, it has given presentations at workshops and conferences organized by Chinese environmental NGOs,the China Enterprise Confederation, and the Chinese Banking Society.In November 2006, Mizuho Corporate Bank became the secretariat bank for the EPFIs. As the secretariat bank,Mizuho is responsible for operating the oficial website of the Equator Principles and supports new EPFIs in theiradopting process.When Mizuho adopted the Equator Principles in 2003, we were ranked 18th among global banks in the project i-nance business, with transactions of about USD 1.1 billion. Since adopting the Principles, our ranking has steadilyimproved. In 2006, we were ranked 3rd, as the lead arranger of 54 deals with a total volume of more than USD 7.7billion. The Equator Principles appear to have been a contributor to our increased success in the project inancebusiness.
A CASE STUDYTangguh LNG project is a prominent example of how the Equator Principles are being implemented in practice. Tak-ing its name from the Indonesian word for “resilient”, Tangguh is centered on the Bintuni Bay area of Papua – 3,200kilometres from Jakarta. It involves two offshore platforms located in Bintuni Bay sub-sea pipelines, and a Lique-ied Natural Gas (LNG) processing facility and tanker terminal on the south shore, scheduled to begin commercialoperations in 2009. It costs USD 7 billion dollars and the loans to this project were provided in July 2006.Mizuho has categorized the Tangguh LNG project as A, because it has signiicant impacts on Biodiversity, NaturalHabitat, and Local Communities including Indigenous People and Involuntary Resettlement. All of the IFC Per-formance Standards and IFC EHS Guidelines for three industrial sectors were applied to this project.
61 This business case has been sourced from the article prepared by Mr. Osamu Odawara, Senior Vice President and Head of the Sus-tainable Development Department at the Mizuho Corporate Bank: Odawara, O. The Equator Principles – a Framework for ManagingSocial and Environmental Risk in Project Finance / International Rivers Network (2008). “New Financiers and the Environment: TenPerspectives on How FinancialInstitutions Can Protect the Environment.” International Rivers Network, Berkeley. Pp. 26 – 27.http://www.esocialsciences.com/data/articles/Document11102009360.3584864.pdf (accessed on 30 Oct. 2009)
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The LNG facilities are designed to meet the requirements of Indonesian Environmental Law and the IFC EHS Guide-lines. The Project’s Biodiversity programs provided valuable baseline information on the Bintuni Bay environmentsuch as the ishery study and mangrove management study. Based on the study, the project has chosen the horizontaldirectional drilling method for pipeline construction at the offshore pipelines landfall to minimize impacts on man-groves. This method meets the requirements of the IFC Performance Standard for Biodiversity Conservation.Equator banks also have to check the social impacts of the project. The Bintuni Bay area is sparsely populated byindigenous communities, living in numerous small villages. The local people have long been practicing agriculture,sago cultivation and ishing. Of these villages, the project identiied eight villages as Directly Affected Villages in-cluding two Resettlement Affected Villages on the south shore, which are a resettlement village and a host village.Villagers on the north shore of the bay were jealous of new houses provided for the resettlement affected villages.They believe the gas ield in the bay also belongs to them under their own customs. The project created a systemof Indigenous Peoples and the Integrated Social Programs and a Land Acquisition and Resettlement Action Planfor these villages. The project has been making efforts to ease tensions among the villages by these plans. Equa-tor banks have been monitoring the implementation of these action plans.The project is facing another challenge in the resettlement village. This project is going to hand over land titles forhouseholds and community assets. Community assets include the structures and land for village ofice, educationalfacilities, mosques and power and water utilities. The challenge is avoiding the risk of dependency, and keeping toa timetable for hand-over. Village people are becoming dependent on the project due to long running subsidies forassets and utilities, and do not like to assume the obligation for their operation, maintenance and repair.
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